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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study is primarily an attempt to demonstrate

that Sidney's revised Arcadia may be read as a unified

whole and should, in the light of its unity, be included in

the literature of paradox, Mearly all recent studies of Sid-

ney's work reaffirm an interpretation established during a

period of scholarship from 19C7 to 1936. At the heart of

this interpretation is the contention that the revised

Arcadia is an heroic poem or Renaissance epic. Though

justly ascribing to Sidney's book a greater seriousness in

conception and design than ei^ .teenth- or nineteenth-century

critics would allow, the interpretation tends, on the one

hand, to augment rather than to reduce the apparent pro-

lixity and incoherence which formed the basis for much

earlier criticism of the romance and, on the other, to

deny that the romance may be read as a unified whole with

some simplicity of pxirpose operating beneath its outward com-

plexity. If viewed in the light of paradoxes of situation

functioning conceptxially in accordance with certain princi-

ples of Ramistic logic, however, the revised Arcadia will be

found to have a unity that derives from an interrelationship

of theme, structure, plot and style. Viewed in this manner,

the revised Arcadia will also be found to have as its true

foundation a ground-plan Sidney admired in Erasmus and
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Agrippa, namely, an inquiry into the discrepancy between

things as they seem to he and things as they really are.

For nearly fifty years after its first publication

In 1690 Sir Philip Sidney's revised Aycad^^ enjoyed wide

popularity, passing through fifteen editions am. surviving an

increasing dislike for far-fetched tales of knight errantry.^

But in the latter half of the seventeenth century the popular-

ity of the work rapidly declined, partly no doubt because the

meiaory of its author had waned, partly because literary and

public attention was then on draiaa, and, with the possible

exception of iiphra Behn's proonoko in 16Sb, the age proauced

no prose fiction cf any importance. When in tlie next century

the novel began to flourish with Defoe, hichardson and Field-

ing, reading tastes had changed. The demand was now for "real

life, ana the fantasy and prolixity of Sidney's romance cculd

no longer be tolerated, hancefcrth criticism of the revised

^bubsequent editions in 1698, 1699, lbO£, 1007, lbl.3,

1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1627, 1630, 1633, and 1638 attest to

the popularity of the work. It is interesting to note also

that among seme twenty-five derogatory references, by such

writers as Shirley, Fletcher, Butler, t>hakespeare. Meres, Jon-

son, Burton, iihadilll, ana ^ekker, to the opanish romances-

e.g , the Palmerin series, ^yrfoy si xOiJ^^hthopd, lamgr fiX

Chivalry—that were popular in the late sixteenth and early

seventeenth century, Sidney's revised AJlcadifi is not to be

found, see Henry Thomas, Spanish £|i^ ip^txxg^e^q ^cmai^geg
. SL

£^^^ (Cambridge, 192o1fiFr266-301. The only ^^^vorable

seveSteenth-century criticism of any note is .iilton's well-

known jibe in .vlknnoclastes that the revised i,T9^^1% is a

"vain amatorious poem,"



Arcadia wa3, rith one or two exceptions, uniformly unTavorable.

Directed mainly at the atructural compleyity of the

work, the crltlclsra echoed a ccndecnation licraoe Walpole set

forth in 1769. In a statement that has since become noto-

rious, Walpole scorned the T;ork as "a tedious, lamentable,

pedantic, pastoral romance, which the patience of a young

virgin in love cannot now wade through. "^ in 1909, however,

occurred the beginnings of a decided shift in critical opin-

ion of the revised Arcadia . For in that year the bookseller

Bertram Doboll made public his discovery of five manuscripts

of what scholars generally refer to as the Old Arcadia , an

earlier, straightforward version in which Sidney placed the

A C&talo;::ue d£ Jfcijg Royal and Noble Authors £f England .

2 vols. (London, 1759)7 I> 183. Cf. also William Hazlitt's
remark that the revised Arcadia contains "the most liivoived,
irksome, improgressive, and heteroclite subject that ever was
chosen to exercise the pen or patience of man" ( Jhe Complete
Works of Willlajsi Hazlitt . ed, P. P. Howe, 22 vols. /London,
193JL/, VI, 3l-5)j J. A. iymonds' summary of a "jungle of pasto-
ral, sentimental, and heroic adventures" ( Sii* Phllii> Sidney
^ondon, 19C4,/, p. 33); or J . v, Jusserand'a statement that
Sidney was "no more capable of restraining., ./fane le^/ into
logical order than a man can restrain or introduce reason Into
a dream" ( The jbnglisfa Novel in th^ i'

.
lme gf Shakespeare , tr.

Elizabeth Lee /London, 190g/Vp, 26^;), See also the adverse
criticism by J, W. h. Atkins in Cambridge history of ii;n.c:lish

Lj.tei-'atur^
T

ill, 3o3-3o4 and by V7, J. Courthope in ^ hi^toyy
of English Poetrv y 6 vols. (London, 1904), II, 220. More
lavorubie critic!jm is in the following works, which empha-
size the heroic in Sidney's romance and thereby anticipate
Edr.in Greenlaw's theory of the revised ^rcadi^ as an heroic
poem (see note 5, below) s Isaac Liisraeli, Asienit^j^es pi' Lit-
erature , 3 vols. (London, 1841), II, 362-3051 v,iliiaia Stlgant|
"Sir Philip Sidney," Cambridge Essays (London, 1858); and
Saint-KIarc Girardin, Couxs 4 ,

6
'

^^^^^erature Lramatique (Paris,
1899).



pastoral element foremost. 3 Sa;-olars were now In a position

to inquire into Sidney's motive for reworking an earlier ver-

sion, and their corresponding shift of attention from the

pastoral to the heroic element in the revision led generally

to criticism more favorable than Walpole»s disparaging remark.

The real significance, therefore, of i obeli's discovery is

that within a few years it opened up what was to be nearly a

quarter of a century of Arcadian scholarship, heralded in 1913

by the appearance of Edwin Greenlaw's "Sidney's Arcadia as an

Example of Elizabethan Allegory,"'* an article that imaiedlately

set the course for modern criticism of Sidney's romance.

Greenlaw's article introduced an interpretation of the

revised Arcadia that is now widely accepted by scholars. "By

Sidney and his contewporaries," writes Greenlaw, "Arcadia was

6ee "New Light upon Sir Philip i-idney's 'Arcadia.'"

The Quarterly Review > GCXI (July, 1909), 74-100. The y^
Arcadia ^ written in 1580, appears as Volume IV of Hig Gpff^pletq

Torks ££ ijjj: Philip oidney ^ ed, Albert Feuiilerat, 4 vols.

(London, 1912-1926), hereafter referred to as Vorks. Two other

versions cf the romance exist j Sidney's revision, begun 1581-

1582, left incomplete at a point near the end cf Book III,

frequently referred to as the Mew Arcadia and published in

quarto by Ponsonby in 1590; a composite text issued in folio

by Sidney's sister in 1593, containing the revised fragment
plus slightly modified additions from the Oj^ Aycadia. All
references to Sidney's romance in the present study are, un-

less otherwise indicated, to the 1590 quarto edition.

^In Kittredge Anniversary . apers (Boston, 1913),

pp. 327-337.



regarded as an heroic poem.**^ Greenlaw's theory underlies

the oentral point of his article: that "Sidney's book...

Is less truly to be described as a pastoral rca^ance than as

an 'historical fiction,' a prose counterpart of the Faerie

^ueenC f having for its object 'to fashion a gentleman or

noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline,' and to por-

tray 'a good gcvernour and a vertuous nian. '"^ To substanti-

ate the theory of the revised Arcadia as an heroic poem,

Greenlaw reliss chiefly on contemporary references to the

work as heroic by Abraham Fraunce, Sir John Harington, Gabriel

Harvey, and Francis ^eres, on the well-uiown passage in the

Defence cf Poesie where oidney speaks favorably cf Xenophon

and Helicdorus as T.Titers cf heroic poems in prose, and on the

testimony of Sidney's friend, Fulke Grevllle, as to the high

seriousness and moral intent in the revised Arcadia. Rein-

Ibid, , p. 327. Though anticipated In some measure by
the essays cf Disraeli, Stigant, and Girardin cited above,
Greenlaw is usually given credit for the theory. Cf. the
note en tiiis point, by iiarcus Goldman, air Il^iljp kidney ^nd
the Arcadi^ ("Illinois Studies in Language and Literature,"
Vol. XVII, ijos. 1-2 pJrbana, 1934] ), p. 137.

Oj2. cit., p. 337,



forced by a ntunbcr of critical studies,? Greenlaw's theory

has met with little opposition, 3 and its security can be felt

in a recent remark by C. S. Lewis* "The first thing we need

to know about the Arcadia f" says Lewis, "is that it is a

heroic poesy; not Arcadian idyll, not even Arcadian romance,

but Arcadian epic,"^

^In particular, Friedrich Brie, Sidney's Arcadia .

eine Studie .gur en^lischsn Renaissance in Cuellen i^n^

ForschrtnrGn . CXXIV (1918), an interpretation of the revised
Arcadia as an allegorical epicj Marcus Goldman, gj^, cit ..

pp, 144-168, 186-210, a study of the revised Arcadia as
heroic rofflRnce and of Sidney's indebtedness to kalory's Morte
d'^.rthur for a part of the chivalric and moral content} and
i.enne th 0, i^^yrick, §^ FMiiE ^IMU M ^ ?^,lt^rar/ CpaS%^m^
(Cambridge. Mass., 1935), pp. 110-296, an examination of the
vfork especially in the light cf rules for the Ksnaissance apic
as laid* down in Minturno's ^ Ppeta . General comment on the
revised Arcadia as an heroic jpoem may be fouad in C. S. Lewis,

pu. 31.:

0S^§£ la ^9V MRlsi^^ (Chicago, 1964), pp. 157-175, a study
that also describes Sidney's romance as an embodiment of the
humanistic ideal.

R. W. Zandvoort, ^i,(^f^^y'^ A2SMia* A Omv&ri,sp^ £a-
twe^ the Two Versions (Amsterdam, 1929), pp. 121-134, has
raised the strongest objection to the theory. Zandvoort finds
"persuasive rather than convincing" Greenlaw's claim that
Sidney looked upon his work as an heroic poem. "That Sidney
may have regarded the Arcaclia seriously," says Zandvoort,
"does not necessarily mean that he regarded it as an attempt
to illustrate the allegorical theory of epic poetry." Zand-
voort interprets the revised J^rqiadJ^^ as "at once a romance
and a treatise." For further details in his objection,
see his review of Myrick's ^^r Philip Sidney a^ ^ Lj,terary
Cya;-'^^Wi in Beiblatt .gu^ MSUa, XLVll (1934), 242-248.

9
Op. cit., pp. ;j34-335, Cf. also the comment by Geof-

frey Tlllotson in his review (RgS, XXIV Jl2^Q?^ 337-339) of
iviyrick's study; *'...it is doubtful if counter arguments other
than those iVir. Llyrick has allowed for will be advanced—he is
fortunate in coming at the end cf a period of Sidney scholar-
ship and makes full use of his position."



In the expansion and establishment cf Greenlaw's theory,

the najcr problem has been to acctunt for the presence in the

revised ^rcadia of 1) the depreciatory preface, 2) the past-

oral and love ele'i^ents, and 3) the enormcua complexity of

Books I and II in particular. Schtlars have had little dif-

ficulty in removing the first two of these obstacles. The

depreciatory preface, vith its statement that the romance is

"but a trifle, and that trifllnglie handled," is felt by all

to belong al.:iOst certainly to the original version, ^^ And as

for Sidney's use cf love and the pastoral, scholars point to

tne Defence cf i cesie . There, with regard to love, tioney ob-

serves that "even to the fieroicai;i | iJupld hath ambitiously

climed" and refers to the "sugred invention of that picture

of ^ove in ^eliodcrus*^7 Theagenes ^ Ghariclea" t^^ and, with

regard to the pastoral, he notes that "some have Liingled /nat-

ters Heroic all and Pastorall . . .if severed they be good, the

conjunction cannot be hurtfull,"-^*^ The apparent inccmpatibil-

ity of the intricacy cf design with the simplicity of the

The -reface is usually taken to be an examrle of
igi.rezzatura y "the courtly grace which conceals a sober }.ur-
pose and is, Indeed, the mark of consUiVriate artistry" (Myrick,
op . cit . f p. 298), Moreover, in the preface biciney speaks of
the work as being dene, a comment that could refer only to
the Old ii-rcadia .

3-lWorkS
f

III, 10,

^^Ibid . ^ p. 22,



classical eric cannot, however, be squared with any cf Sid-

ney's theories in the Defence cf Poesie . What schtlars have

done, therefore, is to consider the complexity as an example

of Renaissance luxuriance. Hence a re&der looking into

Myrick's defense of the revised Arcadia as an heroic poem

will find the complexity (along with the pastoral elements

and the great length) treated under a separate chapter en-

titled "Ornament In the lic^ Arcadia .
"^*^

To treat the intricate, complicated nature of the re-

vised Arcadia as ornament or luxuriance is to treat it as

something of an excrescence that is not organically func-

tional, and is thus a satisfactory criticism only if the

rcTiaiice is to be thought of as ineeting the requirements for a

Renaissance ideal of the epic. But such a treatment denies

unity in the revised ilrcadia and does little to make the work

any more comprehensible to modern readers than it was to

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century readers. That Sidney

troubled himself to revise the straightforward, unified QJ^

Arcadia strcngly suggests that he conceived the revision as

organic, timt is, as a ro:iiance with an interrelationship of

theme, structure, plot and style. ;:>ince current interpreta-

tions of the revised Arcadia as an heroic poem do net recog-

nize this possibility, the , rincipal aim cf this study is to

^^i^. .aiiM PP« 171-189.



demonstrate that, however incoherent Sidney's romance may ap-

pear on the surface, it does have a unified design.

One of the more familiar scenes in the revised Arcadi^

is the shipwreck near the beginning of Book I. Keecued from

this disaster, Liusidcrus, one cf the three heroes of the ro-

mance, has solicited the aid of Arcadian shepherds and is re-

turning to the scene in hope of finding his friend Pyrocles,

who has apparently perished in the same wreck.

They [the Arcadian shepherds] steared therefore
as neere thetherward as they could* but when they
came so neere as their eies were ful masters of
the object, they saw a sight full of piteous
strangenesi a ship, or rather the carkas of Uie
shippe, or rather some few bones cf the carkas,
hulling there, part broken, part burned, part
drovmedj death leaving used more then one dart to
that destruction. About it floted great store of
very rich thinges, and raany chestes which riight
promise no lesse. And a.iiidst the precious things
were a number of dead bodies, which iikev-ise did
not onely testifie both eiemets violence, but
that the chiefe violence was growen of humane in-
hucianitiej for tiieir bodies were ful cf grisly
wounds, 6c their bioud had (as it were) filled the
wrinckles cf the seas visage i which it seemed the
sea woulde not wash away, that it might witnes it
is not alwaies his fault, when we ccMemne his
crueltiej in summe, a defeate, where the conquered
kept both field and spcile* a shipwrack without
storme or ill footing x ana a wast cf fire in the
midst of water. -'•^

The style of this shipwreck scene is particularly impressive.

^\orkS
f I, 9-10.
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The emphasis upon the strangeness of the sight; the contrast

evident in the commingling of precious spoils with dead bodies

j

the summary statement of "a defeata, where the conquered kept

both field and spoile: a shipv/rack without storiEe or ill foot-

ingi and a wast of fire in the laidst of water"—all these

points clearly mark the importance of the passage as one of

paradox of situation. let scholars have all but overlooked

this aspect of Sidney's style, ^^ Their concern lies in de-

fending the scene against the criticism of J. J. Jusserand,

who was particularly disturbed by what he felt to be a Jocular

use of the pathetic fallacy in the sentence "their bloud had

(as it were) filled the wrinckles of the seas visage: which

"^ The only extensive treatment of Sidney's paradoxes
is by bamuel Lee ?^olff , Thg Qreek Kcmances in Elizabethan
frose Fiction (New York, 1912), pp. 357-366. Wolff's chief
interest, however, is in Sidney's indebtedness tc nelicdorus
and Achilles latius. Other critics make only brief mention
of paradox as a stylistic feature of the revised Arcadia . Of.,
for example, iiyrick, ££. cit . . pp. 187, 189. It is rather
odd that iviona V. ilson, i,iT 1 hilip ^idr^ey (London, 1960), pp.
304-309, makes no mention of paradox in her admirable analy-
sis of "The Arcadian Style." Nor is there any ciacussion of
paradox in Zandvoort's chapter on "The Style uf the Two Arca-
dias," ££. cit .. pp. 165-188, though he does cite (p. 171)
an instance or two cf oxymoron, a tyje of paradox that com-
bines ccntradictory or incongruous words. Stanley hariiness.
"The Prose Style of olr ihilip Sidney," in University o£ vds-
consin ^tudie^ in Le^P^^afie ^nd ^j.1^?y^turg» No. 2 (1918)7
pp. 67-76, likevjxsa omits mention cf paradox, though it should
be stated that narkness restricts his study tc irregularities
in Sidney's sentence patterns.
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it seemed the sea woulde not wash away,,., "16 T^e paradoxi-

cal nature of the shipwreck scene sets the basic tone for

the whole book and is essential to its unity.

For the shipwreck scene is but one of nearly a hun-

dred examples of paradox in the revised Arcadia . Many of

these paradoxes are, as critics observe, statements that Sid-

ney works in for stylistic embellishment, but many more ap-

pear as situations which he plots against a larger paradox

of anarchy in the midst of an Arcadian setting. It turns out

that Sidney is exploring the difference between appearance

and reality. Together these paradoxes of situation develop

(i.e., illustrate) a central theme that demonstrates a para-

doxical truth about virtue or high honor. Stated in Sidney »»

own words, the central theme of the revised Arcadia is that

. ^^^^ 5£« JSiJ,, pp. 265-269, Jusserand comments further
(p. 259) that "There is indeed in French literature a dagger
celebrated for having rougi le traitrei but what is it in
comparisonj and ought it not in its turn to grow pale with
envy at the thought of this sea that will not wash itself?"
For a defense of Sidney's description, see Myrick, od, cit.

,

pp. 186-188, who feels that the "most careful craftsmanship"
marks the passage as a whole and thinks Sidney, "in his care-fully maintained point of view, shows in his art a conspicu-
ous intellectual quality," see also J. F. Danby, Poets on
F^pr^une's Mli (London, 1952), p. 60, who writes! ^^fhTship-
wreck description is not one of Sidney's purple passages.
And as we have seen the pattern it reveals is not an arbi-
trary or conventional one imposed from the outside. It is
the Imprint of a mind mastering its objects. Sidney's style
is balanced, antithetical, alliterative, calculated... Sidneysaw the world in terms of division, balance, and resolution.
His style is a reflection of that vision."
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"the jorney of high honor lias not In plaine wayes,"^'<^ which

is a reworicing cf a conventional theaie found in Ovid and

later in Bacon: "Adversity doth best discover virtue."^^

Having related theme, plot and style by characterizing most

cf the episodes in Book II and the situations that constitute

the :iiain and sub plots In the work as a whole, paradox then

intensifies an involved, labyrinthine structure that Sidney

uses chiefly because a simple structure would not carry his

theme. Thus, as Fulke Greville puts it, the end in the re-

vised Arcadia is "not vanishing pleasure alone, but laorall

Images, and i-xamples, (as directing threds) to guide every

man through the confused Labyrinth cf his own desires, and

life. "19

With the combination of paradox and labyrinthine move-

ment, the revised ^i^cadla becomes a riddle. Designed to

teach as well as to delight, a riddle is characterized by

perplexity and Ingenuity, Until the riddle is solved, the

perplexity reitnains primary; the ingenuity, secondary. The key

la
bee Chapter IV,

19

Novell Smith (Oxiord, 1902)7^p. 223^77
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to Sidney's riddle Is laradoX) a study of which, though the

device is one of the very eleinents that contribute to the

form of the roioance, nevertheless solves the puzzle and re-

veals its ingenuity. Analyzed In terms of paradox, the re-

vised ^ycadia emerges not as a ragged, incoherent jungle of

thoughts and events but as a unified romance which, beneath

Its perplexity and in the faoe of Its unfinished state, is

carefully designed to fulfill what Sidney believed to be the

PO
purpose of poetry t to teach and delight, *"

The xmifled design briefly outlined above comes about

through Sidney's application cf paradox tc a particular method

of disccurse that serves this tvjofold purpose of poetry. It

will be seen that the new reading cf the revised ^rcadla

follows closely the Defence of Poesle and Oreville's testi-

mony as to Sidney's aim. The reading also relies on a sourc*

hitherto slighted by critics. In view of the widespread ac-

ceptance cf the revised Arcadia as an heroic poem or epic, it

Is usually assumed that Sidney's use of the jjj .uedlas ye? type

^Q^VortLS y III, 9. " Poesie therefore," says Sidney, "Is
an Art of Imitation : for so Aristotle ter.-aeth it in the word
xxc gri^c? that is tc say, a representing, counterfeiting, or
figuring forth to spealte ivletaphorically, a speaking picture ^

with this end to teach ana delight." It should be noted that
Sidney ; alntained that poetry can be inclusive cf ,rcse. Se«
V.orl-ws . Ill, 10.
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of structural pattern was due to the Influenoe of Hellodorus*s

Aethlopiea> This indebtedness seems all the more oertaln In

lew of the fact that Sidney is known to have borrowed other

Material, including paradoxes, from Heliodorus*^ It is

quite likely, however, that Sidney's source was laore inraediate}

that for his inverted structural plan he drew upon the de-

scrlpbion of the prudential method cf discoursing outlined in

the logic of the French reformer, Peter Ramus. Zhis method

Is a stateoent of the j^ aiedias res soheoie to which Raams de«

votes soae eight pages in his major treatise, fully explain-

ing the plan and clearly designating it as one not only suit-

able for the functional use of a stylistic device like para-

dox but particularly adaptable for the poet whose task it is

to teach and delight a popular reader* Indeed, the unified

design of the revised Arcadia itself as adumbrated here is in

the very spirit of Ramus *s application of logic and rhetoric

to literat\ire, partioulary his demonstration of how a figure

such as paradox can logically function to "prove** a theme*

In short, the evidence strongly suggests that the revised

Arcadia is an example of Ramistio logic*

^^See Wolff, jBB.,..ali«f PP« 210 ff, Sidney's sources
have been studied extensively* A convenient, annotated bi-
bliography appears in Zandvoort, £2* cit. ^ pp. 189-197, to
whose list should be added the studies by Goldman and ^^yriok
referred to above, and the following works i Mary Patchell, JQ
flliPffiyH RgTOnff^i ia iBtAMl?t^^liVn Pgo»» Fiction (New York, 1^
pp* 116-127, and Freda L* Townsend, "Sidney and Ariosto,"
iMUkt UCX (Ibroh, 1946), 97-108*
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For the modern reader the term paradox is likely to

be colored by modern notions and interpretations that all

too often restrict its meaning to a statement expressing a

Terbal contradiction. The discussion of the meaning of para->

dox in the sixteenth century, based primarily on an examina-

tion of the iuost widely used grammar-books, treatises on

rhetoric, and compendiums of rhetorical figures, discloses

three senses of the term that were familiar to an Elizabethan

writer. From its original meaning of a statement or proposi-

tion contrary to received opinion, the term came to include

apparently or actually contradictory statements and then,

supported by the element of surprise or wonder often implicit

in the original sense, statements or situations contrary to

expectation. It is mainly this latter sense, the paradox of

situation, that provides the basis for unity in the revised

In the sixteenth century paradox appeared also in an

expanded forms a literary genre with which Sidney was well

acquainted and which doubtless, when considered along with the

well-known paradoxical character of his life, did much to

shape a personal outlook on the world in terms of sliarp con-

trasts. The survey of the literature of paradox before 1686

places the revised Arcadia In proper context as an artful in-

novation of paradox in opposition to a frequent and popular

employment of the device as a rhetorical exercise.
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The concluding chapter of this study sumaarlEes four

iBportant ocrollarlas to the central thesis that the revised

Arcadia aay be read as a unified whole through an awareness

of Sidney's application of certain principles of Ramistic in-

estigation and method to the use of paradox. First, by en-

ploying the spirit of Ranism to validate Sidney's theory as

to the end of poetry, i?hieh is to teach and delight, the re*

vised A^rcadia will be seen to take on a distinct practical

character. Second, by creatively illustrating the influence

of Rasius's contention that the art of logic is to reason welly

the rcaanoe assumes an historical liapcrtanee. Third, by

achieving unity through the interrelationship of theme,

structure, plot and style, the romance gains the literary

distinction of contributing to the development of English

prose fiction. And finally, by divialglng a paradoxical

truth, as Sidney saw it, about the nature of reality, the

romance assumes an ontologioal significance.



OHAFIIR IZ

ZBB UBiOflliG OF £4^0122 ^ ^HE SIXTESNTH CENTURY

Dmtlng fron 1640| th« tera paradox ^ in the etyaolo*

gleal sense recorded by the Oxford English Dictionary of "a

statement or tenet contrary to reoelTed opinion cr l>ellef i"^

eaerged In English writing close to the outset of the

filisabethan period* This orlsinal meaning of the tera^

derived from Greek jtiu (contrary to) plus doxa (opinlon)|

was currant throughout the age and received particular em-

phasis and popularity when it appeared in a well-established

genre with a tradition dating back to the ancient Qreeks.

The meaning is not ^ however, one with which a modern reader

is likely to be faxailiar. Nor is he likely to recognize any

sense of paradox other than that In which the term is con-

strued as a statement actually or apparently self-contradic-

tory. Yet the term oarac^x was understood during Sidney's

time in at least three closely related aeoMmUf tm> of iriileh

often obscured the original meaning* Since an understanding

of the detailed analysis of the revised Ajpeadia that appears

in a later chapter will demand a knowledge of each of these

three senses^ and particularly the two historical senses, and

^^Phe entry reads in part as follows i "Falsgrave Tr.
Aeolastns Prol* Bljb, We shall not wytsafe any Paradoxes in
noo place, 1, we shall not wytsafe* *.any thynges, that be
aboue or beyonde the common opynyon of men***

17
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slnoe the chapter will Insist upen rather close distinctions

aoong them, a wortoble description of the aeanlng of paradox

in the sixteenth century Is here necessary*

Perhaps it is veil to keep in aind that In this

chapter and the next no attempt is aade to trace specific

sources for Sidney's paradoxes* Rather are the two chapters

together to be thcught of as an attempt to proTide a descrip-

tion of paradox and to define a isilleu of paradox by which

Sidney I a aan of wide reading and learning | might be expected

to have been influenced as his inquiry into the discrepancy

between appearance and reality began to take shape*

A full understanding of what the term paradox meant

to an Elizabethan writer like Sidney can best be gained in

the light of a brief inquiry into the nature of Henaissanse

rhetoric, particularly its relation to logic, and an ex-

aoination of those treatises and textbooks on rhetoric which

supplied definitions and illustrations of the tern*

Since the subject of paradox belongs to that branch

of Renaissance rhetoric known as style, a full definition of

the term is not, for reasons shortly to be adduced, easy to

come by* To the aodern reader, sixteenth-^entury rhetoric is

likely to appear j^ godless ocnfusion* Disagreement aoong

authorities as to what uateriaX was properly a Matter for

logic and what was properly a matter for rhetoric led to

difference of opinion with regard to the nature of tlie divi*
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slons within these discjLplines. Ih« tvo parts of rhetorio

around 'i^hlch muoh of the confusion centared were InYention

and style. In ths Lliddle Agea dialectic or logic occupied a

place of first importance in the trivium; cf its traditional

(l«e«, Ciceronian) fire divisions cf inventionf arrangement|

atylet raemory) and delivery, rhetoric managed to retain only

the latter three | the first two having been assigned to logie«

In the Renaissance I however | rhetoric was elevated to a top

position In the trivitjoi* Yet Inventioni its first branch|

was not always given treataent in school manuals. On the one

hand, a few writers, e.g., Leonard Cox in li^e Arte or crafta

StJL rhetorvke (1524 ?)^ and Thomas Wilson in .2^ Arte ^ Hhe"

torioue (1560) 9^ attempted to restore invention and arrange-

ment to their traditional place in rhetorio. On the other

hand, some writers, especially those who, like Abraham Fraunee

In ^J^ Arcadian Rhetor iise (1688 ), had fallen under the in-

fluence of Peter Ramus and the Rhetorlea of his disciple

^Ccx's treatise has the distinction of being the
earliest English work on rhetorio. It deals with only one
point of Ciceronian rhetorio, viz., Inventlo or investigation.
For a discussion of Cox's departure from the Rhetorlea j^
Herennluf and Cicero's J^ iiiventione In the handling of inven-
tlon, and of Cox's contention that dialectical and rhetorical
Invention are not entirely separate, see Wilbur Samuel Howell

y

ItQgic and Rhetorio in England , 1500-1700 (Princeton, 1966),
pp. 9i>-94.

^f . the reprint cf the 1686 edition, collated with the
edition of 1660 (the edltlo prineaps ) and that of 1667, done
by G. H. Mair (London, 1909), p. 6. Mlson's rhetorio, an
illustration cf all five divisions of traditional or Cio«ro-
nJan rhetorio, was first published in an Incomplete form in 1663*
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Audomarus Talaeus, took issue with traditional rhetoric and

assigned invention, arrangement, and meaory to iogic—whioh
A

left only style and delivery as the whole cf rhetorio,

Henoe on© frequently finds in an Eliaabethan tre&tise on rhe-

toric much the saiE© mteriali dealing with or related to in-

ventiony as that presented in a treatise on logic•«

Similar confusion and overlapping appeared in stylef

another aain branch of rhetoric, and an aspect to which in-

vention was in part related. Much of the richness and exul^er*

anoe of language in Elizabethan literature was due to the

schoolboy's early training in rhetoric , for not only did

rhetoric hold first place in the trivium but of its five

branches style was at that time considered by some writers

the most important* Xet style was the least stable of these

%he popularity of Haraus (1615-1672) and his supposed

reform of logic and rhetoric lasted in England trcia tlits latter

half of the sixteenth century to the early seventeenth cen-
tury. Ramistic logic was .Introduced at Cambridge in tlit early
X570*s by the lectures of Laurence Chaderton. and in 1675-76

Gabriel ilarvey delivered at the saia© institution a series of

lectures on Ramus *s doctrine of rhetoric* See Chapter IV*

Hamistic rhetoric, which included about twenty-five tropes

end figures and a discourse on delivery* was advanced by

farred to as the Rhetorioa . Fraunce's Ibft Asifi^lftfi Rftgt^^rlteg-
ed* Ethel Seaton (Oxford, I960)—is a version of the tJ^^^kffMJ
and contains numereu."; ilV^strations from Sidney's QM k£SA^^*

^f . William Q* Crane, Ht sM Rhetoric ^ SM
ftenaissance (New York, 1937), pp* 6-7, 6a-6&*
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branches I partly because of the association of one of its

categories with logic and partly because of loosa termino-

logy among writers en rhetoric* In many Renaissance text-

bookis on rhetoric under the general heading cf style were

grouped figures cf ajapllfieatlon designed to aid the student

In the developBient of a theaie* Ihe most important of these

figures were those cf thought. Since these were derived

froR the process of dialectical invention, one might, how-

ever, find them under "topics*' in a treatise on logic. Thus

the figures of thought in henry Feaoham's jQut iifiU*S& £t

KlftnWfMt (1377)^ do not appear in Fraunce*s Him freadlan

Hhetorike . because Ramus had assigned those figures to logic.

In view of this overlapping, one might expect to find an ex-

ample of paradox cited as a contrary or a contradictory

under "topics" or "places'* of invention in a treatise on

rhetoric. As William 0. Crane observes, "To schoolboys and

literary men cf the Renaissance it oattered little whether

such devices as definition, distinction, division, cause^

similitude, dlasimilitude , example, and testiinony of authori«

ties fell under the heading of » topics of logic' or under

®»»the Garden of Eioquanoe conteynlng the Figures of
Qrammer and Rhetorike,,,Set foorth in English©, by Henry
Peoham. Minister. Anno. 1677*" ^SS, 19497. A corrected edi-
tion of Peacham's riietcric, shM/ing the influence of Ilaciiso,

appeared in 169S« A facsimile reprint of tills edition is
available, with an Introduction by William C. Crane (Gsines-
vllle, Floridat Scholars' Facsimiles ^ Reprints, 1954)*
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•figures of thought. '"^

In addition to confusing one division of style with

logical invention,- Blizal^ethan writers of textbooks and

compendiums created further confusion by ignoring distinc-

tions in some of their illustrations for rhetorical figures.

For instance, note the following cases wherein a contradictory

(paradoxical) statement appears under different headings

a

1) under ecntrarietie in Wilson's SiS ifcEiS SH m^%or%S.m

Contrarietie, is irtien our talke standeth by contrary

wordes or sentences together. As thus. We might

dispraise sone one man| he is of a strange nature

at eucr I saw, for to his frend he is churlish, to

his foe he is gentle i giue him faire wordes and you
offend hiiaj check him sharply, and you winhe iti«.

Lei him haue his will, and he will flie in thy facet

keep® iiim short and you shall haue him at conaaaund-

ment.^

2) under ^thymeac in Richard Sherry's ^ X;re&tise o^ tija £l£-

ures Qji ^l.mT(K SQ^ Rhelforike (1555)

BnthyBezBe, a sentence made of contraries, •• to be
allowed of evil, is gret reproof* Also flattry
getteth frendes, trueth hatred. *-

*Cf . tha edition by Q.H. Mair, p. 199.

^-ol, l^. ^±S. 22429.



3} undor oontrary in Dudley Fenner** SbA ASlSti M Loeikft

AM £ft:£k&£jL^ (1584)

^ontrariejs7t opposltes vhereof one is set agaynst
one and therefore they directly fight one against
another. /S3^.«.to be ones father and his begot*
ten Sonne.^0

4) under naradoxon in PeachaB*s The Garden of Eloouenee (1577)

It was stich Ittoke as you neuer heard of, alaost in-
oredible, that when fyre should haus consumed hiffl^

"d.
fire saued hisi and lykewyse at another tyae| when
water, should haue bene his death, it saued
lyfe.ll

5) under ironia in Fraunce*s The Arcadian Rhetorlke

Ironia > a Trope, that by naming one eontrarie inten*
deth another. » .and it is perceiued by the contrar*
ietie of the matter it selfe, or by the manner of
tteranoe quite differing from the sense of the
words, ^x^ notable affection, for the loue of
the father, to <dlll the wife, and disinherits the
children. single ciinded modestie, to aspire to no
lesse, than to the princlie Diademe.^

Such confusion of rhetorical figures is perhaps understandable!

Sister Uiriam Joseph notes that the "Tudor rhetoricians treat

eleren figures based on contraries and contradictories. '^^^

The figures are litotes, synoeciosis, paradox, antithesis^

antanagoge, irony, synorisis, inter se pugnantia, antiphrasis,

^<Vol. B '. ^2£ 10766,

^^fifi. itii., aiij.

^^See the edition by Ethel Seaton, ££• cit.^ p. 10.

„, ^^ftK^fpgftrft'y jissi siisM &cli aL umimefi (New York,
1947), p. 323.
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paralipalS) and epitrope, the last three being forms of

Irony* Since contrast is the basis of each of these figures,

an Illustration of one might well serve to Illustrate another*

Shakespeax^s "Covards die many times before their deaths { /

The valiant never taste of death but once** (Julius £fifilfi£f

II g iij 32) is clearly an example of paradox; but one might

also use the lines, as Sister Joseph herself does, for an 11*

lustration of syncrisis, a figure "which compares contrary

things in contrasting clauses*"

Though understandable, confusion between certain

aspects of rhetoric and logic and within rhetoric Itself

means, of course, that no single, generally accepted defini*

tlon of paradox was In use during Sidney's time* Moreover,

it has been implied that paradox was but one of a host of

figures (and words) that were undergoing changes in meaning

during the Renaissanse. Yet in spite of the apparent diffi-

culties such changes produced, imbedded in gramiaar-school

textbooks and literature Is sufficient information to make

understandable what the term meant to the filisabethan and to

provide a workable description of paradox for the present

study*

For help in writing themes the Ellsabethan schoolboy

made use primarily of three kinds of textbooks i a manual that

supplied elementary instruction in gathering and organising

material, a textbook with a wealth of illustrations for
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eoplouaneia of matter, and a rhetoric book or compandiui

listing the varioua tropoa and figures that aid in amplifica*

tion and ornai&entation. Of the aTailabla manuals of instruc-

tion in coaposition, the .'vjst videly usad was tha Progvn*

jjiaa^ of Aphthonius, particularly the Latin edition pub-

lished in 1542 by Relnhard Lorich»14 Aphthonius's manual

consisted of fourteen exercises with definitions and il-

lustrations* 16 To achieTe copiousness of matter ^ the stu-

dent could supplement the Proavanaaaata with Erasmus's fte

j2(BJ2la (1511).16 It is Interesting that both of these texts

l^Ihe title page of the edition used here reads in
part as follotfsi "Progymnasmata Latinitate donate* ••!{• Middle-
ton. 1671.." j^ 700.

Ifi
See the Introduction by Francis R. Johnson to the

facsimile reprint of iUchard Rainolde's A booke called the
r9m4ig^9R &1 Rhetorlkii /lS62/ (Hew York, SJST.^^

16
y.^^ « r.y? duplici copia arboruM ae rerua...J. liyngston.
1669." £22 10472. Concrete evidence of the fusion of rhetoric
and logic can be smBa in the case of cocaaentaries on Srasaus's
J2fi ££filA* In each of his three treatises on rhetoric, De
rh;1r9yi9% lilSl ^Ztl (1619)» Instltutlcnaa rhotorlcaa (l521).
and a^Bftft^rtti fhg^yri^ftg iiffii 42 tlSai), pfilllp Selanch-*
thon refers his readers to the second book of tha De oopim
for further treatment of figures of amplification; and in his
commentary on Cicero's JCopica—scholia Jj^ Clceronla Icpioa
(1524)—he notes the close parallel between the De oopla and
Cicero's treatise. Moreover, in j^ JEmilas St S^mUL MXA
JBaiBM (1650) Richard Sherry lists undS^igurMTrseTSSnces"
material from the i2ft oopla for gaining abundance of matter.
But in ^ dupllel jUU2lA verborua ac rerum cum cojUMntarlia
|*^IftU(ia£filtU (Hagenoa, 1524), John Doolsoh had^irjued that
this same material originates In the process of logical inven-
tion. Further discussion of these particular instances of
confusion between rhetoric and logic can be found in Crane's
141 ABA £bftJliS£lft ixk iM fisfiaiuamtf pp. 7i-7d.
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made provision tor "contrari©,** under which heading a para-

dox or paradoxical statement sometimes appeared. i7 But the

"contrarie" did not involve the paradox of defending a view

contrary to received opinion or belief, but simply the treat-

ment of a subject with its opposite. ^^ As a starting point

for a description of paradox, those works concerned chiefly,

though not ejKslusively, with style therefore provide ample

illustration, e.g., Cicero *s treatises and the various texti

and compendiujBis that deal with rhetorical figures.

Popularity of the etymological meaning of paradox has

already been cited as being due mainly to its expansion into

a literary genre, This meaning of paradox was, of course, in

use among the early (^eeks, Boorates, for example, forced

Thrasymaohus to assert a view contrary to received opinion,

namely, that the unjus^ are wise and good.l® From the Greeks

the meaning came to England through the Eoraans, Cicero In

17in the fEMMSSMSkM* P« 32$ in the ^ &Qpi,a, p.34r
and p. 49^,

IS
•^^For example, in Richard Rainolde*s 4 booke called

1^ ^fi^fi4¥9l-Pft Hi: Rh^torike^ which is an English adaptation
of Lorlch's Latin text of the Progyanasxaata . the contrary
view to Solon's law "whiche suffered adultrie to bee punished
with death, no judgement giuen thereupon" simply offers an
"argument sufficient to confounde the lawe of Solon," name-
ly, "no man ought in his own cause, to be his own judge or
Magistrate," See the reprint by Francis R. Johnson, SM* cit ..

fol. Ix*.

^%f , Warner G. Rice, "The Parados si cf Ortonsio
Lando," I/r^vergity o£ Mchigjfift P^^;ii,cat^j,oft;^ JUj I'm&^-^^m iM
Literature, YIII (1932), 59.
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particular. His vell-knovn f^i^j^^^ :^ atolcoruM was a sariai

of arguments whloh hs teroad paradoxas baeause thay "ara

surprising, and they run oountar to universal opinion. "20

side from Its appearance in a ganrai whloh raoalTas due at-

tention in the next chaptar, tha atysK)logical aeaning of para-

dox was also current in works of a diversiflad oharaotar "in

tha aora liolted fora of stataoants and propositions.

In the 1577 edition of j;|^ Garden jg^ BAffiQ^fflfft

Henry Peacham defines and lUustratas paradox as follows!

Paradoxon, when we affyrma sooathinga to be
true, by saying we wculde not haaa balaeued
it, nor yet once suspected it, or in good things,
by saying wa nauar lookte for it, thus, I woulda
neuar haue beleauad that he had bene suoha a
one, but that I heard it auouohed of eredible
persons, and tastyfyed by vary good witnassa,
surely it is truth that I tall you, ha is not
without doubt the man you take hin for. Another

f

it was such luoke as you neuar heard of , almost
ittcradible, that when fyra should haue consumed
him, fire saued him, and lykewysa at another
tyna, when water should haue bene his death, it
sauad his lyfa. Act. Apost. 26. Faule being
acusad of the Jewes to King Agrippa, how that he
belaauad and taught the resurreetion from deaths
which Doctryne they counted false, and therefore
brought him to his aunsware, Paula used this fig-
ure, shewing that not long before, he was of
their opynyon. and thought as they doe now, why
should it be thought, quoth he, a thing inorad-
ible to you, that God should raise agayn the
dead? I also verily thought in myselfe, that I
oughte to doe many contrary thinges, cleane
against the name of Jesus of fiasareth, which thing

JO.
Cicero Pe oratore III : De fato : Paradoxa stolcorun ;^ ,Bfty^i^^9fi,S cratoriaffy tr. H. Haekham, (*'Ihe Loeb Glassioal

Library"! Cambridge, Mass., 1943), p. 267.
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I )»id ftXae in J«Pttiftl««i Paul* t© tii« Oala-

thl«&t9 I MJf«*yl* that j»tt Tm $9 ao9m
turned#21

Peacham's definition has been quoted in full for purposes of

comparison later in this chapter with a corrected version of

The Garden si J^ioQuence that appeared in 1593. There it will

be seen that, aside from problems in syntax, the definition

iust quoted is quite ambiguous} for it actually includes three

senses of the term. For the present, however, it is suffi-

cient to point out evidence of the original sense, which can

be seen in the phrase «by saying we woulde not haue beleeued

It" and in the iUustration from Acts. A similar meaning for

paradox appeared in the work of Thomas Blundeville. In 3M

A£i Si ^ogik« (1699) ii® wrote, "Paradox, which is as much to

say as an opinion contrary to all men's opinions. ••" j and of-

fered as his example the following specious argumentf "the

Sophister wiU malte you to grant that a rich and happy king is

wretched, by force of argument thusi whosoever is subject to

•in is wretched 8 but all rich and happy kings are subject to

^^iiJB* 5ii-» Mii4^,



slnnei ergo all rich and happy klnges are frretched,**^

Finally I Sidney himself | in reply to the charge that poets

are the greatest liars, used the term in its original sense

when in the Defence of Pcesie (1683) he saidt "I answers

Paradoxically > but truly, I think trulyi that of all writers

under the Sunns, the Poet is the least Iyer* •••"23 jn the

present work this etymological meaning of paradox*-^ tenet or

proposition contrary to reeeiyed opinion or belief—is refer-

red to as J2^:ad22 SMiSSIX*

Doubtless it would be futila to argue that responsi-

bility for the first appearance of paradox contrary in English

writings was attributable to any one person. A general in-

terest among Blixabethans in the classics ^ including Greekf

where the device was frequent, makes substantiation of the

argument nearly out of the question. Yet it would not be be*

^'*The Art of Lcgike* Plainely taught in tne English
tongue, by H. Blundeville.^.for J, Windet. 159.^." ^^ 3142.
The quotations are on pp. 162-163. It is interesting to note
that Blundeyille's work, whJLch represents a reaction against
Ramism and a return to scholastic logic, gives fiurther evi-
dence of the shifting of terms from rhetoric to logic. In
contrast to Peacham*s JQtui Qardan of Eloaugnae (1577). v;here

Jaradox is cited as a rhetorical figure, Blimdevllle » s treat-
se clearly places paradox in the realm of logic. This is com-

parable to Dudley Fenner's insistence (ju^* <Sil« • Bo') that
paradox belongs under "disagreeable arguments" in logic*

^XkB Complete ]^prkE ££ jgH Philip i^idas;)!, ed, Albert
Feuillerat, 4 vols, (Cambridge, Kng,, 1912-26), III, 2a-here-
after referred to as JSfiZJu* Another example would be Pyroclstfs
defense of the contemplative life as opposed to the active
life, in the familiar debate scene in Book I of the revised
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sid« til* BMVk te olalm for Cicero , a master of Latin prose,

a large share la the matter. For It was mainly Cicero whoa

the early Eli,zat»etlians studied as a model of style, then held

to be the chief division of rhetoric. "The rhetorical traat-

Ises of Cicero,'* writes Crane, "particularly his fig <?ratQyf y

U& JiMMMm&i ^^ M ,|},fty1f|t;Loi^e oratorl^f y along with the

M HerannlU4f> which had long been attributed to hiia, received

considerable attention in the schools,"24 cpane's point is

but further testimony to a Renaissance reverence for the

authority of Cicero that is now a coMB»nplaee»28 Cicero *s

M^MfSlM gtoicorum has already been loentloned, and in view of

the eateest in which eicoro was held, there Is no reason to

doubt that this work had much to do with popularlaation of

paradox contrary as a literary genre. It seems safe, there-

fore, to begin with Cicero in discussing the appearance during

the Elizabethan period of a second meaning of paradox.

^%4I SM m^%f?^i,o in ^M Renaissance, p. 67.

25»But the iJttitation of Cicero had its weaknesses and
its abuses, as it was inculcated by the pedagogues. The ten-
dency to iciitate the aorely formal characteristics of Cicero *s
style, to neglect thoughtful matter in favor of ooBunonpiaces,
formulas, showy tropes and soheffloe culled from one»s reading,
and phrases patched together in a aosalc compiled out of •the
current aids to writers,* was all too common." See Harold S.

to his brother Robert in 1680 (Worlcs , III, 132) I "So yow can
spealce and write Latino not barbarously I atd'ver require great
study in Ciceronianisae the ohelfe abuse of OxCord, Qui dun
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In the £§ cratof Cloero declares that "the opposition

of Terhal contradictories is one of the chief eabellishiaenti

of diction, aiid this sane device is often witty as well...."^

Bot a definition of paradox, Cicero's statement nevertheless

points up the main characteristic of a meaning cf the term

that dates, according to an entry in the Oz£siA English pig*

^ it VflflrY T
^'^'^ ^^® ^^*» although ugf-ally present in the form

of a statement or proposition, came by transferred sense to

be applied to any phenomenon or action with seemingly con-

tradictory aspects. Whereas in the original sense of the

t«rffi emphasis lay on a contrary, with this second zaaaning

oame a stress on a contradiction, either actual or (more of-

ten) apparent. Sometimes the contradiction remained implicit

in the phrasing of the sentence, as in the following entry

again from the Oxford gqglish DioUonarv t "Your strange Para-

dox of Christes eating of his cwne fleshe."27 ^om more com-

mon practice, however, was to express the contradiction in a

forcible manner by meeuis of antithesis and epigram, as in

Shakespeare's "No face is fair that is not full so black:."28

It will be observed that in the development of this second

2^See Hackham's translation, iLB.„fiii.» p. 397«

^ks cited in the Dictionary , the reference reads as
followsi "1669 Crov/ley Soph . SL» ^atson i,187."

^itfiZftlK labour's ifili, IV, iiif 253.



aeanlng the etymological sensa was not lost tout simply sub*

ordlnated by a contradictioni which| in keeping with the

Ellaabethan interest In style, quite often became the asans

for verbal dexterity.

That this second meaning of paradox found a place in

textbooks and compendiucis of tho period was anticipated ear-

lier in the discussion of the confusion araong writers like

Richard Sherry, Thoaas Wilson, Abraham Frauncei Henry Peacham,

and Dudley Fenner as to the proper terminology for rhetorieaX

figures* It should be noted, however, that because of tiiis

very confusion the type of paradox based on a contradiction

rarely appeared, defined and illustrated, under the category

one would expect—that is, under "paradox"} rather did it ap-

pear as an exajaple of whatever figure or place—e»g,, en-

thyaeae, contrarietie, ironia, contrary—the author of the

textbook or treatise fancied the example to fit. In ether

words, a contradictory statement whether actual or apparent

was not always construed as a paradox. Indeed, it was sooe*

tioes cited simply as f ccntradictio . Such is the case with

an entry in Aphthcnius's FrogyBuiaaaata. As an example of

"prudentia" under the general heading of '*exemplUK,**

Aphthonius records the ccntradictio *'At senectus ipsa Hicrbiw

avocat a rebus gerendis, ac inutiles reddit (But old age it-

self removes pains from things that have to be done, and ren-

ders them ineffective}," which is followed in turn by a de-
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tailed l£ijiti2.29 jet there is sufficient evidence to in-

dicate that, despite its frequent appearanee under olasslfl*

eations other than "paradox," what has been here described as

a second type of paradox was understood as euch by Eliza-

bethans. In Love»s Labour's Lost the King's emphatic responsa

to Biron»s "No face is fair that is not full so black" is—
"0 paradoxl"30 Moreover, in an earlier work, Henry Feachaa'a

JQtt iiaidfiS Si Elocuepoe (1577), this type of paradox is de-

29
See the 1572 edition by H. Middleton, oi), clt. , p.

217^. SSSi 700. The solutio reads as follows i "ilulto plura,
quam juuenes, efficiere possunt senes, rerura studlls assueti.
Quorum arioa sunt artes, ^ virtutua exercitationes. Hec viribus
aut Telocltate oorporua res oagnae gerentur, sed eonsilloi
auctorltate, atque prudentia (People advaneed in age are able
to aoooapllsh much more than young people, because they are ae*
eustomed to the study of tilings* Their weapons are the arts
and the exercise of virtues. Mot by physical strength nor by
bodily agility are great things aocomplished, but by delibera-
tion, authority, and prudence;***

SOlV, lii, 264, Cf. also Hamlet's remark to Ophelia
(III, 1. 111-116)1 "Aye, truly, for the power of beauty will
sooner transforia honesty from what it is to a bawd than the
force of hcnesty can translate beauty into his likeness. This
was sometime a paradox but now the time give* it proof." Ham-
let's remark demands a word of comment. ?7hen a statement or
proposition contains a seemingly contradictory element that is
not stressed, the difference between paradox contrary and para-
dox contradictory is not always easy to see. A statement that
makes the contradiction emphatic by means of antithesis pre-
sents no problem

J but otherwise either sense may be applicable.
Hamlet's remark is a case in point. In other words, as an ex-
ample of paradox contrary Hamlet's comment, once held to be
contrary to received opinion or belief, has through time gained
aeceptanee. The passage is sometimes annotated in this way

ter's feeling, nowever, that though antithesis is absent the
apparent contradiction in the passage subordinates the crlg-
inal sense, and that the example is therefore properly one wf
paradox contradictory.



fined and illustrated under its proper category, "Para-

do3Qon,** writes Peacham, "when ve affyrma aonethinge to bo

true, by saying ve woulde not haue beleeued it 9 nor yet

once suspected it, or in good things, by saying we neuer

lookte for it,,,,'»33. peacham'c defialitlon has already been

quoted in connection withparadox contrary, but the defini*

tion applies equally well to the second type of paradox.

For the latter, because of its apparent contradiction, was

often understood simply as a statement or proposition that

appears false but that can be proven true* One of Paaoham*s

illustrations bears out the point« "It was such lucke as you

neuer heard of,** he says, "almost incredible, that when fyre

should haue consujsrod his, fire saued hia, and lykewyse at

another tyjae, when water should haue bene his death, it saued

his lyfe,"32

The authority of Cicero *s treatises and the many

textbooks, manuals, and eompendiums of rhetorie gare popular

currency to this second meaning of paradox. Along with

these works should be mentioned the influence of the C^eek

romances, beginning in 1579 when Tliomas Underdowne transXa*

ted into English the Aethlooica of ileliodorus* One of the

main stylistic features of these romances is the use of
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paradox, especially paradox contradictory. In the opening

pages of the Aftiiil£Iiiaa, for example, appear* a description

of the renalnt of an imusual batUe (fought on land inundated

by a flood) that apparently began as a banquet. Moored near-

by was a ghostly ship. "To be brief," translates Uaderdoima,

"Ood shaved a wcnderfuU sight in so shorte tiine, bruing

bloude with wine, joynlng battaile with banltetting, mingling

indifferently slaughters with drinlclngs, and killing with

quaffinges...the conquerors ^eri? no where, a /nanlfest vic-

torie but no spoyls taken away, a ahippe without aariners

onely, but as ccncernlng other things untouched, as if shee

had beene kept with a garde of many men, and lay at road in a

faulse harboure.«33 Another Greek romance popular with ELiz-

abethans, particularly Robert Greene, was Achilles Tatius's

^^^o3,pBft £j^ ^J.^pftffJB> Book IZ of this story contains the

foUowing paradox of fire and water* "I myself have seen some

of these miraculous sights* there is, for example, a spring in

Sicily which has fire mixed with its waters} if you look down

you can see the flame shooting up from beneath, and yet if you
touch the water it is as cold as snows the fire is not put out

by the water, nor is the water heated by the fire, but a truce

33
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reigns in the spring bet^veen tho t?;o elements,**®*

The influence cf tiie Greek romances is soot notice-

able in the works of Eii2at>ethan writers of prose fiction,

who eaployed the device cf paradox chiefly as ornarientatlcn.

For exaaple, in Jolin Lyly»a Euphue^ : Th^ Anatomy qS, ULi (1579)

abound sentences like the following t **Iy but in the oddest

fllate there is hctte fire, the Bee that hatli homiy in hlr

mouth, hath a ating in hlr tayle,,,."^® or in George Gas-

coigne»s T^ Pleasant Fable cf Ferdlnando Jeroniwl ,auid Leonafa

4fi Yalasao (1572) appear stt;tenants like "So that considering

the natural cliaate of the country, I must say thtit I liave

found fire in frost. A.nd yet comparing tlie inequality of oy

deserts, with the least part of your worthiaess, I feel a

continual frost, in my most fervent firo.^^S or, fiii-ally, one

has no difficulty in finding a number of exas^plea from any one

of Robert Greene's roiaances, for instance, this one from Man^-

phon (1539)8 "I thinke, Henaohony that high minds are the

^« AcalllQS
} layjis, tr, S, Gaselee, ("Ihe Loeb

Clasjieal Library" j London, idl7), p. 86. Samuel Lee Wolff,
I^ ,

Qr«^^ Roman^?^ ^ gli^)>etl^fi Pros^ f;icUqi^ <Kew York,
1912), pp. 211-233, has shenn that in the revised Aroadia
Sidney uses quite a number of these paradoxes from Heliodorus
and Achilles Tatlus*

^See Tha Completo Works of John Lvly, od. R. Y/arwlck
Bond, 3 vcls. T^ord, 1^62), l" ^4.

««Qascoigne»s work is sometimes referred to as The

Ashley ancTEdwln It* iltoseley (Mew Xork, l&oo), p. S.
ert
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shelters of pouertle, and Kings leates are oott«rts for dis-

tressed persons, •••••37 ihe list could readily be supple-

mented from the field of poetry, suoh as Spenser's descrip-

tion of Nature In JQ;^ Faerie i2Sififi§* "This great Qrandioother

of all creatures tared,/ Great Mature, ever young, yet full

of eld{/ Still iQoovlng, yet unmoved from her sted{/ Unseene

(f any, yet of all beheld•••••*38 But the foregoing ezamplet

Indicate the currency of this figure*

^See Life sa^ Works of Robert Qreene . ed. Alexander
Orosart, 12 volsT^CLondon, 1881-1883}, II, 60.

^k. VII, vll, 109-112* Cf. the paradox In the last
couplet of the follovlng lines from Marlowe's Hero and Lean-
^fflC (ii> 318-322)«

—*—••»
And from her countenance behold ye might
A kind of twilight break, which through the halr|
As from an orient cloud, gllmps'd here and there

|

And round about the chamber this false morn
Brought forth the day before the day was born*

Or the use of paradox In the well-known "Rich** sonnet (Works .
II, 299). which has been the mainstay for those who find Mo

-

graphical significance In Sidney's Astrophel and ^^gj^t

ify mouth doth water, and my breast doth swell*
My tongue doth Itch, my thoughts In labour bei
Listen then Lordlngs with gocd eare to me*
For of my life I must a riddle tell*
Toward Auroras Court a nymph doth dwell

»

Rich In all beauties which mans eye can seet
Beauties so farre from reach of words, that we
Abase her praise, saying she doth exeellt
Rich In the treasure of deserv'd renowne.
Rich In the riches of a royall hart,
Rich In those gifts which glye th' eternall crowns

{

irho though most rich In these and everle part*
Which make the patents of true worldly bllsse,
Hath no misfortune, but that Rich she Is*
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A later chapter will show that Sldnesr uses this type

of paradox both In the form of statements to ajspllfy the

central theme and in the form of situations to directly de*

velop that theme* When used in the present study this figure^

where a statement or proposition or action is either ap-

parently or actually contradiotoryt is called paradox contra*

dietory.

Much cf the ambiguity noted earlier in Peaeham*s de*

finltion of paradox disappeared in a corrected version of The

Qa^rden ££ Elotmenee published at London in 1593.39 in this

revised edition Peaeham defines the term as "a forme of speech

by which the Orator affirmeth some thing to be true, by say-

ing he would net haue beleeued it, or that it is so atraunge,

so great, or so wonderfull, that it may appeare to be ineredi*

ble.***© jj^ ^^^ illustrates the definition with the account

from Acts he had used in the 1577 edition of his rhetoric—-of

St. Paul's argument with the Jews over the Resurrection j and he

adds the remark that the figure is to be used when the "thing

which is to be taught Is new, strange, incredible a**^^ Compared

•^""'The Garden of Eloquence, conteininR the most excel-
lent Ornaments, Exornatlons, Lightes, flowers, and formes of
speech...London, R.F. for H. Jackson. 1693." ^^ 19493.

49fo1. 112.

%ol. 113.
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with Iti original, Peaohaa's p«Tis«d definition gains in

dir«etnas8 and clarity. The ehangea themselYes are note-

worthy* Aiscng these are an addition to and a tightening of

the definition Itself, and a removal of several illustrations.

In other words, Peachaa has recognized the aabiguity in the

earlier definition and, though he retains in the correction

traces of both paradox contrary and paradox contradictory, has

attempted to restrict his definition to one msaning. Now this

single meaning that Peachaa has introduced into his revised

•piteae represents a third type of paradox that was already

In use during the sixteenth century*

It will be recalled that in the Faradoxa atoicorus^

Cicero terms his little arguments paradoxes not only because

they **run counter to universal opinion" but because they "are

surprising*" He here equates "paradoxa" (. 'na/'aSo(a. ) irith "ad-

airabilia."42 ^nd elsewhere,.in the De partitione oratoriae >

he notes that one's style shoiad employ brilliant touches that

please the ears "decorative details dxiuh as surprising or un-

expected events or things forshadowed by portents."^ The

point to be made is that quite often paradox contrary carried

with it implications of the marvelous, the wonderful. Hence,

^2Raokham«s translation, aa* cit. y p. 267

•

*^IJ2iU*, p* 366,
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l>y transferred sense, a tiilrd meaning of paradox came into

use«^ Instead cf the stress lying on a contradietlon or on

scfl»thing contrary to opinion or belief, the stress lay on

sofiwthing fiWpy^^ff^g and fjgj^^uu SiS. ^M99%^%%m» ^^^ third

type of paradox was not limited to statei^ants or tenets; in*

deed, it was store often applicable to a situation in general

cr to any phenomenon or action running counter to what might

44
A particularly interesting entry on "paradoxogra-

phers** in the Q3^ord Classflcal Dictionary indicates that the
aeaning had a tradition that antedates Cicero and, indeed

9

existed even then as a distinot genre. "Interest in the mar-
vellous and out-of-the-way, as such i-ncLf>a,Soi<K ^ 6a.vu.a.(yia. ), is
proioinent in the Odyayaey ^ the histories of Herodotus, Sheo-
pompous, and Sphorus, and other Greek writings. Paradoxo-
graphy eaae into existence, as a distinct literary genre, early
in the Alexandrian age, and continued to be practised for many
oentuilea. The Seven Wonders of the World (ra e-Trra. Oea.Ma.Tti . or
Qau^cara )« that is, the temple of 2eus at Olympia. the Colos-
sus of Rhodes, the hanging gardens of Semiramis, the walls of
Babylon, the pyramids, the lausoleua, and the tenple of Arte-
mis at Ephesus (or the Delian altar of Apollo), seem to have
been canonised in Alexandrian times* Gallimachus*s contem-
porary, Bolus. « .and Callimaehus himself«• «may perhaps be re-
garded as the founders of paradoxography* Archelaus composed
'l6(.oifuy\ (epigrams on 'peculiarities*) for Ptolemy Euergetes
(247-221 B.C.), and Antigonus . . . of Garystus wrote on similar
themes at about the same time, Oallimachus* pupil, Philo-
stephanus of Cyrene, wrote, like Archelaus in rwuet on
'Jfa.f"xSo^oL TOTAM o

L

and /(ffiua. L » Prominent among the paradox-
c the Roman period are Isignus and Phlegon....After
i biography seems to have declined in popularity.
I i sixth century A.D. Philo of Bysantium wrote
]l -rujv JcTT-rk. ^^i}^M3Z!±iL liie paradoxographcps often took some parti-
c ;heir field, Sicily, Scythla, etc. natural
i; xly rivers, attracted them greatly. But zoo-
1« . social customs also came within their pur-
view,'''



naturally be Mcpected,'*^ It Is the sense Peacham attempts to

capture In the 1693 version of ;^he Garden £f Eloouenco y and

is the only sense recognized a few years earlier by George

Puttenlian in Jhe Arte of English Poesie (1689); "Many tiiaes

our Pcet is carried by some occasion to report of a thing that

Is marvelous, and then he v/ill seene not to speake it simply

but with sone sign of admiration."^ In the present study

46in the ayfpr^ f^^U^h Dicticnarv Uiis meaning of
paradox is included under sense 1 and also under sense 4,
which reads in part as follows* "transf, A phenomenon that ex-
hibits some contradiction or conflict with preconceived no-
tions of what is reasonable or possible," Cf, also the em-
phasis upon the unexpected in another entry included under
sense 1, that is, under paradox contrary: "Rhet « A conclusion
or apodosis contrary to what the audience ix&s been led up to
expect, fijia* 1678 Phillips (ed, 4), Paradox... In iT^xetorick:,
It is something which is cast in by the by, contrary to the
opinion or expectation of ti'^e Auditor, and is otherwise
called Hypomcne. " Quintilian»s remarks on this type of para-

Butler (iiew York. 1921), IX, ii, 23* "This figure Is termed
suspensi^on by Cclsus. It lias two forms. For wo may adopt ex-
actly the opposite procedure tc that just mentioned and after
raising expectation cf a sequel of tlie most serious nature,
we may drop to sometlilng which la of a trivial character, and
may even imply no offence at all. Lut since this does not
necessarily involve any form of communication, so^e have given
it the name of paradox cr surprise ^ I do not 'agree with
those who extend the name cf fiiiure to a statement that some-
thing has happened unexpectedly to the speaker himself...."

^fiee Arber reprint, p. 223. A paradox contradic-
tory, as well as a paradox contrary, could sometimes carry
Implications of the marvelous or the incredible, e.g.,
Peacham* s definition ncted above. Cf. also Aristotle, She
"ASi" £l Rhetoric, tr. John iienry Freese ("The Loeb Classi-
cal Library": Cambridge, ilass., 1947), pp. 317-319: "Another
topic is derived from things which are thought to happen but
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this third type of paradox, whldt emphaslKes a situation

eontrary to what the reader might naturally expect, is consi<

dered as paradox cf situation or paradox unexpected.^''^

are Incredible, because it would never hav« been thought 8o«
if they had not happened or almost happened* And further,
these thjjoiss are even more likely to be truej for we only
believe in that which is probable! if then a thing is ixicred-
ible and not probable, it will be truej for it is not because
it is probable and credible that we thinlt it true. Thus^
Androcles of Fitthus, speaking against the law, being shouted
at when he said Hhe laws need a law to correct them,' went
on, *.,. pressed olives need oil, although it is incredibX«
that what produces oil should itself need oil.'" For
Aristotle on the unexpected, see below, p, 48.

47
Sister Joseph, jejj, oit. . p* 323, distinguished only

two aeanlngs for paradox in the sixteenth century, "Paradox
In the sixteenth century," she writes, "had tviro ineaningsi
(1) a stateiaent contrary to received opinion, evoking wonder
because it is .:jarvelous, strange, incredible j (2) a statement
apparently self•contradictory." Several reasons can be of-
fered, however, for distijiguishing the third meaning. In the
first place, paradox contrary did not necessarily evoke the
wonderful or the .iiarvelous (cf. Sidnov's answer to the charge
that the poets are the greatest liars). Secondly, the exten-
sion of paradox contrary ^Tas not liiaitad to statements that
evoke wonder, but to situations as well. Finally, as the
above note on paradoxography indicates, the third meaning ar-
gued for here existed earlier as a distinct literary genre.
Warren Taylor, Ti^^py fM^^n o£ Rhetoric (Chicago, 1937), p.
43, also cites only two meanings. His definition reads as fol'
lows I "Shewing wonder when affirming a thing that appears in-
credible; affirming as true a statement which ssems self-con-
tradictory," Taylor omits the etymological moaning, which
was clearly in use during the period, Cf,, for example,
Blundeville's explanation in^ ^£^ ££ Logikq .



Slnott paradox uzi«cp«ot«d at timos oTerlaps the 8«o-

ond maanlng of paradox, turns on the eloisent of surprlae, and

bears a elosa reaemblance to irony of situation, further oom-

aant en it hera Is neeassary. First of all, whether a situa-

tion cr preposition or statement is to be considered as para-

dox contradictory or as paradox unexpected depends upon the

eaphasis in evldenee, and often upon an arbitrary judgment.

Ordinarily e statement giyes no trouble because it is couched

in antithesis, which throws the contradictory element into

strong relief. For instance, the example cited earlier fro«

the 1577 edition of llje Garden j^ filoouenee—»»when fyra should

haue consumed him, fire saued him, and lykewyse at another

tyme, when water should haue bene his death, it saued his

lyfe"—could be classified as paradox unexpected were it not

for the fact that the element of contradiction is stressed|

alnly by antithesis. But a situation in Spenser's Faeri^f

i2BttaS (Bk. I» lilf 10-18) is not so easily classified. Con-

sider the scene where Una has been east into despair be-

cause the Redcrosse Xnight has abandoned her, Spenser thus

marvels at her plight

i

And now it Spenser ^s heart? is empassloned so
deepe.

For fairest Unaes sake, of whoa I sing.
That my frayle eles these lines with teares do
steepe.

To thinke how she through guyleful handellng*
Though true as touch, though daughter of a Iclnf •^ugh falre as ewer living wight was fayre.
Though nor in word nor deeds 111 meriting,



Xt tT9m h«r icAlght diTore«d in d«s»ufr#«
AnA li«r Amt 1o¥«« AcryvM to that SOU vitthit
shasfre. • •

«

Either paradox eontradlotory or paradox unexpaoted could

doaeriba thia atansa* In tha writar'a opinion, howoTar, the

elesaant of eontradlotion ia subordinate to the element of the

unexpected* In other instances the surprise is so strongly

pronounced that no problem arises | as will be seen below in

the case of a situation from Sidney's revised A£&ftditi«

In the second place, it should be obserTed that para-

dox unexpected is not to be equated with any surprising de-

velopment, that is, surprise for the sake of surprise* Para-

dox unexpected is to be applied to a situation or action that

is contrary to what the reader expects and, in order to rule

out mere surprise for the sake of surprise and stress instead

the wonderful, the incredible, the marvelous, retains at least

a semblance of paradox contradictory. Two illustrations will

make the point clear. In the medieval romance Guv o^ Warwick

Harrawde, Guy's companion, is apparently slain in battle* Guy

takes Harrawde *s bedy to an abbey, leaves the body with the

abbot to be buried, and then goes forth to seek further ad-

venture. Presently the reader learns, however, that Harrawde

is not dead because the abbot is able to revive him and heal

his wounds .48 Now this is a surprising development that is

^^SiSL w»"">"ft ££ Sins. S£. V-arwiak. ed* Julius Zupitj
BETS £S« 26-26 2nd versionCLondon, 1876-76), pp. 30-36.



eountar to the reader's esqpeetatlon. But slnoe the situa-

tion bears no semblanee of an inner eontradiotion, it is not

to be eonsidered as paradox oaexpeoted* In oontrast, consi-

der a situation in Sidney* s revised AE&fiSyU* Barly in the

rocianee the prixxoely Musidorus participates in an expedition

against an unruly band of rebels called the helots* After

sereral skirmishes between the two forces » i^sidous engages

in single eoabat with the captain of the fielots* The rebel

leader proTes himself invincible 9 and to Musidorus *s (and the

reader's) surprise reveals that he is Musidorus 's inseparable

friend Pyrcoles.^^ Like the scene in Q^SL SL Warwick this

scene is a result contrary to what the reader expects. But

implicit in the action, and therefore Qualifying it as an ex-

ample of paradox unexpeeted| is an apparent contradict!on

|

namely, that Pyroeles, himself a prince, has gravitated to the

humble leader of an unruly mob of rebels*

Zn the third place, a modern reader might feel that a

situation described in this study as paradox unexpected is

Bore accurately described in terms of being irimic or of being

the result of the irony pt £i^« Consider, for example, the

scene just mentioned from the revised iCSAdiil or, better, con-

sider any scene that turns on a reversal cf fortune (I.e.,

*^5ta£to, I, 33-43.



A.rl8totle*s iM^ipltaa )* 3uoh a seene may or may not be oon*

trary to the rsadar^s expectation. In fiadlptt^ Reac the aies*

senger's reTelation is contrary to vi^iat Oedipus expects bat

it is net contrary to the expectation of the reader , who is

avare (by dramatic irony) of what is unknown to Oedipus* But

ixi the well-known episode of the Paphlagonian King in the re*

vised Arcadia the reversal of fortune is a surprise to the

reader as well as to the character* At any rate, a reversal

of fortune is likely to bring to siind irony.

However, if the reversal of fortune, with or without a

concomitant recognition or discovery, is contrary to wliat the

reader is led naturally to expect, then it may qualify as

either paradox of situation or irony of situation* The dif*

fioulty is that in both irony of situation and in paradox of

situation lies a sharp contrast between wliat is expected to

happen and what actually does i^iappen* Irony of situation is

not, however, an iSlisabethan concept* Its first usage, ac-

cording to the Oxfor4 Eneli^s^ Dietion&rv y does not come until

the loiddle of the seventeentli century $^^ and even that usage

is the only one before 1832 recorded by the Di,ctionary. Bliz-

abethans appear to have used irony chiefly as irony of state-

^°The entry reads as follows i "1649 0. Daniel Trj^varch. ^

aSQ. X9 cxcviii. Yet heret (and 'tis the Ironie of Warre Where
Arrowes forme the Argument,) he best Aequitts himselfe, who
doth a horse praefer To his proud Rider*"
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ment| that Is, In terns of a contrast bet«««n the meanlnf

intended and that eiiqpreased* For exaaplei In Tha ^ppttadiap

Rhetorla Abraham Fraunoe define* irony as a "Trope, that by

naming cne oontrarie intendeth anoth&r«*»and it is perceiued

by- the eontrarietie of the oiatter it selfe, or by the manner

of vtteranee quite differing from the sense of the wordes...*"^^

As his illustration cf irony, Feachaa, in the 1693 text cf The

Garden £X Ijaoattannef offers the following stateoenti "And the

Lord God said| Behold, the man is beoojse as one of us, to

knov good and euilli by this derision the Lord Qod reprooheth

^jl£Bi miseriei whereinto he was fallen by ambition* ** 62

What is more, quite often an element is at work in

irony of situation that is not at work in paradox of situation^

namely, an apparent intervention of fate with a mockery of the

appropriateness of things. In a eomiaentary on the unexpected

°^f» the edition of Fraunoes treatise by £thel Seaton»

i^* £H*f PP« 35-36. Cf. also Sister Joseph's com-
ments (£]g. i2jJLk.| p. 325) on Tudor use of irony, which she de-
fines as '*a trope which by naming one contrary Intends another.
It is used in derision, mockery, jesting, dissembling." Her
definition agrees with the entry on ircny in Taylor's compen-
dium of Tudor rhetorical figures cited abovei **1. a. Sxpressing
in words a meaning directly opposite thai^ iiitended. b. Speaking
in derision or mockery." Taylor ascribes the first occurrence
of the term in a Tudor rhetoric to Sherry's A Treatise of
^ft^SatA ABd JDCfififift (1550). and cites i£fiAJLA, dlgsiiMilatJ?^
witty jesting ,> UUJUL^t close jesting ^ irrisio y and drie moek
as other namss given to the figure.
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iii ^s )pcetios Aristotle nctes that unexpected Incidents

should b© so constructed that cne is an inevitable conse-

quenc© of the other. "For in that isay,** h© says, "the Inci-

dents will cause sxove aaas«m«iit than if thsyhappenftd meehan*

ically anci accidentally, sines the most amazing aoeidental oc-

eisrrences ar® those which seam to have b«©n providential, for

instance when the statue of Mitys at Argos killed the man who

caused Mitys 's death by falling on him at a festival*"^ It

will be seen that in £lidney*s use of paradoxes unexpected that

turn on a reversal of fortune such apparent intervention of a

mocking fate is generally absent.

Therefor®, In view of the fact that irony of situation

is a term not current during Sidney's day, the motive behind

a given situation, that is to say, the apparent interventioa

of fate with its siocfcery of the appropriateness of thing*

(which distinguishes irony cf situation from paradox of «itua»

tioft), is net in tiiis study considered to be more important

than the nature of ths sitmition itself, which is basically

paradoxical. Moreover, all reversals of fortune that are coo**

trary to the reader »s expectation and are attended by soma

element of contradiction will be construed as paradoxes of

situation cr paradoxes unexpected.

53,Arlstotle i Tm loetj^c^ t
'*Longinna" t Qq tjjg Subliiaf y

T*^iiQ Loeb Classical Library"} Cambridge,tr. W. iiaffiilton i?rye
Mass., 1Q53), p, S9«



Of the thr«9 aaanings of paradox—paradox contrary^

paradox contradictory, and paradox unexpected—outlined in

this chapter, the latter two are the most Important In so far

as the present sttidy Is concerned. It will be seen that

Sidney uses paradox of situation—either paradox contradictory

or paradox unexpected—In an organic interrelationship of

structure, central theme, plot and style, and amplifies this

usage vrith many ir^tances of paradox ccntradlctory In the

statement form* Yet, though paradox contrary is negligible

in a functional sense in the reTlsed freadla * it is not to ^
ignored; for its liaportance lies in its derelopaent into a

literary genre, and It is likely that Sldn«y*s acquaintajaaa

with this gODTQ liad more influence upon the whole paradoxloal

character of his revision than had the hrlef paradoxes ho ap«

pears to have borrov/ed from the Oraek roaances.



CHAPTER III

THS LISEMTORE OF PARADOX 3EF0R& 1536

One Df the most engaging manifestations of the

htunanists' revival of interest in the classics is the Renais-

sance paradox^ which for purposes of this chapter can be de-

fined as an expansion of the ooazoonplace paradox contrary

into a distinct literary genre. Based on a tradition that

had its origin in the fifth century B* C« with the paradoxes

of Zeno the Eleatic and the paradoxical discourses of Gorgias

and Polycratesy the genre did not reach a peak in vogue until

a few years after Sidney died. But by 1586 it was firoly estab-

lished and iiataensely popular as well with the general public

as with scholars and humanists of the first rank*

On the surface Sidney's use of paradox in the revised

Arcadia appears to be a recognition of the popularity of the

form. Such a view is consistent with his belief as to the

central purpose of poetry^ which is to teach and delight. Of

these two functions, the ability of poetry tc delight is for

Sidney the more important. "And that mooving is ofa higher

degree then teaching," he says emphatically in the Defence ££

yoeaie ^ **it may be this appears^ that it is well nigh both

the cause and effect of teaching. For who will be taught^ if

hee be not mooted with desire to be taught? And what so muoh

good doth that teaching bring focrth, (X speake still of

morall doctrine) as that it mocveth one to do that which it
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doth t«aoh,»^ Though "moving" and "delighting" are not sy-

Aooynous, Sidney ezpeots the reader to be moved by means of

delight. lo capitalise the wide appeal of a figure, like

paradox, that serves to delight, would therefore be one of

Sidney's first considerations in revising his romance.

But It will be seen that his use of paradox Is also

a recognition of the potentialities the form holds for il-

luminating inquiries into some of life's complexities and In-

oonsistenoies) and these potentialities are obvicusly xaore

readily realised in th© genre than in the more limited usage.

Sidney's acquaintance with the literature of paradox showed

him how effectively the form, particularly when it is imbued

with irony, can suspend two levels cf meaning and evoke the

kind cf antithetical and intellectual play that, even in a

mere rhetorical jest piece, calls forth thought as well as

laughter, and that, In the more serious piece, aims at truth

by distinguishing between appearance and reality.

In the light of Cicero's Influence upon Renaissance

writers, it is prorer for an inquiry into Sidney's acquaint-

ance with the genre to begin with the well-known Paradoxa

JiisdSSSm9 composed sometime around 46 B.C. Each of Cicero's

Va..i^-i.rjP^J^S!^^^rM^ ^ ^^ ^^^^'^^ iitoZi od. AlbertFeulllera^4 vols, (Cambridge, Sng., 1912-26), ill, 19—
hereafter referred to as Works .

'
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»lx paradoxes is of th© type generally referred to as the

**defeiioe of contraries," wherein the writer simply sustains

a view contrary to received opinion, ^ Cicero thus argues

"that only what is cioraUy noble is good," "that the possess-

ion of virtue Is sufficient for happiness," "that transgres-

sions are equal and right actions are equal," "that every

foolish man Is md," "that only the wise laan is free, and

that every foolish man is a slave," and "that the wise man

alone Is rich*"® With these arguments Cicero extended a

Greek tradition that had originated in the fifth century B.C.

when 2eno of Elm propounded his four paradoxes of motion and

established a form of discourse that became popidar among the

sophists, the stoics and the skeptics. Don Cameron Allen

gives an account cf the adroitness with which these ancients

used the defence of contraries.

2
Jnformatlon on the early development of this form of

discourse and its transition into the Eenalssame can be found

^The translation used here is that by H. Rackham,

jfeiLaaa PffttolUit Vol. Ii; P?fhe Loeb ClasslJS LlSra??"!^
Cambridge, llass., 1948), pp. 266-303.



Plftto d«8crib«g the unhappy Cleinlas snarttd
into an admlstion that; is the uoleariMdf
not the learned, who can learn} he also glTes
us In full the paradox cf Lyslas» who oonteods
that the non-loTer Is to be preferred to the
loTer. Socrates is a inaster of the artt he makes
Protagoras ad«it that holiness is unjust and
Xhrasynaohus say that the unjust are both wise
and good* The stoics took crer these methods and
argued that body is soul, that laan is good, that
pain is a good, that death is a boon. The skep*
ties followed the same Intellectual pattemi
Sextus Empiricus expcoids it in his Hypotyposee ^
deaonstrating, for example, that concepts of
right or wrong have no validity or reality,*

Cicero too!£ this form and gave it the touch cf a skilled sty-

list.

Although Cicero professes his little arguments to be

amusing and clever attempts to popularise the principal ethi-

cal doctrines of the stoics , they are not without serious in-

tent. For example, despite its familiar, anecdotal style, the

first paradox is serious in its contempt for temporal things

and for the popular notion that the chief good is pleasure,

**Kn action rightly done, and honourably, and virtuously,** says

Cicero in earnest, "is truly said to be a good action, and Z

AeougDod only what is right and honourable and virtuous."^

^QJ2* fijU>» rriii-xix. Further development of the genre
occurred in tlio Uaditlcn cf Christian paradox, e,g,, Tertol-
lian*s Pargdoxa (third-fourth century A.D,), which also in-
terested Renaissance writers in the form. See iienry iuiight
Miller, '*The Paradoxical Encomium with Special Reference to
Its Vogue in England, 1600-1800,** J£, LIII (Feb,, 1956), 1&7.

%ackham's translation, ££, £LJ^.,p, 261,
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Even In the preface to yaradoxa stole oriun Cicero makes

it clear that he is writing "with the greater pleasure be*

cause the doctrines styled t^aradoaji by the Stoics appear to a*

to be in the highest degree Socratic^ and far and away the

truest,**^ As defences of contraries Cicero's paradoxes, lllm

the traditional forms upon which they were drawn, are at onee

an attempt to be rhetorically eleyer and to separate truth

from falsity.

Sidney's opinion of the Paradoxa stoicoyuM and the

defences behind it can be determined only approximately. That

he was familiar with the tradition is certain, in view of the

scope of the classical references in the Defence of Xfifij^Ji*

g
JSilJ^f, p. 257« Aristotle, in his ff^^toriO y comments

on this genre and observes that it may be the most weighty
of those topics that deal in paradox. "Again," he writesf
"since don do not praise the sane things in public and in se-
cret, but in public ciilefly praise what is just and beautifia^
and in secret rather wish for what is expedient, another topic
consists in endeavouring to infer its opposite from one or
other of these statements.** Xhus a man may express the notion
that the non-lover is to be preferred to the lover, whereas he
really wishes the opposite point of view. "If then his words
are in accordance with his real wishes," Aristotle comments
further in Sophiatiei Elenehi (ii, IS), "he must be confronted
with his public statements; if they are in aecordanoe with the
latter, he must be confronted with his secret wishes. In
either case he must fall into paradox, and contradict either
his publicly expressed or secret opinions. ** For this refer-
ence to Aristotle, see The "Art"

s£. Rhetoric
f>

tr« John Henry
Freese ("The Loeb Classical Library"} Cambridge, Mass., 1947)y
p. 313. Though the manuscript is noi extant^, Sidney is said
by John Hoskins to have translated a part of Aristotle's

£&S£JUl* ^*« Malcolm Wallace, fhe |iife of Si^ Philip Sidney
bridge, 1916), p. 235.t
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And though one of his main points In that treatise Is that

philosophy Is less capable of divulging truth than Is poetry^

there is no reason to doubt that he looked approvingly on

those school paradoxes that were serious In intent. As for

the fflipad^-yji^ stoloorum In particular | Sidney probably looked

into Cicero *s two arguments on virtue^ which Is expounded In

^^ Dtfcaoc of Poesie as the highest and raost excellent truth

and the "ending end of all earthly learning*** In the saae

work he refers to **the saying of piato and Tttlly..>that who

could see vertue, woiade bee wonderfullle ravished with the

love of her bewtle.**^ Further, It will be seen that the £a-

XfiQ&i ££ Poeale Itself may be viewed as a sober Illustration

of Cicero's forsi which Sidney followed by way of the popular

£ft toffwtittt^Uflff al joniiftJdi a9AtflUfirwi ai MSlXm of the

Geraan humanlsti Cornelius Agrlppa.

But first it should be pointed out that, as part of

their inheritance of the literature of paradox from the an*

clents^ the humanists took over an extension of the defence

of contraries known as the paradoxical CBoomluai **a species of

rhetorical jest or display piece which Involves the praise of

unworthy, unexpected, or trifling objects, such as the praise

"

^YJorkfl
f III, 25,
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of lying and envy or of the gout or of pots and pebbles,**®

Though this foriB of paradox is sometimes indistinguishable

from the defence of a contrary, the stress is usually on

"praising** rather than on **defending" and the piece is more

likely to be written with less gravity and to be indicative

of the author's speeiousness and humor. Outstanding among

the ancients who used this form was the great Ironist, Luoian

of Sanosata (c, A«D, 126»190), whose Ifuseae laudatic^ (the

praise of a fly) holds a place alongside Cicero's paradoxa

ateioornm as having a direct influence upon Henaissance wri*

ters of paradox,

^8 Cicero had done before him, Lucian perfected a

form already established by his predecessors. As far back as

the time of Polycrates (c, 536 B.C. ff«) and Gorgias (485«

380 &«C*) writers interested themselves in the **defence of the

indefensible*'*® In a recent investigation into the history of

the genre, MiZler finds that there is even "some evidence to

indicate that paradoxical encomia were set as exercises in the

^Miller, ofi, fiiLfe.f PP» 146-178, For further material
on the paradoxical encomiumi see Theodore C« Burgess, Eoideic*

U& feflfftlTfi^fflr? (Chicago, 1902), pp.l67-166j R. B, McKerrow,
od* Th^e ?lorks of Tftomas Mashe ^ 4 vols. (London, 1904-1910)

|

IV, ^77, 389-3961 A. S. Pease, "Things Without Honor," iiia»-
JSiSfi^ Philology. XXI, (1926), 27-42$ and Alexander H. Saekson.
"The Paradoxical Bnoomium in Elizabethan Drama," University si
Teacas ^tudl^es jj^ £MiJj2l» XXVIII (1949), 83-104«

^Ihe phrase is Pease *s,£fi* SiJk*§ P* 3^« ^^ ^^ perhaps
more accurate to say that the genre dates even from Homer* See
Srasmus's comment below, p. 62.
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anclsnt schools of rhetoric. "^^ Ihese •noooia wore thus ex-

tensions of the classical panegyric turned into a kind of rhe-

torical gaoe. Polyoratesi for instance | wrote an enooaium on

Bice» and among the lost works of Crorgias's pupil Alcimadasy

are a praise of death and a praise of Hals (a riyer-nymph)*^

The form was not everywhere popular at this tioe*

Isocratesy who wrote an Encomium on Helen in objection to

Gorgias* paradoxical discourse on the same subject and ^siris ^

a panegyric in refutation of Polycrates* defence of the mythi-

oal king, is said to have scorned those who wrote praises of

bumblebees and salt.12 But though the form appears to have

been neglected for several centuries , it was taken up again

in later ages with renewed interest by both Greek and Roman

writers*

Sometime during the first century B.C. the Roman poet

Catullusy for example^ found occasion to use the paradoxical

eneoffliUB to express some sentiments on love. His half-seriousf

half-Jesting lines to his mistress' sparrow are characteristic

of the genre. "Sparrow | my lady's pet|" sighs Catullus, '*with

^%j. j5ii., p. 147,

^Sh^ £2£fi£d ttfail^ftJ, g;gUgaary> SL*X*$ "encomium. ••

^^Ibid . Isocrates' two paradoxical discourses are in
cerates

f tr. Larue van Hock, 3 vols., ("The Loeb Classical
brary"{ Cambridge, Mass., 1954), III, 54, 61-97,
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whom she often plays whilst she holds you In her lap, or giT«»

you her finf«r-tlp to peck and provokes you to bite sharply}

vhenever she, the bright-shining lady of my loTe, has a mind

for some sweet pretty play, in hope, as I think, that when the

sharper ssiart of love abates, she may find sooe small relief

froffl her pain—ah, might I play with you as she does, and

lighten the gloomy eares of ay heartl^l-S Later writers of

less literary renown kept the tradition alive, liiller re-

cords several interesting examples of paradoxical eneomia

aiBong (hreek and Roman authors up to and through Lucian*s

times praises of the gnat, the parrot and hair h^ the sophist

Dio Chryscstom (A.D. 40-112)$ a praise of Tharsites and the

quartan fever by Favorinus (A.D* 30-150)} a praise (with

serious intent) of the Greek pallium by Tertullian (A.D. 160-

225); a praise of hair by Fhilosotratus <A.D* 170-245)$ a

praise of baldness, ftieomium i^alvltii . by the nee-Platonist

Syneslus (c, A.D, 300) | and finally a praise of figs by Julian

the Apostate (A.D. 331-363),^'^

^Vlf^3t>¥f Saifr^A^y Md P^yYlRJLUM IfASCUi tr. F.W.
Cornish ("The Loeb Classieal Library"; Cambridge, Mass., 1950),
pp. 2-6.

^^9SI* oit.f p. 149. Synesius* discourse on baldness
was a favorite with Renaissance writers. The work was trans-
lated into English in 1579 i "A paradoxe protting that baldnesse
is Hxuch better than buahle haire. Englished by A. Fleming.
1579." §^ 23603.
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In his discourse on a fly Luoian surpasses all these

classical writers cf the paradoxical eneomiOAy not only in

giving play to cleverness but in giving substance and mean-

ing to the form. Aside from the mere sport of demonstrating

that in comparison with other winged creatures the fly is

superior in such .*natters as intelligeneei strength and cour-

age, and in pointing cut the praise that comic and tragic

writers have bestowed upon the creature in the past, Lucian

adds deft touches of irony to the whole piece. The skill with

which he ironically exposes the vanity of human actions in

the I^ialoeues si£. ih& Bead Lucian transfers to the ifSU&ftt

laudatio n His praise of the fly iaplies that man for all

his worldly attainments is no better off. Indeed | hatched

**as a maggot from the dead bodies cf meni" the fly lives In

the society of uen—"on the same food and at the same tablel-

and "takes precedence even of kings in eating." Further, in

m passage that bristles with Ironic humor, Lucian demonstra-

tes the fly* 3 immortality cf scul. "You may be sure,'* be

says, '*I propose to mention the most important point In the

nature of the fly. It Is, I think, the only point that Plato

overlooks in his discussion cf the scul and its immortality.

Vhen ashes are sprinkled on a dead fly, she revives and has

a second birth and a new life from the beginning. Ihis should

absolutely convince everyone that the fly*s scul is immortal

like curs, since after leaving the body it cooes back again,

recognises and reanimates it, and makes the fly take
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wlng."^® Hot until the sixteenth century did another wri-

ter of the form oome along to match Lucian's skill of clever-

ness.

Sidney's opinion cf paradoxical encomia, of which

Luclan»s discourse on the fly is the superb example among

the ancients, is quite clear from a passage in the P^^WWf

Sit Poasie that shows equally well his familiarity with the

defence of contraries, "We know," says Sidney, "a playing

wit can praise the discretion of an Asse, the coiafortable-

ness of being in debt, and the jolly commcdltles of being

slcke of the plague. So of the contrary side, if we will

turne gvids verse, Si 3-ateat virtus. .proatiffXt^t^Q MU» ^^^

good lye hid, In nearnesse of the evlll. Agripoa will be as

aery in shewing the vanitle of Science, as Erasmus was in the

commending of folly. And neither shal any man or matter,

escape some touch of these saiiling Raylers,'*^^ The context

of the passage indicates that Sidney is here thinking speci-

fically of those writers who use the form to carp at poetry.

But even so, as with poetry, iildney liked the good and dis-

proved of the bad; so also with paradoxical encomia, many of

which were little more than superficial display pieces of wit.

^^uelan . tr. A, M, Harmon, 8 vols. ("The Loeb Clas«

slcal Library" } Cambridge, Mass., 1963), I, 81-97,

^^oyka . in, 26-27.
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Those encomia like Lucian's Muscae laudatio that serve a

higher end, however, Sidney would certainly have approved of.

Luclanlc Irony later Influenced the paradoxes of Agrlppa and

Erasmus, and Sidney hastens to tell his readers in the pas-

sage just quoted from the iis^sflcg s^ Poesie the respect he

holds for the works of these two writers. "But for Erasm^^

and Afifippft ," he says, "they had an other foundation then the

superficiall part would promise." In short, Sidney would

hold that a paradox of the genre type is good only in so far

as it serves the same end as poetryi that it teaches as weU
as delights.

In alluding to Erasmus's ^jg Frais^ ^ Follv and

Agrippa's fia ^n^eytitudli^e ^ vanitate scientiarum Qt artium

Sidney is singling out the two outstanding examples of the

genre among early Renaissance writer s.^^ Although Elizabe-

thans frequently regarded these two works as counterparts

equal in merit—if one is to judge from several references

similar to Sidney's—later ages have justly given greater

recognition to Erasmus's piece.

17
, , ^

In the medieval period the genre seems to have beendeveloped but slightly. Pease records (oo. cit., p. 41) apraise of baldness, i£i£^ ^ CalviS
f by Hue bald of St. Amandin the ninth century and praises of various animals by MichaelPsellus the yomger in the eleventh century. Aside from the

encomia, the use of paradox was limited to serious puns in the
non-genre type, as in the Latin liturgical poetry of Adam of
St. Victor and St. Thomas Aquinas. See Walter J, Ong, "Wit andMystery," Speculun^ ^ XXII (1947), 310-341.

'
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His satlrloal monologua first appeared In a Latin

version In 1611 and latsr, in 1649, Sir Thomas Chaloner gave

it an English translation. Behind the work llos th»3 tradi-

tion of the so-oalled "fool litoratura," of which Sebastian

Brant's Shit^ ^ fgoXs (1494) la the most noted axaiaplo.

But as regards form, Th© r,rais€^ £^ Fol3,y owoa rsora to the

classical paradoxical encomia | a fact which Srasmus calls

attention to in his preface.

Let any. • .who are offended 1»r the lightness and
foolery of my argument remenBer^ I beg, that
mine is not the first exai^splOi but that the saaa
thing was often practised by great authors.
Kciaer, all tliosQ ages ago, made sport with a
battle of frogs and mica; Virgil with a gnat^
and a salad; Ovid with a nut* Polyoratee eu-
logized Busiris; and Isocrates, tiiough a easti*
gator of PolyorateS| did the same$ Glauoon argued
In praise of injustice} Favorinus, of Thersites
and of the quartan fever | Synesius, of baldness}
Luoian, of the fly and of the parasite. Seneoa
sported with an Apotheosis of the Eiaperor Claud-
ius; Plutarch, in a dialogue between Qryllus and
Ulysses} I<uclan and Apuleius, with an ass, and
soraeent whom I do not knowg with the last will
and testaaent of Grunius Corocotta, a hog*^

18

1941), p* S« Similar lists of paradoxieal encomia appear in
The Praise £| Folly^ tr, Hoyt H. Hudson (Princeton,

Castlglione's SM Courtier (16^), Itiomas Wilson's jjis Arte s£,

m^%9iUm (1^0), Harvey»s nSSMSL fiiyWftrPHfiUM Obmi^tmd
Harington's SM i^etamorpho sis jsi£ A.-fax (1596). The first two
works were familiar to ;jidney,
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Two points are worth noting in connection with Erasaruj's

list. In tha first placei as the foreoost huioanisti Erascius

was, by reviewing tlie genre and adding to it a brilliant

•xanple of his own, lending considerable authority to the

erlts of the forxa and thus aisuring It a place among the

writings of later humanists* In the second place, of the

authors that appear in Srasmus's list, Lucian calls for a

special word of comment, "Bone years after he had published

Shi. ElUkiSi SL ESiUlt*" says Hoyt Hudson in a commentary on

Erasmus as a Luclanist, "he wrote to a friend that it was

XhoMts More*s fondness for wit and fun, 'and especially for

Lucian,' that prompted him to write this bool&"19 Ihe most la-

portant of the many Luclanio elements in Brasmus's encomiua

is irony J and as Hudson aptly observes in the paragraph Just

quoted, this irony is "less obviously benevolent than Socra-

tlc irony. It is likely to hold Itself, as well as other

things, lightly* It cuts more than one way.** It is the com-

bination, then, of two equally effective figures of contrast,

irony and paradox, that gives The Praise ££ Folly its special

character J for with this combination Erasmus achieves a per-

fect blend of manner and matter.

Under a closer examination, J^ Praise j;^ Folly is

seen first of all to represent fully paradox as a literary

^^IM^., xix.
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genre, for despite its outward appearance as a paradoxical

encomium only, the work actually makea use of both this fora

and the defence of contraries. Erasmus even varies slightly

the traditional pattern of Uie encomium. Thus instead of

praising Folly, he allows Polly to praise herself. He then

shows her in self-praise exalting corruption, debauchery and

wantonness of every sort, and defending at the same time a

number of tenets contrary to received opinion, e.g., "prudence

In judgment is not what it is ordinarily thought to be," "it

is not true that madness is a form of wretchedness," "to be

foolish is the natural state of man," and "the Christian re»

ligion is akin to foUy."

iven thus far Jfe Praise qI ^pUJ Is written in ear-

nest. Erasmus's tone is more than playful; his purpose in

placing traditional views in a different light is more than a

test of wit. He is looking behind the curtain, and what he

8e«8 is ^at life is paradoxical and that things are not as

they seen* All human affairs, says Folly,

like the Sileni of klcibiades, have two aspects,

each quite different from the other} even to the

point that what at first blush (as the pbrase

goes) seems to be death may prove, if you look

further into it, to be life. What at first sight

is beautiful may really be uglyj the apparently

wealthy may be poorest of allj the dlsgracef il,

glorious! the learned, ignorant j the robust,

feeble 1 the noble, base? the joyous, sad| the

favorable, adverse; what is friendly, an enemy

|

and what is wholesome, poisonous. In brief, you



find all things suddenly revarsed, when yo\x
open up the Sllenus,*^^

What Erasmus has In :nind, then, is tc show that what is con-

monly held to be true is anything but true. To maintain his

paradoxes, iiiowever, Erasmus works by iaplication as well as

by direct statement. That is to say, he makes use of irony.

Two examples will serve to show his skill in moTlng from the

explicit to the implicit in the handling of a paradox.

Consider, on the one hand, Folly's argument that the

wise are maladjusted to public affairs. To support this il-

luminating eooment on a neglected side of IJGa, Folly simply

adduces the eyidence*

Take your sage to a feast and he will mar the
good cheer either by a morose silence or by
conducting a qnlz* Invite him to a ball, and
you learn how a oaoel dances. If you carry
him to a play, he will dampen the mirth of the
audience, and, a modern Cato, he will be forced
to walk out of the theatre because he cannot put
off his gravity. If he engages in conversation,
on a sudden it is a case of the wolf in the
story. If something is to be bought, or a con-
tract made, if , in short, any of those thlngk
without which our dally life could not be car-
ried on must be done, you will say that this
wiseacre is no man, but dead wood. Thus he can
be of little use to himself, his country, cr his
family, and all because he is Inexpert In every-
day Blatters, and far out of step with general

''^^Ufelfi.. p. 36,
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vays of jbhlnklng and laodes of Xlfo among the

folk....'^'*'

It will be observed that in this example Erasmus uses para-

dox explicitly for purposes of satire. With all his learn-

ing, the wise man is 111 equipped for real life. The true

humanist, Erasmus would say, is net out cf touch with social

reality. Or consider, on the other hand, how Folly maintains

Ironically the paradox that even wisdom is arrived at by way

of folly. To inquire into ilfe»s paradoxes, says Folly, is

considered imprudent. "The part of a truly prudent i^an, on

the contrary," she goes on, "is (since we are mortal) not to

aspire to wisdom beyond his station, and either, along with

the rest of the crowd, pretend not to notice anything, or af-

fably and companionably be deceived." Yet men will argue

that to do so is folly. "Indeed, I shall, aot deny it," says

Folly, "only let them, on their side, allow that it Is also

to play cut the comedy of life."^^ jftjch of I&g PT&ls» st

1*0lly Is written in this vein, that is, an ironical suggestion

of the truUi, paradoxically stated, of a wisdom higher than

worldly wisdom. In attacking churchmen, for instance, and

^^lM<i.. p. 33<

22
Ibid . f p. 38,
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arguing the paradox that Christianity is folly, Erasmus's

Folly, says Hudson, "does not stand at th« level of worldly

wisdom, which in general approves these whom she attacks.

Heither, except in moments by the way, is she speaking non-

sense. Every attack is precisely against following in the

spiritual kingdom the standards and practices that prevail

in worldly, carnal affairs. "^^ Seen from an over-all view-

point, then, irony and paradox work together! in her vary

praise of wickedness and worldly wisdom. Folly ironically im-

plies the humanistic ideal that rejects such activities and

seeks a truer wisdom.

Zn the preface to The braise ££ Folly Erasmus ob-

serves that nothing "is more puerile, certainly, than to

treat serious matters triflinglyj but nothing Is more graee*

ful than to handle li^^ht subjects in such a way that you seem

to have been anything but trifling."24 Little wonder that Sid-

ney agreed and that he saw In the work, and in Agrippa*s De

vanitate y '*an other foundation then the superfioiall part

would promise." Exactly what Sidney meant by foundation is

not clear from the Defence 0f Poeaie , but It is most probable

that he had in mind the striking paradoxical character of

these two works. Sidney not only thought highly of this founda-

tion) he was influenced by it. Though the point cannot be

pursued here, later it will be shown that the foundation of

^^Ibid . . xxxvil,

S*Iby., p. 3.
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%ht> Praise qI Folly and tlie M sanitate—the atternpt tc di-

viilge a paradoxical truth by inquiring into the differenc«

b«tweexi appearaaao and reality—is the foundation of the re-

vised Arcadia.

Apart from Erasmus's superiority in subtlety of style,

it would be diffieult to single out anything of real laipor-

tance for present purposes that is in ^^ Praise ££ yollv and

not in the ££ vanitate . Like its counterpart, the ^ YMA"

l^ate uses both the defence of a contrary and the paradoxical

encomium to strike out against the pride of worldly wisdom

and the vanity of human actions. And the irony and ambiguity

of meaning that characterize .^ pral^se ££ Fojuly are found al-

so in the i^ isailaia* ^'^^^ ^J^e ^0 works differ aaterially,

they dc so in terms of structure. Instead of follcxving

Erasmus's practice of fusing both genre types of paradox with

ironic overtones, Agrippa keeps the two types separate. Tliat

is to say, he first presents an extended defence of a con-

trary opinion in which he ironically auikes a laoclcery ©f Icnow-

ledge, and then at the end of his wofk he asserts his theme

in a new light, i.e.^ In a ;3hort eulogy of an ass.

Agrippa»3 theaa, which is mainly spiritual, is a re-

working of ©orates' farailiar dictum that the truly lcno«ledge-

able fflan is one who makes an admission of Ignorance, Like

Erasmus, Agrippa attacks the shortcomings of his age in

spiritual and intellectual matters, and calls especially for
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a life patterned after what the humanists considered to be

the true principles cf Christianity uncorrupted by scholas-

tic learning. As he discloses the uncertainty and vanity of

the arts and sciences , which fall short of truth and blind

the individual to faith, Agrlppa argues the paradox that It

Is better to know nothing and believe In faith and God alone

|

wherein lie truth and certainty. '*Kothlng|" he writes, "can

chaunce unto man toore pestllente then knowledge v**^^ And

agalni "Yet he knoweth nothinge, except he know the will of

Gods worde, and execute the samet he that hath learned all

things, & hath not learned this, he hath learned In valne,

and knoweth all things In valne,**^

In his final comment on the vanity of earthly know-

ledge, as he turns from the defence proper to a brief dis-

course in praise of the ass, Agrlppa exercises wit and buries*

que, but his intent Is no less serious than it is in the major

section cf the work. To be like the ass and know nothing^

says Agrlppa, Is better than to be learned and know too oruch

of the subtleties, for "If the unprofitable burdens of humane

^he title-page of the version used here reads as fol<
lows: "Uenrle Cornelius Agrlppa, of the Yanltle and Vncertaln-
tle of Artes and iiclences, Englished by Ja^es? Sax^^orj]/*
1569." STC 204. The quotation is from fol. 4^.

2^01. ISl^.
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fcncwledg© be not set apart©•..^^n^^ ye© be not tourned againe

into bar© and mere Asses,...^hejg? ye be utterly and alto-

gether unprofitable to carrie the mysteries of diuine wis-

doms,"^

Agrlppa's Influence upon later huiaanists and scholars

as a model for cleyer writing was profound. Barnaby Hiche

indicated in his Miassg ^ lagisM (1S78) that the young

courtly gentlemen of his day were studying the J2a vanitata

with a desire «to be curious in cauilling, propounding capti-

ous questions, thereby to shews a singularitie of their wise-

doDws.«28 Sidney hiaself appears to. have drawn upon the £»
Ift^^tfl^,^ in writing his famous treatise on poetry. 29 a. C,

Hamilton has recently shown that ilgrippa's use of paradox

gave Sidney a rhetorical method for defending the art of

^Fol. 135\

(London ^liSl^f^^n^^o^*?'.^ ¥^¥^ Mm^KT^Vk^.VLonacn, 1810), i, eio. Quoted by Hamilton, jbu. s^,^ p. lea,

29
o.^„

la elevating poetry over all other arts and sciencesSidney consciously makes a defence of a contrary. As wasnoted earlier, he answers the charge that the poets are thegreatest liars with the following Statement, "I answere Para-
^lififiLUt*^ he says, «but truly, I think trulyi that of Stwriters under the Sunne. the issl is the least Iyer." Sidney*

a

point is toat the poet Is nct*T?Scerned with what i^ but Sithwhat should be, and "therfore though he reccunt things nottrue, yet because he tolleth them not tor true, he lleth not...
2lgEil&. Ill, 23-297," Sidney's use of the word naradoScali;Tthefirst recorded literary usage in Mglish) sullsStfthSt^he is aware, not only in this particular passage but in hiswhole treatise, of defending a%iew contrary tf received opin-
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poetry. Specifically, Hamilton's thesis Is that "Sidney ex-

pollts Agrippa*s argument In the D^ vanltate In order to at-

tack all the ether arts and sciences, and to establish thereby

the e«ntral argiunent for his defence of poetry. "^*^ Sidney's

central argiiment, according to Hamilton, Is that poetry alone

ean achieve truth, all other sciences and arts being limited

by Nattire.

llong with Sidney's high opinion of the £g vanltatf

and Barnaby Hlche's testimony as to the popularity of the

work, is a favorable comment from Sidney's friend, Gabriel

Harvey, who considered the SM vanltate a flawless example of

the genre. "They are rare, and dainty wlttes," Harvey wrote In

Flereea Supererogation ^ "that can roundly call a man Asse at

every third word; and oiake not nice, to befoole him in good

sullen earnest, that can strangle the proudest breath of their

pennes, and meaneth to borrow a sight of their giddiest bralnea«

for a perfect Anatomle of Vanltie, and Folly, "31

Harvey appears to have been particularly Impressed by

an aspect of Agrippa's humor that points to still another le-

vel of oeanlng at which the literature of paradox can fxanction.

'''^"Sidney and Agrippa," ££§, Hew Series, VII (April
1956), 151.

'^^ThQ Worlcs of Qabrlel Harvey^ed. Alexander Grosart,
3 vols, (London, 1884), II, 246.



Both Agrippa and Erasmus were master entertainers at what is

often called learned parody, wherein a writer in comiaand of

considerable learning produces fun "out of the very modes

and techniques of learning itself."^ This rhetorical device

can be found, for example, in the EpJstolae ^bacyurorum xiS."

prmat a series of letters compiled in 1616 by Crotius Rubianus

and Ulrich von Hutton. Amcng the letters is one, for instance,

from a churchman who puts to the test cf logic the paradox

that lechery is no sin. After all, says the churchman in de-

fence of having a mistress, Samson and Solomon both had their

affairs and still received God's favor, "So he addresses t©

her some of the passionate songs of the Canticles, and clinches

it all with the erroneous syllogism, that, if Amor is love and

Ood is love, then Amor cannot be a sln,"^ Agrippa's bur-

lesque is, of course, on a grander scale and is much more sharp-

ly defined. In his study of Agrippa »s ixifluence upon Sidney,

Hamilton has remarked on this ambiguity in the £g vanltate.

fie finds that the work may be read "as a sceptical discourse. ••

but equally it may be read as an elaborate joke whose whole

point is that 'a demi-god in oanlsufficiency of knowledge, a

diuel in the practise of horrible Artes* (as Gabriel Harvey

^%ud8on, OP. cit >. xx.

33ihomp8on, £J2. eit . , p» 97,
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calls hlBi), can use Iranense knov^ledge to fienouaco the use of

knowledge,"^

In the work cf Sraamus and Agrippa tlxe xioerature cf
paradox before 1686 is seen at its best. A wliole host of six-
teenth^entury humanist scholars felt the influence of these
two writers. The influence is especially noticeable in the

derelopment of the paradoxical enccmium, which before 1686 was
exploited to a far greater extent than was the defence of con-
trarles. As Don Cameron Allen observes, the huiaanists who fol-
lowed Erasanis filled the century "with praises of gout, pox,

drunkenness, gallstones, dirt, bagatelles, nothing, fever

,

etc. Though .Tiost of these eacoiaia were jest pieces, a few
took on a serious note,

Erasau8«s friend Sir Thomas More, for instance, made

a iBodest use of the form in his liiaijji (1616), Book II of which

!• a praise of nowhere. As Erasmus had done before him and

Agrlppa was to do a few years later, More found paradox conven-

tn«neio+4 ^'^.^^'l P*.1S2. Cf. also Saiiford's prtsfaoe to his

sCpiy'iSSelLtg'aSSL^st^F'f^^ "And aithcS^ tiUs author

e

th«t io»,i^ ^ against them (which to the rude multitude for
^\^^'?' "*?f "•"• ^^«*^* *^d noysome) yet his intent il.

^^^. £U. , XX.
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lent for pm-poses of satire. Hythloday«B account of the vir«

tues of the Utopian society forms an ironic coimaent on the

shortcomings of More's own society. Though Sidney had slight

reservations, he thought enough of the H^ajgia to cite it in his

pefence ££ Foesie as an example of "the speaking picture of

l^oesie ." What philosopher's counsel can so readily direct an

entire co«amonwealth, says Sidney, "as the Way of Sir Thomas

Moores Ei^toTDia JJf I say the Way, because vrhere Sir Thomas

Moore erred, it was the fault of the man and not of the Poeti

for that Way of patterning a Common-wealth, was most absolute

though he peroiiaunce hath not so absolutely performed it,"36

Erasiaus's and Agrippa's use of the paradoxical enccmlum

to ridicule pretentious knowledge and set a praise upon ig-

jsopance attracted other humanist writers. Montaigne, for ex-

ample, gave the theme brief treatment at one point in the

AoolQgy UJL ftain«>nd ^e^o^ (1580). ^ter reducing man to the

level of animals, Ivlcntaigne ironically praises ignorance over

learning and intellect. «It is by the neditation of our ig-

norance, Kiore than our learning," he writes, "that we icnow

anything of this divine wisdom. "37 a few years later, in

^?ork8. Ill, 16.

^"^The Assays of Michal dfi l^ontalgne. tr. Jacob Zeit-

im. 3 volirClSTYSrk; I93t57 fl, 1607 pSr the influence of

Erasmus and Agripja upon the AP^^gr^^ l££ ^^-^^^^f^infJS
Zeitlin»3 notes, pp. 499-603. An important critical approach

to the Renaissance paradox, particularly the paradoxes in
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15ol^, a lalncr writer tiuaed I-dward Daunce tcck up this same

theiae aiid gave it a fuller treatmont in a pious discourse

Erasmus, Itors, Agrippa, and Llcntaigne, can be found in an arti-
cle by A, E. iialloch, "The Techniques and Function of the Ke-
rai3G;.nce Paradox," ^, LIII (April, 1956), 191-203. After
examining one of Donne's letters, in which paradoxes are ex-
plained as notnin,^s that iiave existence only within an anti-
thetical action of the reader, Malloch remarks (p, 196) that
"Donne's stat^aent that nis paraJoxas ara nothings has this
much truth, that they only seem to represent a conceptual
argument, but in fact, do not. They achieve and sustain this
appearance by laeans of a fabricated argument which consists of
discrete statements aquivocally united,,, Thus the paradox :aay
be said to present one part in a verbal drama (truly a word
play) J the other part is not written out, cut is supplied by
the reader as he tries Ho find better reasons,*" The paradox
Is thus closely related, saya iialloch, to tha scholastic ouaes -
liH disputa tfry which, like the paradox, "perfects the deli-
berately iailucious arguriam; for the purpose of roveaLing
truth, though it differs from the paradox in containing a
written refutation* the reader of tha disputed question par-
ticipates as audience, the reader of the paradox as actor.,..
/p. r«is2;7." By the sixteenth century tha disputed question was
losing its life, and the paradox, in the hands particularly of
the s*».iptlc3. was re-introduced to express a relative philos-
ophy (i.e., that knowledge is right only for a given moment) as
opposed to school philosophy (i.e., tiiat knowledge is eternal
end right for all time). Therefore, Malloch concludes (p, 202),
"If we bear in aind Sonne's ^A'ords abcc.t ti.e purposes cf his
paradoxes (»if they ;iiake yo to find better reasons against them
they do their ofiice'), if we bear In iind the suggestion that
paradoxes are one half of a dialogue, then such works as
Lrasmus* 2M J'^aisst c.r (oily ,. A^rippa's :i^ yc.r.ity ^ Arts and
§9j.en<?egt and iiacntalgne » s Apology £o£ Ralmond Sebond become
lutothods of forci'-g tha reader tc assert (»ith ilcre) that
knowledge is dramatic, i.e., that it is proportional to tach
historical scene. And not only do these works lead to a
conclusion that knowledge is dramatic} their very way of lead-
ing is itself dramatic."



entitled JJJiS Prayse ££ ^{othing . This little tract, though

partly whimsical and clever in its puns on the word f^yt^^gy

is mainly serious in its attack on mere temporals. In the

preface Daunoe claims to have "endeauored to shun ferippas

vanities f and Erasmus follyeS| as one that might haue beena a

paterne of either," Taut echoes of Agrippa are everywhere evi»

dent. lake, for example, the foUowing bit of pietyi "Christs

louing imbracements of the little children (who cared for no-

thing), are not of least importance! for their simplicitie be-

ing the shadow of our fyrst innocency, is to be reentered, as

the posterne of true godlynesJ which lieth not open to them

that haue the world in admiration, and be not resolute fol-

lowers of the childrens ignorance. "3^

Most humanist writers, however, used the paradoxical

encomium to give play to their cleverness and wit. Rabelais'

familiar praise of debt and debtors, of the codpiece, and of

"Sessere Qaster" iii Books III and IV of Qargantua ^^ fm^^'

gruel offers a familiar example . Another interesting example

•^The title-page of Daunce's piece reads as follows

i

"The Prayse of Nothing. By B. D, 1685." §^ 7383. Ihe quote

is at Fol. Fp^. In 1837 J. F» Collier ascribed i>aunce*s work
to Sidney's close friend. Sir Edward Dyer. Recently, however.
Dyer*s authorship has been discredited, mainly on the strength
of Internal evidence of style. See Ralph M. Sargent. "Ihe

Authorship of liia gravse s£. JMothing ." Uig ibUJEStZf 4th sers.,

XII (1931), 322-33X1
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is th« lift flol?i;4t^ft ds^( £2J;j^ of the Italian musician

and composer, Adrlanc Banchieri. Although this work did not

attain an English translation until 1695,39 tiidney could hare

known it in the Italian version and may be referring to it in

the £fi££a&2 SiL Poesie when he says, "We imow a playing wit can

praise the discretion of an Asse,...» Composed in two parts,

it& nobilitia is a dull, copious work that shows only spots

of humor. Banchieri first cites the praises bestowed on other

animals, and then olaims the worthiness of the ass over them

all, concluding the section with the statement that "the nature

of the Asse is good, pleasing, humble and courteous i which

foure rare qualities, are farre contrary to the theft, pride,

unrulinesse and villainy of other beasts. "40 The second part,

after marshalling an dxtensive number of classical axui contem-

porary sources in praise of the ass, ends with the reminder

that for his ride into Jerusalem Christ himself chose the ass.

In his study of the genre Miller records a long list

of similar paradoxical encomia that were inspired by Erasmus's

satire and written by important scholars of the sixteenth cen-

tury. He cites Latin encomia by

39Ihe title-page of this translation reads as follows

i

"The Uoblenesse of the Asse. A worke rare, learned, and excel'
lent. By A. B. 1696." ,aj£ 1343, .

'

*%ol. a/.
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Buiiel Heinsius on the louso (Laua pedlctilD *

Philip iSelanchthon on the ant (Laus formicaa jy
Bilibaldi Pircfeheimer on the goat (Laus or
APglftK^ft ftfi<?iftSrft^)» Caello Caloagnlno on th«
flaaiPuliols encomium ) y M. Antonlus Majoragio
on mudXI^H encoinloin )^ Joannes Passaratl en the
ass (Encomium aaini^ )f Janus Dcusa en shade (I4

'21 JUtl^afi)} Justus Lipsius en the elephant
I elephantis )f Francisous Scribanlus en the

and Brycius Futeanus on the egg (Ovi

To this list should be added a praise cf the goose by the Frenoh

scholar J, J, Ecallger.*^ «A11 these authors—German, Dutch,

Italian, French—were..*," as Miller observes, "humanists and

scholars of so£2e importance." And it should also be pointed

out that raany were acquaintances Sidney had made during his

travels on the Continent.

In contrast to the wide popularity enjoyed by the para-

doxical encomia, defences of contraries received scant atten->

tlon before 1686. Except for Sidney's Defence s£ Sst&Sl&t no**

of those that were published are of little worth. Ihe most in-

teresting perhaps is the iAlrrour Si£, Madnes published by Jaaes

Sanford in 1576.^ Sanford, it will be recalled, made an Eng*

^ited by Pease, ££. dt.. p. 41.

^3«The Mirrour of Madnes, or a Paradoxe ^aaintayning
KadQes to be most excellent* dene out of French into English by
Ja/mei7 Sai^ori/. 1676." ^^ 17980.
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liah translation of Agrippa*s £a vanitate in 1669. A work of

auoh less literary merit, the MlrrftVr s£, Madnea is interesting

only in being amusingly specious. Note the following ezoerpt

that recalls the Epistolae obscnrorum virorum in its use of

fallacious logic.

As pleasure is of necessitye Uadnes, yet honesty
profitable, and necessarye. as before is prouedy
Ergo, Uadnes is both honest, profitable, and
necessarye. But what if I make for Epicure ^ and
proue, that all pleasures are good, excellent, then
1 trust, X shall enforce the like consequence of
Madnes, my chiefe reason shall be a sublecto ^ for
euery accidente, hath his excellence of his sub*
jecti now, if pleasure be in the most excellent
subjecte; and the same Madnes; then Madnes for
the excellencie^f the subject, must nedes be
most excellent,**

Of the same tenor as Sanford*s defence of madness are two !-
nor pieces, 1^ Defence ££ Pouert^e againate the Desire sL

laiWM £^Si2Si «nd Saa. ^UOS S£, Plaaeure,. brought out by

Anthony Munday in 1677 and 1678, respectively.**^ Concerning

**See Fol. Bg.

^^Celeste Turner, Anthony ^^ju^i ^ ?fl ;!, riflfrftlillin i^ SL
kiliSUt in VnJ.y^rntY sd. V^ftAtfprn^a Publications ^ EnglTah,.
?ol. n. Ho, 1 (Berkeley. 1928}, p. 9. Two other examples,
which this writer ixas not seen, have been recorded. The title*
page of the first example reads as follows > "A Defence of Death.
Contayning a most excellent discourse of life and death, writ-
ten in Prenche by PljiliD de iicrnaye. Gentleman. And doone into
Englishe by S. A. ^67^." SIS. 18136. The other example is
a Paradoxe ££J2J^ 1 'Amour (1681), cited by Thompson, ££. cit.y
p. 97. Apparently the author is unknown.
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yhe Defence o£ Pouertle * of which no copies are extant,

Celeste Turner says that it is "no doubt similar to the clas-

sical arguments for poverty in .^^ ffefence siS,
Contraries"

}

and of 1124 Pe^vne si pleasure she writes, "The work itself, a

series of moral poems, depicts tlie incredibly bad consequences

of every sort of pleasure*"^

Ttirner*s reference to SJ^ Defence ££ Contraries calls

for a word of cement. In )i?riting j^ Defenee sL ^^ouertle

and The Payne of Pleasure Munday was less Indebted to Agrlppa*8

famous work than to an Italian collection of paradoxes publi-

shed by Ortenslo Lando in 1643,^7 i^e most direct influence

upon the English paradox occurred in 1693 when Munday rendered

these paradoxes into English under the title of j^ P^j^ffiX^Q^ SL

Contraries . On the heels of this translation followed the

well-lcnown ventures into the form by Donne, Cornwallis, and

Hall. Unfortunately Munday's translation comes too late for

present purposes, but Sidney could have known Lando »s paradoxes

either in the Italian cr in a French translation published by

Charles Bstienne in 1S63. Lando »s work is composed of twelve

clever defences, similar to (Jicero*s, on such topics as "pover-

ty is better than wealth," "blindness is better than sight,"

*'^See Warner G. Rice, fifi. £ii.| pp. 59-74.
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and "imprisonment is better than liberty," Sidney's refer-

ence in the g^fqflffg &L E&SSiJt tc a praise of "the comfortable-

nes of being in debt, and the jolly commodities of being sioke

of the plague" suggests a familiarity with Lando's work either

in the original or in the French text*

The present inquiry has shown Sidney's acquaintance

with a well-defined body of paradoxJ.cal literature that was

In vogue during the sixteenth century. Ihe wide popularity of

the genre left room, of course, fcr a good deal of superfi-

ciality and the mere development of rhetorical skill in adapt-

ing what Don Cameron Allen calls an "un-English thiniring to

the English prose genius. "48 Sidney's remark on such abuse

of the genre by so many "smiling Raylers" has already been

cited, and Gabriel harvey had words to the same effect. "They

were siUy country fellowes," he said, "that commended the

Bald pate, the Feauer quartanej the fly, the flea, the gnat,

the sparrow, bawdery, leachery, buggery, madnesse itselfe.

What Dunse, or Scrbcnist cannot aaintaine a Paradoxe?"40

But such criticism did little to damage the genre. What it did

do was to indicate clearly the facility with which a paradox

can be contrived, and hence a cause for its continued popular-

^0£. cli., xxi.

-^^Harvey's Wfiii^g, ed. Orosart, Vol II, pp. S44-246.
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ity. Fupthormore, and paradoxically enough, there appeared

« paradox as meaningful as Ss& Praiae ££ Folly or the ^
vanitate . Certainly Sidney liked not only a good poet but

a good paradox. At will be seen later, though he had to de-

part from the form and employ a method for paradox that was

more suitable for his purposes, in the revised Arcadia he

shows the influence of the genre at its best*



CHAPTER IV

SIDNEY'S CONCEPTION OP THE RKVISED ARCADIA i

Nothing perhaps ia more characteristic of the huaan-

i«ts in the revolt against the alleged intellectual and spirit^

ual tyranny of the medieval period than their insistence that

education have a practical character. Concomitant vith open-

ing up vast areas of discovery, popularizing travel and ex-

ploration, stiiaulating religious and scientific inquiry, and

emphasizing man»s place in this world, the humanists generally

held a contempt for the subtleties and fruitless metaphysics

of scotist philosophy, for the other-worldliness cf monastl-

clsia, and deaianded instead knowledge that they considered to be

mora useful.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, for example,

appeared a movement aimed broadly at nakinc all knorledge use-

ful and more particularly at putting education in closer touch

with social reality. It was in the spirit cf this movement,

which produced a number of literary V7crks concerned with an

education suitable for the man of affairs,^ that Sidney con-

ceived the revised
jf
y/cadia .

^In Italy and France the movement found literary expres'

sion in such works as Cascigllcne's The Courtier (1628), Rabe-
lais* Gargantua ^^id {^ftftvftffir\^^jl (150S-1664T, and Montaigne's

83
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Sidney himself was a practical maji. In tho liiiht of

a court profermant that led to extensive travel and service to

the Queen and a matchless example of social accoraplishiaQntB,

he oould scarcely have been anything else. Further, a He-

nalssanoe man of the v/orld whose thoughts, liice those of th©

noble Pyrocles in the revised M£a^i&» ^^^ ^^'® "^^ *^®®'^® "^

performe, then in wrdes to defende," Sidney lived the philos-

ophy of education ho sets forth in the j^M^^f^^ oL ££S&La»

«So that the ending and of all earthly learning," he there

writes, "l^eing verteous actioni those skils that most serve to

Eaaajri (1580-1588), particularly his discourses «0n the Up-

tFiSifng cf Children'' and "Of Pedantry.'' G°^J?l?t^ ^^nhfX
land were Elyot»s SM SmM named the Gou^rnpi (1531), Asoham'e

Toxophllus (1545) and T|i2 S(^^ol^m^%^IL )}^lx^1^'X^'Hv.l
'

fe^WSS**
(1679) and Spenser's ^^ lagHs m^M (1589-96), the latter

undertaking "to fashion a gsnllcrjarx or noble Person in \erta-

^s and geitle discipline." itllied with the aims of the liter-

ary movement -^ere the oducationai ideals behind tne P^cposal

by Sir Humphrey Gilbert, navigator and soldier under s.idney«8

father in Irelind, for hho Erection of an Achademy i^^J^jfJ.
for Education of her !fe3e»ties Wardes and others the youths of

noUlity and gentlemen" (1672) and the establishment around

1576 of Oresham College toy Sir Thomas Gresham. Founder of the

Royal Exchanse, Gresixaia proposed to uave lectures "on tne sci-

ences of divinity, astponoay, geometry, music, law, medicine,

and rhetoric." cL the Mg, £,v., "Gilbert, .it iiumpnrey" and

"Oresham, Sir Thomas," William Boyd, me hislSU. ^ MMism
Muoation (London, 19M), p. 209. BoyTUas an excellent chap-

ter on the broadeAing of huaianisn and the educational milieu

of the sixteenth century.



bring forth that, have a mat just title to be Princes over

al the rest, "2 such a practical view toward learning went

hand in hand, of course, with a contempt for the alleged

sophistry of the medioval schooliaen, and the theme is a

recurrent one in Sidney's v/ritings.

"So ycv7 can speake and write La tine not barbarously,"

he writes in a letter to his brother Robert in 1680, "I never

require great study in Ciceronianisme the chiefe abuse of Ox-

ford, (^ duia veroa sectantur, res ipsas negligunt ."3 oft

quoted, this sentence suggests Sidney's dislike not only for

the purely formal training in style—with Cicero as the model

and with little or no attention to content—but also for the

sophistical wrangling and \TOrd-splitting that was characteris-

tic of traditional logic and school debates. As the philoso-

pher ^indelband observes of the Renaisrance huirianists.

"

instead

Si cffftcgptiftf^? ihSl denandec^ thing? ; instead of artificially

constructed words, the language of the cultivated world} in-

stead of sultle proofs and distinctions, a tasteful exposition

that should speak to the imagination and heart of the living

after referred to as Works .
> > ^

2



laan."^ Aside from its scorn for scholasticism, Sidney's let-

ter to his brother is notable for the stress it places on

carrying out studies in a practical asmner* Sidney's advice

in the reading of history is to pay partlciilar attention to

worthy examples touching on all manners of fortifications

|

laws, politics I customs; and, since the Iiistorian is also a

dlscourser who often plays the part of a divine or a philo-

sopher and "saeakes QSlR aimplieiter ^ facto , .asi ^ iUifiii-

tatibus et ciroumstantlis ^aoti y" to trust not to meaiory but

to construct a useful table of reaaembranceJ "that when yow

reade any such tiling, yow straite bring it to its heade, not

only of what art, but by your logicall subdivisions, to the

next number and pareell of the art«" (In this description of

the table of remembaranoe is an unmistakable hint of the utili-

tarian logic of Peter Ramus ^ which will receive due attention

later*) Sidney further advises his brother to excel in arith-

metic, geometry, music, and the nianly art of horsemanship.

A similar tendency to hold school philosophy up to

scorn while stressing the practical value cf learning appears

in the Defence ^ iiaaaj^s. Consider, for example, Sidney's

% Ms-^pyy SJL flaUft^gpnyi ^r. James H. Tufts (Hew Yorlc,

1901), p. 360^ An earlier instance of Sidney's acorn for the
sclioolmen occurs in his first literary effort, !i;he Jitg^ ££ MBX9
a masque presented for Elizabeth's entertainment at fanstead
in 1578. In this brief piece the pedant schoolmaster Rhombus
and his verbal quiddities are verily laughed off the pastoral
scene*



celebrated definition of the poet. Unlike the school philos-

pher with his abstract sophistry, the poet, according to

Sidney, Is one whc "beglnneth not v/lth obscure definitions,

which must blurre the margent with Interpretations, and loade

the aeiDorle with doubtfulnetsei but hoe cometh to ycu with

words set in delightful proportion, either accompanied with,

or prepared for the well enchanting skill of Musicke , and with

a tale forsooth he coaaeth unto ycu, with a tale, which hold-

eth children from play, end olde nen from the chimney corner,"

In respect to poetry he is even more specific: unlike philos-

ophy, which is tied to the precept and gl7es only a wordlsh

description, cr history, which is tied to the fact and wants

the precept, poetry can bring learning into closer relation t©

the actualities of life, "Let us but heare old AnchJ^ses y"

says Sidney, "speaking in the niddest of Troles flames, or 8e«

V3-4-???? in the fulnesse of all Calipsoes dellghtest bewalle his

absence from barralne and beggarly Ithecae . Anger the S toIkes

said, was a short laadnesset let but Sophocles bring you A .lax

©n a stage, killing and whipping sheepe and oxen, thinking

them the Army of Greekes, with their Chieftainss ^gingBMnt

*bA MBnmlB.uMt and tell me if you have not a loore familiar in-

light Into Anger, then finding in the schoolmen his Qenuq and

Diffarenoa." Considered along with Sidney's letter to his

brother and his dictum that virtuous action is "the ending end

of all earthly learning," these examples from the Defenae p^

£fifij|LU J&ake clear Sidney's Interest in the praetical*



It was this interest in part that motivated Sidney

to write the revised ^rcadiR > In the absence of a definite

statement of his intention, scholars have iiad recourse to an

account by Fulke Greville, poet, courtier, and one of Sidney'*

closest friends. I'o Greville, Sidney entrusted the only man-

uscript cf the revision. According to Qrevllle»s account, it

is Sidney's purpose tc delineate in the frame of his own com-

monwealth all the vicissitudes of good and ill fortune in both

public and private affairs j and, by turning "the barren Philo-

sophy precepts into pregnant Iiaages of life," to "liiam out such

exact pictures, of every posture in the nilnde, that any aah

being forced, in the straines of this life, to pass through

any straights, cr latitudes cf good, or ill fortune, might (as

In a glasse) see how to set a good countenance upon all the

discountenances of adversitie, and a stay upon the e;s:orbitant

smilings cf chance. «5 ihus to offer, through eacact pictures,

a guide to the exercise of virtuous action in the very teeth

of adversity—this is tiie purpose cf the revised ^£2isiia«
'''^"

ther, Greville explains that Sidney's teaching is intended to

give delight as well as instructionj "And though my i.oble

Friend had that dexterity, even v;ith the dashes of his pen to

make the Aycadian Antiques bsautifie the Margents of his woritsf

^Sir Fulke Qrevillea yj^fe s£. ^JLL ShWiJi ki^lifiZ> ^^*

Kowell Smith (Oxford, 1908), pp. 15-16.



jret,.,hls end in them was not vanishing pleasure alone, but

Borall Images, and Examples, (as directing threds) to guide

every man through the confused Labyrinth of his own desires,

and life^"®

Though Grevllle^s account Is sometimes disaissed as

exaggeration because of Its insistence on the finer norali-

ties,' it has much to recommend it as a reliable statement

of Sidney's purpose, Net only does it strike the familiar

keynote of scorning scholasticism ("the barren Philosophy

precepts") in favor of laatter that can be put tc use, but it

Is consistent with Sidney's theory of the purpose of poetry

in the fiefence of Poesie . There Sidney defines poetry as

"an Art of Imitation i for so Aristotle termeth it in the word

/jii,yU7](rLs ) that is to say, a representing, counterfeiting, or

figuring forth to speake Metaphorically, A speaking ficture y

^Ibld^ ?• 223.

'TJa% strongest objection to urevllie's account is that
by R. W, Zandvoort in Sidney's Arcadia : A <?oaoarj.son Betveen
lUl SXSl Versions (Amsterdam, 1929), pp. 121-12ki, Zandvoort
finds that Orevllle's testimony as tc the inculcation of morel
lessons in the revised A^^'oadia is *' somewhat surprising, in view
of the composite texture of the romance, which is by no means
woven of one single tiriread.,*." Defences of Qreville*s account
are numerous, Cf,, for example, Jiarcus Goldman, Sir Philip
Sidney and the Arcadia ("Illinois Studies in language and Litere*
ture," Vol. XVII.Nos, 1-2 ^Urbana, 192^7), p. 123. Graville's
editor—Poems ^uod licaaai s£. F^lke Greville ^ ed. Geoffrey Bul-
lough, k? vols. London, 1946), I, 6—writes j "His interpreta-
tion with its insistence on the moral gravity of his friend's
message may err by exaggeration, but it caimot be dismissed as
a mere attempt to find virtue In a tale of which Greville*s
sober age must otherwise disapprove."



m

with this end to teach and delight," The subject cost fit

for poetry to teach delightfiaXy is virtuous action.

Just as Sidney's central purpose in the revised

Aycadia is marked by the notion of practicalityi so liis plan

of composition bears a similar stamp as it develops out of an

interest in the siost remarkable manifestation of the humanism-

tic attempt to bring learning into touch with reality. Aside

from the sheer compleidLty of the work, the most striking fea**

ture of the revised ^rcadia is an inverted or ia gie^dias £aa

type of structural pattern. Conventional in epic poetry and

prose, the jj^ medias res technique was employed by Heliodorus>

8
whose A^l^iiiopica provided Sidney with a primary source. But

It is quite likely, too, that an intermediary influence lay be-

tween Sidney and Heliodorus. In ^Jqq, Laiyiers i^miM (l^BS)

Sidney *s protege, Abraliam Fraunce, writes t "Reade homer, reade

Demosthenes, reade Virgin, read Cicero, reade Bartas, reade

TorQuato Tasso, reade that most worthie ornament of our English

tongue, the Countesse of Pembrookes Arcadia ^ and therein see the

"For the web (as it were) of his story," writes John
Hoskins in his Directions for Speech and ^tyle (1699), "he fol-
lowed three—Heliodorus In Greek, Sanzarus* Arcadia in Italian
and Diana de Mrntemaior in Spanish." See Malcolm V.allace, IJift

^ iif^ ££ ^^ Philip Sidi^ey (Cambridge, 1916), p. 236. The stan-
dard study of Sidney's debt to jieliodorus is bySarauel Lee
Wolff, The Greek Romance
Xork, 1912), pp, S12-31J
Wolff,11^ jcafi^ gpwfiffeg ^.U&aJbfiUiaa £s&m n&13^m (i^««



true offeotas of natural Loglke vliieh is the ground of artl*

floiall,"® The reference in Fraunoe*s statettent is to the

praetloal logic of Peter Ramus* Critloa have given but pass*

ing notice to Fraunoe*! stateoent, but evidence makes it ap*

plioable to Sidney and suggests that the revised Arcadia il-

lustrates Ramistio logic , particularly in its use of a hetero*

elite structure and paradoxes of situation that "prove" a

central thooe*

When Sidney began to work on the revised Arcadia In

1531<*158S perhaps no other subject was wore hotly debated

throughout learned circles in Europe than Ramus 's proposed

reform of logic and rhetoric*^^ Ramus had stunned the aca-

demic world by asserting In his master's ttiesis at Paris in

1536 that 9Uft»ffMMWf Mk hfllA\,9%9lP ^^^M ££lfi&l^f iifiAasallUA

j2ll£« This thesis was less an attack on Aristotle than on

g
*^"The Lawiers Loglke by Abraham Fraunoe. Imprinted

by WiUlam iioii for Tliomas Gubbin and T. i^ewman« ISSS*'**^ 11344. The quote is on fol« 4^.

^Che most recent study of Ramus is by ll^ilbur Sauauel
Bovell, Log19 ^D^ Rtietoric jj^ England - 1600-1700 (Princeton,
1966), pp. 146-281, to which is appended (p« 146) en ade-
quate bibliography of critical Baterials* Earlier studies
on Baiaus that have been of help in the preparation of this
chapter are those by Roseaond Tuve, Ellaabethan ^/^ M^**
phyaical iMftgtrY (Ohioago, 1947), pp. 331-353} by IiaruHi
Craig. The Bntthanted Qlaaa (Oxford. 1952), pp. 14^-159} and
by garrvHillery Thp gey E^lan^ Lilnd a J^ geYentayith Genturv
(Oaabrldge, Mass,
dix A.

ntad Qlaaa (Oxford. 1952), pp. 14^-159} an^



th« foUorors of Aristotle, As Abraham Fraunc* wa« to writ«

in a cowaaentary on Ramus, "th«r be no greater enemyea in

deed to Aristotle, then they that in words be Ariatotellanai

no better frends to him indeed, then they y* least professe

in words."^ Following in the path of Latirentius Valla»«

Qialeetioae p^aoutationea <?m^^M M^MoSiS^Mi^, <1499),

Ludovico Vive's M HlmWlU^U CiS31), and ^ius Haaolius*

U& 2S£U£ t^f^oipiis Ai lasa m^sm, i^mi9mvl^nf^\ (isss),

Raaus objeoted to the alleged laelt of any utility in the

logomachy of scholastioisa. His proposed reform in the in-

terest of utility simplified traditional logic by separat-

ing that discipline from rhetoric, reducing the nuaiber of

categories, subordinating the syllogism, and considering lo-

gic first of all as an art of disputing wll, with the

truth or falsity of ideas determined by an orderly arrange-

ment based on man's use of his natural intelligence.^2

lluj^ bryef and general comparison of Ramus his I«-

glke with that of Aristotle," an unpublished treatise writ-

ten around 1631-812 and dedicated to Sidney. A discussion of

this Important manuscript appears below.

the fiialk^wli^fffi feU^Rtmui^s^l^ries ci. ?he-

toric, stripped ^TlttYSion and judgment and reducea to

soiae twenty-fivfc tropes and figures and a discourse on de-

livery, were advanced in 1567 hy Omer Talon lii hia .foffUw"
tiones oratorlae . usually referred to as the mi3t5j£i|a*

Kamus^s logic ims first translated into English in 1S74 by

Roland Macllmaines "The Logike of the Most Eiccellent Philo-

sopher P. Ramus Martyr. Per M. Roll. Makylaenaeua Scotuja.

for 'Ihomas Vautroller.« m, 16S46. For a thorough account

of the literature of RanaiPs logic in Europe, see Perry Mil*

IWff SXL* elt.t PP» 49S-601,



In Sngland the eontrovsray crer Haous esntered at

Cambridge. Introduced there In the early 1570*s by wi|ror

Laurettoe Chaderton*s leoturos on logic and Gabriel Harvey*t

on rhetoric, Kajaisa gained acceptance in the next decade

oalnly tlirough the efforts of three nen: V-'illiam Temple of

King's College, George Dovnhajae of Christ's, and Ale>ainder

Richardson of ^^ueen's. Of these commentators, 'Xeaple is the

nost important. Active in the early 1580*s, he engaged in

a 8«rlos of controversies over Ramus with Everard Digby of

St. Jolui*s College and with Johannes Plseatori the German

philologist, and published in 1684 an edition of Ramus 's

Dialeetieae ^ibri ftuq nith a dedication to Sidney.

Though Sidney studied at Oxford, where opposition

to the Cambridge position on Ramus was strong, it has long

been known that toward the end of his brief career he ac-

cepted Ramus »s system of logic* Aside from Fraunce 's tes-

timony in Tl>e Li^wiers LogJtee and Temple's dedioation to

Sidney of the pialecticae Libri Duo ^ evidenee is not lack-

ing that Sidney IrOiew Ramos intimately. Maleolm Wallae^y

Sidney's biographer, makes this claim en the strength of «

passage in the prafaoe to Tlieophilus Banosius's J^ftlZi £ftfil

Qga^tffitfir^prHffi ^ Rffiiifi^gi^g \?it^'f,gU«^ (1577), one of the

sources for the life of Ramus. Banosius dedicated this

work to iridney with the comnent: "You not only entertained

the tenderest love for/^A9»jpwh9n alive, but now that he is



4«ad» esteem and reverence htm."^^ To Banoslua'a statttotftat

may be added i^ilton*s romark in the prefaee to his reQ^n''

aiun c£ Eamus'a ioijie: "I hold with our countrymen Gldney,*,

Fetar iiamus is believed the best writer on this art»**^

lempXe's edition of the j;)|aK,U^,^^ hl^lX MSi car-

riad a dedicatory epistle tliat fixes the date for Sidney's

first acquaintance with Ramus *s logic as 1684, the date of

publication* "So that you oay l>egin to love this disci-

pline," Xemple tell^ Sidney | "whioia was saved as frcsi ruin

by the genius of ?• Raiaus end quite splendidly elucidated

by him, "IS other evidence, however, points to an earlier

d^ts—cne that coincides with the period coiamonly assigned

''^quoted by Wallaee, jajj, Slk*t P- ^S.

iliOcSS ^jr^ ^t^tixt.a oi geter Raiaus
i

tr. Allan H. Gilbert, in
jigrfei, 17 vols,, ^e ColUisbia Edition (Hew York, 1936;,
Xi, a« It should alao be n^tsd that oidn^y (and his brother
Bobert) knew Andr4 lechel, the fanious printer and publisher
of Eaaius's works. See \fallace, ££. sit., p. 124 and V.orkS f
IIX,

lopor pertinent passages froa the dedicatory epis-
tle, see ht/well, jjLB*Sii*t P« '<^04. ;3idney*s reply to "feiiple
is cited in Works , III, 145, and in<iicates TemiJ.e*s contri-
bution to the vegue of Kamlsfli, "I have receaved both yonw?
book and letter," Sidney wrote Temple, "and think my self
greatly beholding unto yow for then, I greatly dosyre to
know yow better, I i&ean by sight, for els yowr wrytings zaake
yew as well known as lay knowledg ever reach unto, and ti^iis

aasure yourself Mr. Temple that whyie I live yow shall hav»
a» reddy to make known by my best power that I bear yow
good will, and greatly esteem those thingea I eonoeav in



tcthe compoRltlon of the revised Areadi^ .

In the preface to Wig Lawlers LoKl^e Fraunce oalls

attention to an earlier venture Into Raalatle logic In the

forn of three treatises composed sometlae between 1680 and

1585. Fraunce never published these works, but a copy of

all tiiree is In British Uuseum HES/Add, 34,691,^6 The title-

page of the manuscript reads as follows* "The Shet>hearde
,y

J[j££il5g: conteynlng the praeeepta of that art put down© by

Ranosj examples set owt of Beurhuslus, Plscator, Mr. Chat-

tcrton and dluers others. Together with twooe general dis-

courses, the one touchlnge the pra/se and ryghte Tse of

Loglke, the other coneernynge the ecnparlson of Ramus his

Loglke with that of Aristotle," The longest of the treat-

ises, Jlig SheT)hearde| Loglke y Is dedicated to Sidney's In-

tiiaate friend, Sir Edward Dyer and, with Its copious 11-

lustrationa fron iipenser's The Shepherd's Calendar (1079),

represents an early draft of 2M Lawlers Loprlke . Although

the treatise on the nature and use of logic? bears no dedi-

cation, it will be seen that Fraunce wrote it at Sidney's

A bibliographical description of the ooiaplete man-
uscript, 3o folio pages long, is in Catalogue Sil Addition^

nature and
use of Lugike" and "A bryef and general comparison cf Hamus
his Loglke with tiiat of Aristotle," are transcribed in Ap-
pendix A of the present study.



r«qaost» Xhtt third treatise is dedicated to Sidney i "A

bryef and general oomparison of Ramus his Logike with that

of Aristotle, to ye ryghte worshypful his very® good Master

and Patron Master Pt Sydney*"

Aside from its historical interest, Fraunee*s tsan*

useript is important because it strongly suggests the in-

fluenee cf Ramism on the writing of the revised ^j'cadia .

In the first plaoe, the two shorter treatises were composed|

aeoording to Fraunoe in the preface to pie Lawiers ii&£iJs&$

"when I first eaioe in presence of that right noble and most

renowned icnight sir Philip Sydney" and "drewe both him to

a greater liking of, and my selfo to a further trauayling

in, the easie explication of Ramis his logike***^? secondly

y

that Sidney asked Fraunce to write the treatises is clear

from the opening passage in the discourse on the nature and

use of logic* Fearing that he is not equal to the task of

writing on the broad subject of logic, Fraunce sayss "But

bee it as bee maye, seeinge he desireth to heare, w^^ de-

serueth to haue, and wiUeth me nowe, who may conaaunde me

euer, I had rather be thought ouer rashe by writtinge, then

not so tiian?Jfull by conceallnge*"^ Finally, Sidney appears

^'The preface to the copy of Kraunoe's treatise us*

ed here is wanting} the relevant information is quoted by
HowelXf iU2» eit.y p* 223*



to have made thla requast to Fraunce at the time uaually

asslgnad to the compcsltlon of the revised Axeadla y that is,

in 1681-1582.1® Fraunce left Camhrldge In 1683 to enter

law, and a pasaage at the end of the treatise dedicated to

Sidney—"pardon, I praye yow, the stanaMriage oeasinge

for the tyaie was shorte, the place vnquiet, ny bodye erased,

•y oynde molested, my bookes in Canbrldge. , ,."20^g^g„^,

that Fraunce was still at the University. Moreover, Fraunce

«-i-, .
Scholars generally agree that Sidney completed the

fiiS iEfia^la in 1680J the title of the Philips MS. states
that the work was "made in the yew 1630" (Cf . Zandvoort,
AB* JSJJk*! p. 6). On the date of cooposiUon for the revi-
sed version, however, scholars are at odds. Unfortunately,
in a letter that could otherwise have settled the matter
onee and for all, Fulke Greville hae puazled scholars withanamblgucus reference. Writing to Francis Walsinghaa in
1686, he said of the revised A«aaftiA« "I have sent m^ lady.
your daughter, at her request, a correction of that eld one,
done four or five years since, which he left in trust with
SUltrl if""^^ ^2 ^""^^ ^^ '^i'ailaoe, o£. fiiJt.t P- 232).
Whether "done" TBtwa to "correction^or to nhat old one."has been a matter for debate. Some (e.g., Wallace, p. 233)assume it to refer to "that old one" and hence set the date
i^l ^! J«^^«i«>*i af*«r 15S2I others (e.g., Zandvoort, p. 7)take it to refer to "correction" and settle on a date bet-ween 1631 and 1682. Some support for the latter date is

S ?Jf* ??
Mone Wilson. ^^ ^IlIUD klL^^SUa (I^ndon, 1860),

p. lJ6i "Some time during 1681 his fSfSd, the exiled iiarlof Angus, saw '(though not polished and refined as now it
is) his so beautiful and universally accepted birth, his
Arcadia. «' This statement could refer to the revised ver-
fi®'^r^f5 f" "fif^y •***•! ®' ^* «^^^ '«^«' Jtt«* •» Wll to
the jQi^ 4Sj|^ji^lA« An attempt to establish a date for at least
P»J*» i^^ot the whole, of the revision in 1684 has been

|Iijlfi£lia£ and the Reused'Aj:^Eif^jM7?f ^a^ fUl),

SpPol. 36'.



frasftes his treatise in the form of a eontroTersial dlalogu*

between two Cambridge logicians, one & Ramist and the other

an Aristotelian. There can be little doubt that the treatise

is thus alluding to the well-known controyersy between Wil-

liam TeAple and Everard Digby. This controversy ended some*

tiiiw in 1581, and It will be seen that Fraunoe's treatise

implies that the whole quarrel was fresh in his mind«

That the two shorter treatises in Fraunc«»8 smnur

script drew Sidney to "a greater liking of,««the easie ex-

plication of Haaus his loglke** is understandable, for the

central intention in each is to shew the usefulness and prae«

tioal applicability of Hasius's logic as ooapared with the

unprofitable and unserviceable logic of the Aristotelians*

An account of these two manuscripts in some detail will show

clearly the spirit of Ramisffl that Fraunee Imparted to Sid-

ney* In general I the treatise dedicated to Jt>idney (refer-

red to here as "treatise C") serves to point up the lack of

utility in Aristoteliaxiism, whereas thd treatise en the

nature and use of logic ("treatise B") shows the practical

character of Ramism in a most favorable light.

In treatise C Fraunee makes his point by supplying

Sidney with an amusing picture of tlie quarrel between Tempi*

and Digby. Fraunee begins by announcing his Intention to

play the part of a reporter*



And yet because It ware an odious thlnga for
•. to sytt as iudgt and eensor of Aristotle
& Raiaus, who as I neuer name Ramus w^ut soaw
reuerenoei so I alwayes speake of ArlstoUe
TT*" admiration, I haue layde asyde y* person of
a determyneri and supplied the place of a playne
interpreter: exhibltinge that In writinge, to
your vDorshipe breflye, which too Cambridge
sophisters did speake aore diffusedlye. The
one is I as they saye, a methodical Kaaysti the
other an obstinate Aristotelian: tlie speche
was theyrsy the iudgement shalbe ypurs, the re*
porte must hange Tpon my eredyte*^

Sarly in 1580 Digby attacked Ramus with a work entitled, in

part, "De Duplicl methodo libri duo, unlearn P. Bami metho-

dum refutantes,.,," Under the pseudonya of one Pranciscus

Mlldapettus of Navarre, Temple answered Digby is charges) and

by Nowember of 1680 Digby had written "A response to the

Adaonition of F. Uildapet of Navarre concerning the preser-

vation of the Unlpartite Method of P. Ramus." Temple wrote

a rejoinder in 1581, and the controversy ended at that

point.''^ Since Temple accompanied Sidney as secretary when

Sidney went to the Low Countries in 1680, it may have been

this controversy that aroused Sidney's interest in Temple,

At any rate, although Praunce indicates his position as a

acre reporter, in the dialogue that follows the introduction

2^Fol. 32^.

*^cr an outline of this controversy, see Perry
Miller, 4^. s^,, p. 499.
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of the two sophlsters he leaves no doubt as to his senti-

ments. The Aristotelian is laade out to be a babbling^ in-

coherent fool whose reiaarks the Raislst refutes point by

point,

The Aristotelian speaks first, ••Good god what

worlde is tiiis?" he says.

Vhat an age doe ;»«• noew liue in? I thinke on
it dailyejyat can I nouer coaceaue in thcxight,

I wonder alvayes, yet can 1 neuer oaruaile
enough* ••A sophister in tymes past iras a t/tle
of credit, and a worde of oojamendations anxf
what more odious? Aristotle then the father
of philosophyoi nowo who lease fauored?* • •Hasus
rules abroade, Ramus at home, and who but
Ramus? Antiquitye is nothinge but dunsicality,
and sophistrye nothyngs but vnfrutful Quiddi-
ties* Hevfangled, youngheaded, harebrayne boyes
•wyi nedes bee suisters w®«^ neuer knewe order

|

rayle agaynst Arystotla, as soone as t^^y crepe
out of the shells, profesae tc taiow© tiiat in
one yeare, which antiquitye confessed tc re-
quire seauen.^-3

In addition to lamenting the fact that logic has bsen oadft

easy and eoamon tc all, the Aristotelian cries cut against

the irreverence shown his master t ''and that which aost tor-

senteth the harte of al wel setled Aristotelians, Aristctle

hlaselfe is quyte despared, iiis Organon caled a confused

Chaos, his Loglke a luape of siatter without order, i^re fytt

23pcl, 32^.
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to confound* y* nooory thon apt to instruct the mynd**..*"^

After deliverylng this hsranguei the ilrlstotellan

himself bears out the eritlclsa lereled against the Organon

when he turns to a discussion of the method and matter of

that work. As for the method, "I seyd, y^a sillogisan as

it Is the worke and scope of Logike, so it Is the natter

subject when about this Organon /pajp is conuersant and al»

togeather occupied*" The syllogism may be considered either

as "totum Yniuersalei** in which case It has its fecials,

"a demonstratye, a topicall| and a sophistical syllogiae**!

or as ** to turn integrum,** in trhich case it consists of "his

essential parts, I meanp forme and matter* '*^^ Before giv-

ing further explanation of the syllogism, the Aristotelian

pauses to discuss the matter of the Organon, that Is, the

categories and predicables*

How for the matter, he says, "first they begyne

withe simple woordes, which they cal voces & termini, wher-

of some be proper some comon, some ad placitu, soaie a natura^

and some of other sorts*'* Next come the predlcablllas

"fitte general words, euerye one affordlnge four seuerall

eomaDdityes,*' the first of which is for *'y^ better vader-

standinge of y* predicaments, that ensue, w^^ be nothlfiit

^ol* 33^,

26pol. 33^.
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«ls but a laotjiodical ordering and placinge of pra«dieaMlla|

as of genua I species, differentia & the rest," Hie predica*

fiients are next In order, but they are preceded by certain

ante-predicaments, "as the distinction of words to knowe

fjOh ^ doubtful!, ambiguous, equivocal and vfi^ of one simple

and playne signification, w***^ be prlultiues ^^ be derl-

uatiues*" Tha ten predioasisnts themselves carry the nost

weight, for "who seethe not what a help It is eyther to de-

fyne curiouslye, or deuyde exactlye, or dispute artificialye,

to haue all wrds al things, all propertyes, and natures of

things, so orderlye put downe, so playnlye set forthe, so

easye to be vsed when occasion is affected, all bodyes,

spirits, substances, accidents, quaiityes, quantityes, re-

lations, actions, passions, circustances,,.." Finally, the

post-predioaoentss "liext these predicaments succedethe the

explications of sooe certayne words, w^*^ because tiiele be

generalye dispersed through all the predleaoents, and not

seueralye bound to any one of thea, are therfor put after

the al, as contraries, priuatiues, relatlues, contradictions,

prlus, sixaul, and the other, very profitable for y® more

absolute explication of the praedlcaments."^

kt this point the Aristotelian returns to the

sylloglsii, considered as "totum Integram," for a brief ao-

^Fol* 03^.
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count of its form and matter. The form has to do with cer-

tain flg\ires and "a certe.yne number cf moodes, adloyned to

euerye figure," The matter of the syllogism is the proposi-

tion.

He concludes his discussion with the statement that

he has given the sum of Aristotle's logic, and if there be

anything in Aristotelians that is not found in Aristotle,

"it is added eyther for y® more ample declaration of that

w**^ is e.xactlyc put downe of him, or for the acre easye ac-

cessa and entrance to the hidden mysteries comprehended in

that Organon,"^'^ The Aristotelian's discourse would have

amused Sidney not only because of its interminable wordish

description but because of its conclusion j like all Hamists,

Sidney had no use for the "hidden Mysteries" in school

logic.

In answer tc the Aristotelian's invective on the

present state cf lo^iic, the Kamist's point is simply that

the old order has changed, giving rise to new. "They thinke

muche that a boye shculd conceaue thfit in a weeke," the

Ranist says, "whiche they could scarce perceaue in a yeare,

but raore that Uiyr ould learninge should be corrected by

newe teachinge, and theyr labour lost w^h so lytle profit-

Inge, hinc lllee lachrinae." Logic is no longer to be locked

27Fol. 34V.
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up in secret ccrners by friars and monks, but Is to b« mad«

cearaon to all who have reason. "Coblers be men, why theaev

for© not logicians? and Carters haue reason why then not

loglke?" Furthenaore, no longer is there to be a blind

tribute to authority* Ramus rules abroad and at home, but

"Ramus dothe not so rule, but y* he can suffer reason to

ouerrid© hla«»*^^

From this point the Raraist proce^Kls to "answerer there-

fore to your general contradiction by particuler confuta-

tion." By making the syllogism the heart of logic, tlie Aris-

totelians, according to the Ramist, have absurdly created

three arts of disputation—apodieticsl (demonstrative)! top*

ical (dialectical), elenchtical (sophistical)—with nothing

but confusion and tautology* "Logike is general, her parts

be general, nether is ther an inuention Apodletlcal, an ether

dialectical, but y® saae inuention is in bothe,** In contrast

to Arlstotelianisffl, Ramism makes logic one general art and

divides it into but two main parts, invention and judgment.

As for the matter of Aristotelian logic, the voces

and ternlni are of value, but the predieables are question-

able and, like the predicaments, sawt be stripped of "palp-

able tautologies" and referred tc their proper places in in-

vention if any use is to bo got t>ut of them, "There may be

^^?ol. 34'.
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somo Tse I confessfty** says the Rajolst, "of voces and term-

ini, for w^^jut words a disputation conoeauedoan not b©

vttered." Of the predloables, however, which are "idle

questions propounded by Porphryei as whether genus, and

species w*li the rest be In deed op notj haue bodyes or not,"

'*what Loglke haue they, what vse In loglke, what helpe to

loglke?"* With respeot to the ante-predicaments, since

they concern words, they properly belong to granaar and not

tc logic • Sven the predlcaoents theiaselvet leek order and

pertinence. Some, like the natures of heavans, trees, and

plants, are not a part of dialectical investigation at all

but a part of natural philosophy. The rest must be assigned

proper places in invention. For example, "in Qualltye

what soeuer Is logical is reduced eyther to the adiunetS|

or lyke and vnlyke things," Finally, of the post-predica-

ments only four deserve places in logical invention: "the

four first, Aduersa, Relata, Prluantia, Contradicentia, be

topical, and therfor to be taught In Inuention, as for

these trifles of Prius, Siraul, and Habere, they be rather

fooliahe granaatical toyes, then Logical considerations, "3^

The Bands t toings his speech to a close with a part-

ing shot at the syllogisra, which he considers neither of the

^^•ol. 35^.
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various IciiKls tii&t Aristotelians suppose nor, t^ince cf yt

Sdlf9 is cXeare, (k aanifest," in need of reduction to con*

tiru it. The single iaipreasion in treatise C| in tbe Ham-

Xst*z as well as the />ristotelian*s rejaarkS) is quite clears

Fraunee has pictured for Sidney school logic at its t/orst—

confused, tautclogioaXi divorced from nature and reasoni ut-

terly impractical. All tr^is disappears in Ramus 's logic

^

and the cliief concern of treatise B is tc show the practi-

cal and universal ch&racter of that art.

After a conventional introductory paragraph of apo*»

logies for his shortcomings, Fraunee states in true Ramist

fashion the plari of his discourse! "Fyrste tlierfore general-

lye of y* whole nature and vso of Logike, then after partl-

e
cularlye of soioe special operations in y parts of y saisd*"

Beginning with the old a^JLom that art ought to iioltate na-

ture^ Fraunee claims true logic to be based on "y* paterne,..

w°^ eyther god hatha dravren or nature layd downc in nans

aynde, I mean the reasonable capacitye, wyt, or intelligence

of man*" With nature and reason as its foundation, accord-

ing to Ramus, the extent of logic is great) the simple coun-

try laboring man is no less a logician than the learned xoan.

In times past, argues Fraunee, such a scope for tlie art was

Impossible, for tlnen logic "was soe oppressed w^ sopiils-

tioal brablinge, and ouerahadoved w^ dunslcal Inuentionsi

that nether phisitians kneve y^, nor philosophers had itf
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nor Astronomers cared for it, being n«u«r in deed brought

into lyght but alwayea kept & inclosed amonge those intri-

cate labarinthes of barbarous & idle headed sophisters.,,."

But logic outlived the abuse. A charitable and amiable dis-

cipline, she "excludeth no man," says Fraunoe, "is no where

excluded, is alwayes at hand, euer in readynes, & suffereth

no pte of our lyfe to be destitute of her good healpe. W***

iDuers shoe loueth.,,w*^ Icings shoe caunslleth in princes

pallace, w**^ men of the countrye she sitts in ye sheepcots,

w*" senators she grauelye derydeth controuersyes ; in sohol-

•rs shee dlrecteth subtyle philosophers*»as high as y® hiest^

«8 lows as y* lowest, &. means w*^ those of mydle meanings. "31

As an example of the range of logic, Fraunce cites

the case of a poor husbandman who is asked what hope he has

of the coming harvest. Hot instructed by learning but

taught by nature, the husbandman answers straightforwardly,

"that th«r Is no hope at all of any firtiUltye this years

to ensue because the weather Jiathe bene so unseasonable,"

Here Is logic, Fraunce cries out Jubilantly. "Loe here the

15 parts of Loglke, the one in Inuention of y« profs, the

other in disposition of ye profe Inuented. This is natures

works and art naist followe nature, or els no cause whie we

should followe art, "32 Fraunce 's contemporaries shared his

3^Fol. 29^-30^.
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©ntliusiasm*, the simplicity and utility that lie behind th«

husb&ndraan's logic w«re the very characteristics that ga-^e

Ramlsm its irresistible appeal throughout Europe.

True logic is apparent also, of ccurs®, in the writ-

ings of the ancients and other excellent authors, ka

Fraunee was to say a few years later in .^ ^awlars hP^^Mt

"Head® Homer, read® Deaiosthenes, read© Virgin, read Ci-

cero, reade Bartas, reade Torquato Tassc, read© tliat nost

worthie ornament of our iingllsh tongue, the Ccuntesse of

Fembrookas ^cadia ^ and therein see the trus effee tea of

natural Logike which is the ground of artificiall."

To turn froa a discussion of the general iiaturo and

use of Ramus »s logic to a brief account of the particulars

of the same is not an easy task. For however simplified an*

practical Haaistie logic aiay be in comparison with the

Aristotelian, it still contains a wealth of explanatory and

iilustrativa detail on such matters as places, axioms, syl-

logisms, and method* But in three paragraphs near the end

of treatise B^^ Fraunce does an admirable job of touching

on the essence of Hamus's division of logic into invantioa

and judgment. He does this by confining his remarks to two

special operations, genesis and analysis, that iaay occur in

either of the two iaain parts of logic.

^^'cU 3l'-32^,
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Genesis and analysis oorrespond to the double prao*

tioe that separates Remlstic logic Into Invention, concerned

with the '*searohinge and findinge out of arguments," and

judgaent, concerned vith the "framing & exaetlye disposinge

the same*" Genesis, the first operation in either part, is

simply the practice whereby one creates a piece of work*

For example, one might take a word like nobility and draw

it through the various places of inventions causes, effects,

subjects, adjuncts, opposites, comparatives, name, distribu-

tion, definition and testimony* 2hese arguments are then

disposed into a discourse either by means of axioms, syllo-

gisms or method, according to the second part of logic

|

Judgment. Analysis is the reverse procedure, whereby one

undoes that which others have done« Like genesis, it may oc-

cur In both invention and Jtidgment. For an example of the

latter, Fraunoe cites an exercise of his own in which he

"tooke out of Tullie his paradoxes where he hathe theas«

words, quod solu honestu est, id bonum est. •• the order, pro-

fes, examples, confirmations, confutations, axiomes, syllo-

gismes, enthymemes*•••'* In addition, one might profit from

an analysis of another's method, and Fraunce brings treat-

ise fi to a close by referring the reader to Ramus *s chapters

on the exact or natural method and the inverted or pruden-

tial method*

In view of its concluding paragraphs, treatise B
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might well have served Sidney with an introduction to the

main doctrine of Ramus 's logic. But for a fuller account

of its special uses and applications he would have had

to turn to a translation such as Fraunce's lljfi SN'P^g^^ga

Lo^ike or to Ramus' 3 ovm writings on the subject* The chief

importance of treatise B, along with treatise C, is rather

toat it expresses the guiding principle of utility that

characterized Ramus »s main contribution to the humanistic

attacH on medievalism. As this principle was congenial to

Sidney's thinking, so the two treatises Fraunce wrote fop

him helped sliaped his plans for the revised ^£fifl^« On«

could, of course, as Ramus 's commentators implied, use nat-

ural logic wittiout ever having heard of Ramus. But in

1581-1582 Sidney was a professed Ramist writing under the

immediate influence of conceptions of logic that made spe-

cial appeals to literature and to the poet who wishes to

34
teach and delight. ^^

In view of the popularity of Ramus «s logic during

the last part of the sixteenth century, one might expect

to find in the revised ikESiaiU& & "disposition to drag logic

^o attempt is made in this chapter to examine

possible evidence of Ramlstic logic in the Ql^ iJElAdift* l*

is supposed that Sidney revised this original version be-

cause it failed to teach iujd delight. Ramus' s method pro-

vided an adequate plan fordoing so.
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In by the ears," as one critic puts It,^^ and to find any

nuciber cf Instances of an argument or axiom formed from the

places of invention. Unity in the revised Arcadia will be

teen to come about, however, in Sidney's use of a single

process cf framing and arranging arguments (in the Ramist

sense) that is unmistakably Ramistlc because it governs the

whole cf a piece of literature*

Touched en in traatises B and C, Ramus 's rules of

logic are set forth in detail in Fraunce*s Xhe ^heoheardes

Logike , Whether Sidney saw this majiuscript is uncertain,

although it is possible that he did in view of the dedica-

tion to his close friend Dyer and the illustrations from

Spenser's poem. Fraunce was on familiar terms with the

literary group that included Sidney, Dyer, Spenser and Har»

vay* In any event, Sidney could easily have turned to

Ramus' 3 doctrine in the French Dialectiaue (1565) or the

MUa k'j-a;9fti^;lrpa9 m?g4 SSiSL (i556).

SSiiardin Craig. sM* fiil-i P- 1^« Craig cites tlie

BO^xiB (tfiCJ^» ^» 78*79) wherein Ibxsidorus discovers ^yro-
cles dressed as an Amascnian. Remember, says Musidorus,
"what you are, what you have bene, or what ycu must bss If
you oosider what it is, that moved ycu, or by what kinde
of creature ycu are moved, you shall finde the oause so
small, the effect so daungerous. your selfe so unworthie to
runne into the one, or to bo driue by the other, that I
doubt not I sliall quickly have occasion rather to praise
you for having conquered it, then to give you further coun-
sell, how to doo it." The next chapter will show that the
debate scene, a paradox contrary, is integral to Sidney's
plan for unity.
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Aside from the principle of utility, the two points

most likely tc be singled out in a discussion of Ranistic

logic are its classification of arguments by dichotomy and

its emphasis upon method. Of these tv:o points | method ic by

far the acre important? in fact, dichotomy is but a ready

Illustration of method. Called by different names, such as

exact y t^-erfact or na^ural y the method Hamas advocates is

easily recognized, he felt, as a natter of common sense or

natural intelligenoo. In a discourse the laost conspicu-

ous and general stetement is placed first, followed by th«

nast laost general statement, and sc on according to the

natural order of ideas in the writer's mind. In other ^crdS|

the order is always from univsrsals to particulars, or, as

Ramus »s translators put it, from generals to specials. Ra«

mus*s scheme of dichotomies is an illustration of this me-

thod. First there is a general statement that logic is th©

art of disputing well, then a division of logic into the

twD parts of invention and judgment, and finally a further

division of these parts into many halves according to their

degree of generality, Tlie importance of the diohotomization

is thus that it represents a scheme whereby parts contribute

to the whole*

Fop Ramus this method is the end of logic. "And in

brief," he says in the filalectlcue . 'this artificial method

seems to me some long chain of gold, such as Homer iitagineSf
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of which the links are by degrees so depending the one on

the other, and all chained so rightly together, that nothing

can l>e taken away without breaking the order and continuity

of the whole. "^fi With such a concept of orderly arrangement

at hand the Ramlst could look beyond logic to the nature and

structure cf reality. As Perry Miller says, "Method was the

•golden rule* because it was a transcription of the divine

order. ..If wa wish to understand any portion cf God»s crea*

tlon, we must set everything in its place, ..."^^ Though he

could not always eiiploy Ramus »s natural method as such, the

literary artist nevertheless felt Its Implications. In the

first place, method strengthened the assumption that under-

lay all Ranlstic thinking on logic—and the two treatises

Fraunce wrote for Sidney are clear Illustrations » logic is

practical and universal, and all writers are, or can be, lo-

gicians testing the truth or falsity of their ideas simply

by arranging them in good order. "The Ramlst 's profound

^"Et bref ceste methode artlficlelle me semble
quelque longue chalne d'or, telle que feint iiomer, ae la-
quelle les annelctz soyent ces degrea ainsl dependans I'un
de 1 'autre, & tous enchainea si justexaent en seoble, que
rien ne s*en puisse eater sans rcmpre I'ordre a continua-
tion du tout." The microfilm copy cf Ramus 's French text
used here has been kindly furnished by the authorities of
the BibliothAque .Rationale. The title page of the copy reads
as follows: "Dialectique de Pierre de la Ramee. A Charles
de Lorraine Cardinal...A Paris. Chez Andr^ Vlechel, rue S.
Jean de Beauuais a l»enseigne du cheual volant. 1666."

^fifi. iiJt** ?• 140.
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belief in a reasonable order in nature," writes RosemoM

Tuvei "allows him to have things l^sth ways. Dialectic is

just concerned with orderly thinking—every man's province}

thoughts placed in order, however, will demonstrate the

truth of a matter without the use of other dialectical tools.

Dialectic is not synonymous with disputatious 'proving*}

dialectically sound statements do, nevertheless, *prove,

•

Apply this to poetry—and that it should be so applied is at

the very heart of the doctrine-«»and y©u have a poem that has

but to examine and state, with due care for dialectical sound

•

ness in the reasoning, in order to argue the truth or ad-

visability of something, "3S jj^ -the second place, Ramus »s

method implied a rationale for discovering truth that was

superior to any received rationale. So the Haiaist»s way of

thinking, the Aristotelian method was too narrow, confined

and out of touch with common experience, Crood logic for the

fiamist was not a mere science of words, but an art of dis-

puting well, a system of orderly thinking grounded in nature

and reason that could render reality as it is. For the poet

like Sidney this meant nothing less than a scientific jus-

tification for artistic truth. Here was a system that would

^^X,^Mb<yt;^mi m^ '^9%'^vkY^i<?^l imagery , p. 342*
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enable the poet, with his "feigning of noble ijaage»"39 and

his figurative language working conceptually, to render

reality as he saw it. In the third place, method iiad the

effect of adding a dimension to the role of particulars or

specials. It will be seen that not only do specials il-

lustrate a theaie but, because ef their relation to the whole,

they vr9Yg It. In the importance Eacus attached to parti-

culars oidney found a basis for unity in the revised Arcadi^^

Although tiie golden rule of method permeates Raiaus'e

art cf logic, the actual application of an ordering of

thoughts from unlversals to singulars, degree by degree, is

a final step in the system aiid in soiae instances uay not

even be necessary or xoay give way to the writer »s decision

to use, according to reason, a special arrangea»nt. Pre-

ceding laethod is tna discovery and disposition cf arguaentsi

which Hamus substitutes for the traditional predioables.

In the sense Ramus uses the term, an argument is "that which

is affected tc argue soaeth:,'nge, ofwhich sort be al such

things as are alone a bie them selues conoeaued or under-

stoode bie reason. "40 it ig ..ttiat w«h ig destined and pro-

6V. „ve T^l' *^***i!*f
Fraunee, ^hg gftypniriff<ita hSi&i^, fol.

L \. ^^2.^y^^ of inuention is general, & not reatrayned
onlie to y« findinge cut cf n»odlu, w^^ tAey 2Aristotellana7
eomaonlie take for y® onlie argument, but absolutlye and
uniuersallyc appliable tc; y« Inuenttnge of any thinge ethertrue or feyned whatsoeuer,"

40
Fraunee, Tjja ^heuheardan ijjfiilsa, fol. 6^.
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par to declare something, as in a simple and single reason

eonsidered by itself, ifi^ is comprised and declared by some

exterior word, w°^ is the sign and net© of the reason and

argument, •*'*^ In the places of invention, for example, "cause'*

is an argument that argues its effect? an adjunct »*old" is

affected to the arguing of (seeing a relation to) its sub-

ject "man," Defined in Ramus «s terms, an argument is a

word, concept, figure of speech, or any other location that

can declare or clarify or even prove a relation between

things.

The discovery and disposition of arguments may pro-

ceed diversely from the various places of invention, as in

the practice of genesis where a discourse on man is formed

by referring him to other arguments to show him as cause

|

effect, subject, adjunct, and so on. Or the discovery and

disposition may proceed from only two places or from a single

place of invention. Consider the statement, "Men who are

tall, fat, and bald have a foreboding appearance," derived

from the disposition of arguments into an axiom from the

places of subject-adjunct. The arguments laii> Islj and

bald referred to the argument mefl tend not only to argue the

relation (subject-adjunct) but to declare or prove something

about the subject, namely, that tall, fat, and bald men are

^ee Miller, ££, sli»t P» 124,
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foreboding in appearance. As Milton says In his recension

of Raaas*s logic, "^ ad,1unet ^ that Jta which aomathing Jj
flubjeatedt or that vAiioh is affected to proving the subject**!

whereupon he cites as an example Cicero's mockery of Fan-

nius Chaereas "Do net his head and eyebrows altogether bald,

seem to faTor of malice and cry out of deceit,,, ?42 ^^^en

combined with similar axioms derived from the places of sub*

Ject-adjunct, the statement that "Men who are tall, fat, and

bald have a foreboding appearance" can function in a poem

or discourse as a special to prove a general, such as "Most

men have striking appearances," Ihe ability of an axiom or

some other particular to function in this way, as a special

that proves the general, comes about raalnly through the in-

fluence of the golden rule ideal in Ramus 's method, "If

you put downe one, more, or all the specials," says Abraham

Fraunce, "you also put downe the generall, for that the nat-

ure and essence of the generall is inerery of the spe-

cials,"^ Axioms or examples framed of arguments become

arguments themselves and must be considered in relation to

theiiioXe, ••This conception of an infinite progression of

logical relationships," writes Rosamund Tuve, "is at the

very core of the Hamlst idea of aU thinking as a vast orderly

Columbia Edition, Vol, XI, pp, 85, 89.

^ShS. Lawiers Loglke ^ fol. 34^,
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arrangement Into %'hich argument vas hooked Into argUB»ent|

lesser attached to greater, word to concept j concept to

larger concept, in an unbroken reasonable pattern. The in-

evitability of a ccnce;.tion of iiaagery as logically func*»

tlonal, given this understanding of the nature of tJiought

and henee of all discourse, is obvious."^

th9 praotiee of framing arguments and then dispose*

ing them into axiosis or examples that funetien conceptually

In a work proceeds equally well from a single plaee In inven*

tion. Of particular interest to Ramists were "disagreeabl«

arguments" discovered in the class of "contraries" or "con-

tradictions," Raaus himself in the D^^eetlcue devotee sev-

eral paragraphs to pointing out the importance the ancients

attached to the use of contradiction^ "Hew above all the

species of contraries," he concludes, "this one has been

debated at length by the philosophers! aiaong others Antis-

theaes had written four books about it, wiiich (as Aristotle

also says in the fourth book of his Philosophy) he disputed

that it was not possible to contradict, which was a great

paradox,"^^ Thus the arguiaent "strength" affects to argue

'^^^ JSii»f P« 345.

^•Or sur toutes les espeoes des contralres ceste
ey a este debatue grandement par les philosophest entre
autres Antisthene en avoit escript quatre livres, esquels
(eoiame aussi diet Aristcte au quai;riesoie de la Phllosophie)
disputoit qu»il n* estoit possible de contredire, que eat-
oit un grande paradoxe*" 3ee p« 36.
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Its contrary "wealoiess." If these two arguoants are tlxen

referred to another argument, that of contradiction, they

declare a relation in which the one contrary afflrjus while

the other denies what the first affiraa. Disposed by Judg-

ment into an axiom, the argtuaents form the paradox "The

strength of a kingdom lies in its weakness." From the af-

fection of argiiments at the place of contrary, or its sub-

division contradiction, a writer forms any number of dif-

ferent paradoxes. For instance, he raay take the two argu-

ments "just" and "not Just" and form a true paradox con-

tradlctoryj "He is Justj he is not just." With similar

arguments he may form a contradictory statement such as

that in Romans 9, "I will call them my people which were not

my people," in ijhich the connection between the arguments is

not denied but the parts themselves deny. Or he may take

two arguments, "loss" and "gain," and dispose them into an

axiom—"The loss of a mistress will prove a great gain"—

that is not a paradox at all but gives the semblance of one.

Again, he may find in the arguments "pleasant" and "miser-

able" a relation that is contrary to opinion and £rm the

paradox contrary! "It is pleasant to be miserable."

It will be seen that in the revised Aroadia sidn«y

makes functional use of paradoxes discovered in the class

of contraries or contradictions. His use of paradox is

diverse but centered chiefly on the paradox of situaUon,
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The burning wpecK naar the beginning of the romanoe is a

good Illustration, ^forking from the place of contraries,

Sidney takes the arguments "fire" and "water" and finds in

thea a relation which, when applied to a shipwreck, is con-

trary to expectation and apparently contradictory. He then

disposes these arguments into a paradox of situation! "a

•hlpwrack without storiae or ill footingi and a wast of fire

In the midst of water,"^

The analysis in the next chapter will show slailarly

constructed paradoxes of situation that constitute the main

plot and the so*-called episodes of Book II. Sach of these

paradoxical situations stands as a special, an argument in

the Ramlst sense destined to prove a general*

How tlie "general" that Sidney is concerned with is

Inseparably linked to his personal outlook on the world.

Doubtless shaped by the inconsistencies and contradictions

of his own life ,47 Sidney's view of the world is in patterns

of contrast—specifically contrasts of paradox. The truth

that Sidney the RaMst is probing, the reality that he wishes

46.^ orkS f I, 10.

47^'The more Important paraaoxes of Sidney's life, like
the contradictions that were a part of the age in which he
lived, are generally known. Uarous Goldman, for instance,
has listed (op. cii, , pp. 19-20, 62) a few of these, Includ-
ing the strange clrcuiustances siirrounding Sidney's birtii.
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to render, Is paradoxical. Appearances are false j things

are not what they seem. What better way to demonstrate

this than to put to the test of Ramistlc logic a paradox

on the subject of virtue, the ending end of all earthly

learning. This paradox can be fcund at the conclusion of

Bacon's essay Qf Adversity; "Certainly virtue Is like preci-

ous odors, QDst fragrant when they are Incensed or crushed}

for prosperity doth best discover vice, but adversity doth

best discover virtue," It can also be found, along with

the logical way to prove It, In most versions of Ramus 's

logic. In Uie latter part of Milton's commentary, for ex-

ample, he explains Ramus «s definition of an argument* "A^
^R^iW^% 13. ih&^i J!^^ iiM & fitness fg^ arguing seinethine ...

that is for showing, explaining, or proving something. Thus

we have the well-known quotation* 'Pear argues degenerate

souls' (AEnid 4), and that of Ovid: 'Virtue is made manifest

and argued by afflictions. "48 notable also is Anthony VJot-

ton's remark on Ovid's use of examples: "Here the ioet pro-

veth the generall, that Adversitle sheweth true vertuej by

three specials i Hector ^laking known his valour. Typhis shew-

ing his skill in storms, Phoebus his art in sickness."'*^

^Sccluxabia i:xiition, Vol. XI, pp. 2S-2S.

49i<Tae Art of Logick gathered out of /iris to tie, and
set in due foraife according to his instructions, by Peter
Baaus...Published for the Instruction cf the Vxaearned, by
Anthony V;otton,..1626."

j^Sfi 1624a. Bk. I, Cliap. XXVI — as
cited by Tuve, iU2. £ii. , p. 347. The actual translation

noJes
* V,otton»s son Samuel, who followed his father's
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11 the paradoxes of situation bs substituted for adversity,

the vmity of the revised ^oa^la is clear^

For purposes of instruction, the practicality oiid

slnplloity in Sidney's plan cf using paradoxes of situation

("the discountenances of adversity") as logically inter-

related exa!iQ)les to support a asain theme are obvious* Though

on a much grander seal«, Sidney's plan bears the simplicity

of Fraunce's ccmjaentary in^ gl.eplieardes LogJIce on a pass*

age out of Spenser. In a discussion of the distribution of

the wliol© into its parts, Fraunce remarks s "K'ether is y®

general and special onlle thus handled in forias of distribu-

tion, but also in arguinge eytiier tixls bie ttiatj cr that ble

this. So in Julys Lbriel hauinge first praysed Hills in

general, afterward rehearsethe particulars, as St» Michaels

mount, S. Brigets bowre, Mt, Olivet, iarnaasus, the hil Ida,

Synal, cur Ladyes boTa?eJ by jr® repeatinge of which particu-

lars he concludethe y® general prayse of hllis."®^ Tliat the

simplicity of Sidney's plan la obscure, is due of course to

the lioiEenae oomplexity of the revised A(yeadia > AM yet the

source of this complexity, the inverted structural pattern

and profusion of detail, together form a second instance of

Sidney's use of Bamus's logic.

After discovering arguments and disposing them into

69Po1. 18^,
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axioaS) stateiBsnts, proposltlonS| and examples, the writer

using Ramus *s logic must decide on the reost reasonable order

for his thoughts. In the second part of logic, the section

on Judgment, Ramus discusses the vhole problem of disposi-

tion, A.lthough his discussion at this point is actually

divided into two parts, "axlomaticum" and "dianoeticum,"

with the latter further divided into syllogism and method,

the vast importance Ramus attached to method had the effect

of making that section a third major part of Judgment, and

the most popular one. "Axiomaticum" Judgment is concerned

with the disposition of arguments into axioms of yarious

kinds, "Dlanoeticura" Judgment is concerned with the dis-

position of the axioms themselyea. If the writer doubts

any of his conclusions, he arranges his axioms in a syllo-

gism and deduces further axioms. Otherwise, he simply or-

ders his axioms in the intelligent sequence demanded by the

natural method. The procedure of ordering thoughts from

the most general to the least general may not, however, be

satisfactory according to reason. And it is at this point

that Ramus draws an important distinction for literature.

It the writer is aiming at a learned audienee of readers

who can follow ideas pres£<nted in a descending order of

generality, he should use the natural method; if, however,

he is aiming at a popular audienee (as Sidney is), he

should use what Ramus calls the prudential method, an order
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widely used by orators, philosophers and poets, "in which

the things preceding are not altogether and absolutely the

most conspicuous, but nevertheless the acst convenient for

hiffl whom we must teach, and most lilcely to induce and lead

hin where we intend. "^-^

Essentially the prudential method is another nane

for what Horace in his Ars ooetioa calls the J^ a^dlas xsi

technique, but like everything else in Kamism the method

attaches a fresh importance to an old notion. In discuss*

ing the prudential method Hamus does not Just restate a plan

of inversion whereby the reader is plunged into the middle

of things and then given past events by flashbacks or drama*

tic narration. Instead Hamus focuses attention on the utl*

lity of the methods an inverted structural plan best suited

to the needs of the poet whose Job it is to teach in a de*

lightful way. Poetry is a speaking picture, Sidney says in

^^0 I^qtfeac^ SS, Poesi^ ^ "with this end to teach and delight."

In his Dialect!que Ramus spends eight pages explaining and

^^'^S'ensuyt la methode de prudenae, en laquelle les
ehoses preeedentes non pas du tout & absolument plus no*
toires, Qiais meantmoins plus ^ oonuenables a oelluy qui fault
enseigner, & plus probables a l*induire & amener ou nous
pretendons," JiiaissMflM* P» 128. Ramus continues* "Elle
est nomee par les orateurs disposition de prudence, par oe
qu* elle gist granderoent en la prudence de l*homme, plus
qu*en l*art 4c precepts de doctrine eomme si la methode nature
estoit Judgement de science, la methode de science ^Ip^rudenceJ/
•stoit judgement d 'opinion."
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Illustrating the prudential method as "the laoat convenient

for hltt whom ve must t3ach,,.ao3t likely to Induce and lead

hia where we Intend."

In contrast to the coherence and clarity of the nat-

ural method, the prudential method inverts order in the

beginning, digresses from the purpose, and omits such help-

ful devices for the reader as definitions, divisions, and

transitions. For instructing a popular audience, it is

nevertheless the best method for the poet to use. "Just as

the poet is excellent in all parts of logic," says Hamusy

*yet he is even more admirable in this parti he proposes

to teach the people, that is to say, a beast of many heads

»

and even thotigh he deceives theja in many ways: he begins in

the middle and there often comprehends what has gone before

«

finally he concludes by some uncertain and unexpected cir-

ouaatanoe***^

In his proposed reforms Hamus maintained a separa-

tion of logic and rhetoric by depriving the latter disci-

pline of its traditional divisions of invention and judgment.

f^^* poete avecques co qtt» 11 est souvent' en toutas
parties de Logique excellent, encore est 11 plus en ceste
partle admirable: II se propose d» enseigner le peuple, c»est
a dire beste de plusleurs testes: & partant deceit par main-
tea aanleress II oommenoe au milieu <*: la souvsnt coaprend le
premier! finablement 11 conclud le dernier par ouelaue oas
Incertaln & inopin^." Dialootioue

T p. 129,
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But in his discussion of the prudential method he allowed

logic and rhetoric tc go hand in hand. For if the poet pro-

poses to teach £xi^ delight, it is not enough that he hide

his art with a distortion of method, fie taust also take in-

to account the effect of rhetorical figures on the unsophis-

ticated reader. «3 «In brief," Ramus writes, «all the tropes

and figures of elocution, all the graces cf expression,

which are the whole cf Rhetoric, true and distinct from

Dialectic, serve nc other thing if not tc lead this vexa-

tious and stubborn auditour, who is proposed to us by this

metiiod."54 Having captivated his readers with such stylis-

tic flourishes and rlth the intricacies of an inverted struc-

ture, the poet is in a position to lead them where he wishes.

It is "as if by this laethod the poet has them benumbed and

deceived by fancy, charmed and beguiled by some mask and

Cf. Howell, (2£. cii., p. I65t "By his standards,
invention and arrangeaent were the true orcperty cf logic.
JJ^hfvf^**^ ^'^^^f'^ ^^y ^ ^^Sic, even if arrangeraent 1ml

S«?! ff^*^'^
people. By his standards, style and delivery

Jr^^tln ^1^%^'"''?*!^^/^ rhetoric, and^mst therefore be^treated only in rhetoric, even if the popular audiencewhich demanded thei. had tc have also a special theory ofa«ti.od that rhetoric was not allowed to mention,"

"Et bref tou» lea tropes 6c figures d 'elocution,

v2«v!^
ZV^,(i^s d'ection, que est la Hhetorique entiere,vraye ^ separee de la Dlalectique, ne seruent d'autre chela.sinon pour^conduire ce fascheuj &'retif aud?teur, Ju! nous

*

est propose en ceste methcde." Dialectiou^
, p. {34.
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•emblance of reason,"^

Thcugh Raaus Is clear on the point, his translators

often lose sight of t^ie true purpose of the prudential me-
thod. Uneasy over such an «»lr:perf©ct force of xaethode,"

they limit their troau.ent to a paragraph or so stressing the

notion of deceit and trickery. ^6 But the prudential method

is not for purposes of deception alone. With the support

of Illustrations from the ancients such as Horace, Virgil

and Terence, Ramus »3 eight-page discussion emphasiaes the

utility of the method in satisfying tlie twofold aii^ of

poetry.

The next chapter will sliow that, as a structure for

his paradoxes of situation to teach e popular audience the

55
»r.n>.H, / }? ^^ "conae si par ceste ^laethode 11 les eust en-gourdz t. abuse par phautawje, ciiarme a troiap4 pai- queluuamasque <., apparence de raison.'= Dialectlguo

, p. 129,

n„ f^,c^r,.^^^'
^cll:..aine«s version of the I^i^ltcticae Lihrl

M.i^rltbjl' lOpSOl^ "But when with deltitation gr'tS
?Mn 1-^'°?^''? i^^ ''^^^^^ purpose is to deceaue the auditorr
th - n«??L'^^^P?.^ ?;^ ^^^'^f

^»^y ^-^^ic^^ ^th ap; ertairi'to

set 5^ thL^^^%^''^^iH^''''
diuislons, and transitions i and

?!r. L if^"^
^^?°®^ thinges appertaining nothing to the mt-teri as digressions from the purpose, and long tarying upon

Suerte ?hv nrLr"' f't^^^
'^^ ^^^^ ^'^ ^^^ beginning tCinuerte thy order, and place some antecedents after theirconsequents. And surely this more Inperfect forme of methodein respect of tne exact rule ohserued in the other, is notonly mutilate by reason of the ancients taking away of some

nL?n!r.''1^i®^V'^
rodcudeth by the eking to of things extra-ordinary* but hauing some degrees of the order inuSrted. ispreposterous and out of all good fashion and order."
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exercise of virtuous action, Sidney follows the prudential

method. Instead of beginning with the history of the two

princes as they leave Thessalla, he plunges into the middle

of things-«-their arrival in Arcadia—then works in past

events by dramatic narration, surprises the reader at nearly

every turn with uneaepected happenings, and holds back the

plot actif , the paradoxical oraele, until a key morssnt. To

instruct and delight the reader further, Sidney follows

Ramus «s suggestion to use all the tropes and graces of ex-

pression-^the Arcadian style—at his command.

Considered in terms of its functional use of para-

doxes as examples to "prove" and its use of the prudential

method as the best means to persuade an unlearned audience,

the revised Arcadia will be seen as an illtistration of

Ramistic logic I a comprehensible, unified work with a theme

that renders a paradoxical truth of life. The plan of com-

position is apt for the purpose. To a man of Sidney's prac-

tical temper and literary talents, Ramus* a logic offered a

method to teach and delight according to nature. Sidney's

conception of the revised Arcadia , which takes its place

alongside other works, such as Jijji Courtier and the £sfi:ift

Queene . that undertake to educate a man of parts in gentle-

manly virtues, is thus in the utilitarian spirit of the

humanistic attempt to bring knowledge and learning in tune

with the actualities of life.



CHAPTER V

rUMCTIONAL PARADOX Hi THE REVISED ABCADIA

Often a well-txwned remark by an influential critic

can contribute as much in assigning a work of literature to

limbo as can a pronounced change in reading tastes. The

decline in popularity of Sidney's revised Arcadia offers a

case in point. With the development of the aodern novel

during the shift in taste from romance to realism in the

Middle 1700»s, Sidney's work was on its way out, and it was

simply a matter of time until it was virtually forgotten.

But a notorious remark by Horace Walpole certainly had an

equal share in hastening that demise. In Volume I of his

Cfttfi^ofiue of ths. Royal ^nd IJoble Authors ££ LJiglan^ Walpole

took an incidental glance at the esteem in which Elizabe-

thans held Sidney. "When we at this distance of time," said

Walpole, "inquire what prodigious merits excited such ad-

miration, what do we find?—Great valour,—But it was an age

of heroes,—In full of all other talents we have a tedious,

lamentable, pedantic, pastoral romance, which the patience

of a young virgin in love cannot now wade through."^

Enough to damn Sidney's work during the eighteenth

century, ?.alpole«s censure was reinforced in the next century

by William Hazlltt, who added an insurance comment that held

^London, 1769, p. 183.

129
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In check any possibility for a revival of interest. After

reviewing tue romance v/ith his characteristic fervor and

acriiaony as a "monument of intellectual abuse |" Uazlitt

summed up the whole in a blistering passage: "In a word

(and not to speak it profanely), the ^rcadia is a riddlei

a rebus| an acrostic in folio a it contains about 4000 far-

fetched similes 9 and 6000 impracticable dilemmas , about

10,000 reasons for doing nothing at all, and as many more

against itj numberless alliterations, puns, questions and

commands, and other figures of rhetoric; about a score good

passages, that one may turn to with pleasure, and the most

involved, irksome, improgressive, and heteroclite subject

that ever was chosen to exercise the pen or patience of

iaan,"2 j^^ nineteenth century agreed.

Of these two criticisms, Hazlitt»s is the more

damaging and vital. Hot only did it strongly influence nine*

teenth-century thinking on the revised ^cadia ^ but it car-

ried over into the present century and shaped the course for

3
much aiodern criticism* Haalltt»s judgment undeniably has

enough plausibility to satisfy the modern reader as an apt

^Ikl c?omp3.et^ M£M ^ V.i^:i;l,fiffl MJ^m^t ed. p. p«
Howe, 22 vols. (London, 1931)7 VI, 325.

Cf., for axaaiple, T, 3, Eliot's conclusion that
the revised Arcadia is "a monument of dulness," dee The

UMA ££ I^oetry m^ ths Ma§ ££ Criticism (London, 1933), p. 51,
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description of all that ha thlnki Is wrong with the revised

Arcadia . It must therefore be reckoned with, if for no

other reason than that it contains a half-truth,

Hazlitt saw the revised Arcadia as inooiaprehensible

and purposeless, void of coherence and unity—in fine, a

riddle* His view has readily multiplied adherents because

its use of the world riddle (by which he apparently has in

mind a meaningless thing incapable of solution) serves as

a convenient catch-all for readers cloyed by Sidney *s pro-

lixity and vexed by his lack of direction. It is possible

to dismiss such a view as either a misunderstanding of Sid-

ney's intentJon or a failure to make an historical adjust-

ment ("When we at this distance of tine inquire.. •," says

Walpole) and judge the romance in light of the audience for

which it was written. Yet ilazlitt's criticism, which is

Cf . also Derek VersoiAoyle, ed. The imgiish noveliats (Hew
York, 1936), pp. 47-4S and Mario Praz, "Sidney's Original
ATQ&dli. f" :S^ London k>jrcury f XV (March, 1927), 507-514.
Verschoyle thinks that perhaps "no writer of high literary
i^lfts l-f^i ever di^nc; such xon^ damage to literature and to
literary taste and fashion as did Sir Philip Sidnej' when he
wrote his Arcadia." For Pr«a, "when all has been said, the
only thing we care to remember of Arcadia is perhaps the
passage about the shepherd boys who piped as though they
should never be old, and even this tsq probably remember
because of its Keatsian flavour."
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never to be taken lightly, here contains a degree of trutlu

Sidney's roLiance XM> ^ riddle, and as such It is Indeed pro-

ll:i and directionless. But it is; not, as Hazlitt would have

it, meaningless or Insoluble; nor is it, indeed, a riddle

because it is incapable of being tuiderstood. The enigma

of the revised Arcadia arises out of SidJiey*s meanlngfia

application of 3ust those principles of Raiaistic logic

that were appropriate for his purpose. The analysis that

folloTTs will shov; 1) a basic, straightforward plan of plot

construction wherein paradoxes of situation are employed

In a RaEd-stic sense for thematic development j 2) an inver-

sion ©f this plan, according to Racms's statement of tlie

prudential method, to satisfy fully the purposes of teach-

ing and delighting; and 8) a combination of a paradoxically

plotted theme and a labyrinthine structure that accounts for

the form and resolves the riddle.

It 1^111 be recalled that Sidney's purpose, which

can be determined from testimony in Grevllle's Life and sup-

ported by theories in tlie Defence of Poesie . is oralistie

He is to teaoh and delight hy offering a guide, through ex-

act pictures, to the exercise of virtue in the face of ad-

versity , The central theiae within which this purpose is

eontained Is the conventional paradox that adversity best
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discovers virtue. As hii basic plan, Sidney\ i^oliows Aaous's

rule Tor tiio naoural aeUiod of discourse ana pi-oves his gen-

eral with a sories of specials. Tha^ is to say, he develops

his central tlieoe by having his heroes subjected to a series

of adverse circuiastances, each of whicix is itsslf a paradox

of situation.

Aithouglx the revised Arcaa:^^ aoes not, of course,

appear in the straightforward iaanner suggested in the oasic

plan just outlined, yet, for purposes of analysis and for a

clear understanding of Sidney's ^aeaixing, it will be neces-

sary to folloiB Uie plan b> di^entaniiiiii^ the svory as uiough

Sidney iiad presented it ^ iixg. la this respect, Uie romance

conveniwitly divides into three parts* tiie so-called episodic

Diass or story-within-story in xiook 11, the main plot narra-

tive in hooks I and II, and Uie captivity episode in book

III. Ihis neat division suffers from souie overlapping,

particularly in hook II where Sidney interweaves the past

history of the heroes into the main plot. But for the .'nost

part the division will stand, ijioreover, this tripartite

breakdown corresponds to a tiiree-level complexity through

which Sidney paradoxically develops his central theae.

«^^^ 4
^nless otnerwise indicated, the word eDlaflds isused in thia oxiapter in the general sense of aFtd?SHtureor occurrence rather than in the resti-icted sense of anev«nv lyxng outside ti.e i«ain plot, though related to it.
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If considered as though it were written ^ ovo
y

then, Sidney's story begins at a point a dozen or so pages

"beyond the commencement of Book II, as Fyrocles and Musi-

dorus set sail from Thessalia to seek adventure and the

exercise of virtue. To ba sure, the reader is often hard

pressed to folloii/ the adventures in this section, because

Sidney weaves then now and again into the main plot, though

it will later be seen that the exigencies of such draiaatic

narration agree with Raaus»s instructions for the use of

the prudential method and justify Sidney's use of this

apparently vexing structural device, yet, to take it into

accoujit while discussing theiaatic development, would only

blur the simplicity of this basic plan.

From the time the princes leave Thessalia until they

arrive in Arcadia their journey takes them through zaany ad-

ventures, soae of which are so weakly defined as to contrib-

u te nothing to thematic development. But the greater part

of Book II has in it nine well-defined adventures which can

be analyzed as adverse paradoxes of situation, either of the

paradox-contradictory or paradox-unexpected type, that direct-

ly develop the central theme. For the sake of convenience,

these adventures can be blocked off in sets of three i the

first set deals generally with virtue in conflict with tyran-

ny and treachery, the second ^vith virtue in conflict with

various sins against love, and the third with virtue in
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conflict with treason and treachery, Ihe plan here will

be to analyze rather carefully, both aa to story and as

to paradox of situation, the first two sets in order to

show Sidney's method In Book II, and then to summarize

Just the paradoxical quality of the other set, which

differs froB the first two mainly In terns of the specific

events used rather than In terms of structure.

Thus the first set of adventures can be labeled

the Phrygla-Pontus-Paphlagonla group. In the initial

adventtire the clrcumstancea, It will be remembered, are

as follows. Just off the shore of the Kingdom of Phrygla

the ship on which the princes travel runs afoul of bad

weather and is dashed to pieces against a rock. As the

two friends become separated in the mountainous waves,

Pyrocles is cast upon the shore, captured, and taken to the

unvlrtuous King of Phrygla. Apprehensive that both

princes were sent to do him harm and convinced that Mus*

idorus has perished in the shipwreck, the King determines

to have Pyrocles beheaded. Meanwhile Musidorus has been

rescued by a fisherman from the adjacent land of Pontua,

He soon befriends a nobleman, who is able to contrive with

the King of Phrygla a plan for exchanging Musidorus for

Pyrocles. No sooner is this exchange carried out than

Pyrocles decides to disguise himself as a servant to Jiius-

idorus's executioner. Then, Just as MUsidorus Is about to
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be beheaded, l^yroeXes places a swerd into his eompanion's

hands, and the two prlnees heroioalXy reut their eneaies.

The King orders liis guards to seise the princes and put

them to death at once. But the heroes withstand this

assault and, indeed, act so Taliantly that shortly a Mutiny

breaks out asaong the King's soldiers* The King flees, and

the people, assuming their cowardly ruler dead, erovn Musi**

dorus as their leader*

Now the triumph of the princes in this first adTen«»

ture comes to the reader as no surprise, becatise it is a

mere deaionstratlon of their great valor and strength. The

coronation of Musidorus as King of Phrygia, hovever, comes

as a complete surprise because it is attended by an inner

eentradiction that constitutes a paradox unexpected or par-

adox of situation, the contradiction laay be explained as

follows. Working from the logical place of "contraries,**

Sidney takes tvo contrary arguments (in the Ramist sense of

the term)—-an "execution** and a "coronation"—and descriptive-

ly shows hew a scaffold for the one may apparently become

the scaffold for the other* In fact (at the point when

Musidorus is declared king), he makes this inner contra-

diction unmistakably clear to the reader by stating it in

an antithetical phrases "•••Fortune (1 thinke) smiling at

her works therein, that a scaffold of execution should grow
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a scaffold of coronation."* Th« truth underlying th«

contradiction need not bo sought after, of course, since

it is already Implicit In the construction of the situation.

Thtts, when to the element of surprise attending the

proclaoation of Muaidorus as king is added this inner con-

tradictory elenent, the adversity In the land of Phrygia

is seen to canter about a paradox of situation. The res-

olution to the situation is unoomplicated. Learning that

the real 'rln? is not dead but has fled to a castle neur by

to organize the strength of his forces, llusidorus and Pyro-

eles father adequate forces of their own and repair to the

castle, MQsidorus slays the xinrlrtuous King of Phrygia

and Pyrocles slays the King's son, the victory "obteined,

with great, and truly undeserved honour to the two Princes...,'

Musidorus then hands the crown over to a deserving noble-

man of that land, \flth the adiaonishioent to the people that

"not onely that governour, of whom they indeed looked for

al good, but the nature of the government, should be no

way apt to decline to Tyrany." For virtue there is no sub«

Albert feuillerat, 4 vols. (London, 1912-19267ri t 201,
hereaf tar referred to as ^ji£^. Pertinent quotations fromthe revised 4£sa^ia in this chapter are to this edition endare acknowleaged, when necessary, t>y page relereac* in the

It^l'^ *'?f"l^®?
out earlier, ijarji, p. 40, all reversals

SLJ-ii!;-'*®
^Aristotelian p^riBtTiiTthat are contrary to thereader's expectation and are attended by some element of

contradiction are here considered as examples of paradox
of situation rather tlian irony of situation.
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stitute.

Somewhat less effective Intrinsically as paradox

of situation but equally functional as an illustration of

adversity for Sidney's thematic development is the second

adventure in the Phrygia-Pontus-Paphlagonia group. After

being presented at Court upon recommendation of the King's

counsellor, Leucippus and Kelsus, two brothers of miserable

state, soon find themselves very lauch in the King's favor

and in time recognized as great courtiers. That the King

would extend such generosity and favoritism, however,

angers the counsellor to a point where through cunning he

has the King turn against the brothers and imprison them

as servants to his eneraies. At this point Fyrocles and

Musidorus, who are indebted to the brothers for having

earlier saved thair lives, learn of their plight and request

that they be granted freedom. But instead of honoring the

princes* request, the King heeds further machinations of

his envious counsellor and has Leucippus and i<elsus be-

headed. To revenge this malicious deed, Fyrocles and Musi-

dorus promptly gather forces in Fhrygia, hasten to Poatus,

and heroically slay the King upon the tomb of the unfortu-

nate brothers.

Out of ti^ese circumstances Sidney constructs a para-

dox unexpected, or at least the appearance of one, in which

the reader's surprise at the brothers* reversal of fortune
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is juxtapoaed with th« contradictory character of the KingU
counsollor, a man "whose eies could not looke right upon

any happle ma, nor eares beare the burthen of any bodies

praise
I cStrary to the natures of al other plagues, plagued

with others well being; making happines the ground of his

unhappinesse, c good newes the argurnet of his sorrow: in

suia, a man ^nose favour no man could winne, but by being

miseraDie.,./J 'c:.C^,» That this paradox of situation is

less effective tiian the first that confronts the princes

on "the jorney of high honor" may be seen by noting several

points of difference in Sidney's presentation of the two

scenes.

In the first place, it will be observed that, when

compared with the unexpected turn of events in the first

adventure, the reversal of fortune that underlies the second

adventure offers less in the way of surprise. Ihe point is

that as Sidney presents (by way of dramatic narration) the

scene in Pontus the reader is aware of the counsellor's

contradictory character before the occurrence of the

brothers' downfall. In tli© Piiryglan episode, however, the

contradiction is not relieved fruLi the unexpected outcome,

being in fact inner because it is implicit in the movement

toward that outcome. It would perhaps be accurate to say

that in the second adventure Sidney skilfully turns the

event, by his phrasing, into the semblance of a paradox
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of situation,^

In the sdoond plaea, aad as a corollary tc ti/s

first episode, the fact that the two princes ar® not

directly involved in th« paradoxical adversity of the

Poxitus epifiod© constitutes an apparent violaticjn of Sidney's

structural unity in Book II, If the relationship feetween

thematic development end the device of a journey is to be

maintained in a consistent way, the reader expects 01tlney

to have Pyrocles and Musidorus more directly involved in

the adversity of a parados of situation, as thay are in

the episode in Parygla, It will lj«3 seen, however, that

Sidney rarely departs from his basic plan,''' and even when

he does so his thematic developiaent is not impaired. For

in so far as satisfying the Eaiaistic method of proving,

with a series of specials, ti:ie gener&l that "adversity doth

^i)avid ^aiciie8">«?.y,iumy, ^mm.mkm Jia U^^ya^w.^
C^/agi€KOoa Olii'fs, *^, J.» 1956), p. £.'o5«^reiii^ks that in its
moat significant foriB tii© effect ox* auspeiise "is not less-
ened by the retder's or the audieace's previous kno^tledge
of the outcome, partly because if the play or novel is
effectively handled ?/© lose ourselves in the given moment
as it eomes along and respond in tercis of the situation as
it is being developed, and partly because true suspense is
not dependent on ignoranoe of the eventual outcoac but en
%aitinf^ for the inevitable to happen,"

'soiiietii'iies it is to Sidneys advantage to do so,
as will be aomi below (p. 184) in Book III where the heroic
role of Pyrccles and musidorus is taken over by Aaphialus,
a store noble character.
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^••t discover virtue," the ^iter need not be consistent

with his characters. He need only cite exaiaplea of the

exercise of virfoe in the face cf adversity. Hemernber

Wotton's coument on Ovid's use of exanplos: "Here the Pftfti

proveth the generail, tiiat Adversltie sheneth true vertue,

by three specialist Hector making knovn his valour, Typhis

shewing his sldU in storms, Phoebus his art in sickneai.-S

The point to be niade is that oldney's device of a journey

is, finally, but an aid to thezaatic development; Its pri-
«ary function is to serve the deiaands of plot.

in the third place, as a reversal of fortune the

paradox unexpected Ui tiie Fontus episode is liicely to call
the nodarn reader's attention to Irony rather than tc paradox,
though It la well to k«ap in alnd an earlier stateiaent

that "the raotive behind a situation, tliat is to say, the

apparent Interveutioa of fate with its itcckery of the

appropriateness oi things (which distinguishes irony of

situation froffl parade:^ of situation), is not to be con-
sidered iiiore important than the natui^e of the situation

itself, which is oasically paradoxically." Furtaeracre,

not only is the operation of fate absent in the Pontus

episode but in true irony of situation, though the outeoae

a«t in H„1'5*
^^^ ""^ ""Sick g'.thered cut of Ariscctlo, and•et in due forme according to his Instructions, bv Pet«rRamus...by Anthony Wotton.,.1626." ^T^V Bk. J'^hap,
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is apparently Inappropriate, the reader quite often feels

(perhaps half-consciously) that the outcosie If appropriate**

what might be called a delicious kind of Irony, TJaXa can

hardly be said of the Pontus episode nor, it will be seen,

of any of Sidney's paradoxes of situation that reseiable

irony ©f situation.

Whatever its weaknesses in comparison with the

princes' initial adventure, the Pontus adventure is con-

trary to expectation and contradictory, hence paradoxical,

and hence, in terias of its total effect, functional as the

second adversity on the road to high honor*

Contrary to what is soaetiiaes heard ©n tl» mtter,

Beck II of the revised ^rcadi^ does not eoiaprise a series

of adventures isolated from one another in the laanner of

the average isedieval romance. tOiough it is true that

Pyrocles and Musldorus are on the traditional quest for

adventure—"and therefore would themselves. •goe privately

to seeke exercises of their vertuej thinking it not so

worthy, to be brought to heroycall effects by fortune, er

necessitie (like Ulysses and MmSM) a» toy ©a«» ©wie

choice, and working...^. SC^**—Sidney is careful in all

but two instances in Book II to connect their adventures

in some way. To be sure, the related paradoxes of situation

in Book 11 do not, as they do in Book I, always evolve out

of each other. Yet they do have an inner connection. For
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example, it will be noUd that In the first adventure

described above Leucippus and Welsus apparently perish

In the shipwrecK in order that Fyrocles and ^usidorus

might live, and then in the second adventure these sas»e

two servants become the center of the adverse paradox of

situation.

One of the instances where Sidney does omit the

link is between the second and the third adventures. But

here the reader is little disturbed by the omission,

because Sidney takes the opportunity to set forth his

central theme. After slaying the King of Pontus on the

tomb of Leucippus and Welsus—which tomb, incidentally,

"they caused to be made for them with royall expences"—

Pyrocles and Musidorus engage in a number of particular

trials, only one of which Sidney describes in detail. The

reader is then told that it "were the part of a verie idle

Orator to set forth the numbers of wel-devised honors

done unto them" and reminded that "high honor is not onely

gotten and borne by paine, and daunger, but must be nurst

by the like, or els vanisheth as soone as it appeares to

the world...2pp. 206-20^7." Sidney's statement of theme,

here a re-wording of the notion that virtue is made manifest

through adversity, will occur again explicitly in the

third set of adventures, thus giving Book II some additional

overall unity to supplement the mechanical device of a
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journey.

Aa a paradox imaxpactdd tii© Faphlagonlan episode,

which, as is wail {mown, provided Shakespeare with tne

Glouceater plot in i^ixif^ iiSa£> is patterned so^aewhat like

the ?ontus tale, altoeiu much c»re ei'ieetiveiy presented.

For not only is the reversal o£ fortune laore sharply de-

fined and effective as surprise, the inner contradiction

better handled to work iiaplicitiy in the central situation,

and the princes laore directly involved in the resolution

of the paradoxical dilemma} but the story itself is uniquely

potential, even in being reported rather than rendered, for

purposes of meaningful irony and paradox,

The circumstances are, it will be remembered, that

vhile seeking shelter from the fury of a tempest Fyrocles

end Musidorus happen upon "an aged man, and a young,

scarcely come to the age of a lean, both poorely arayed,

extreaiaely weather-beaten j the olde man blinde, the young

man leading hi^.^.^J. 2027." Inquiring into the miserable

state of these men, the princes learn that the old man,

once King of Paphlagonia, has sinoe been dethroned and

deprived of sight by an ungrateful oastard son, and is now

being led by his faithful son to execute his own death by

hurling himself headlong from the top of a rock. Further

inquiry leads the fallen iLing to relate a long, iaiuentable

story of the particulars behind this reversal of fortune*
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Briefly, the particulars are that some time a^o Plexlrtus,

the bastard son, cunningly persuaded his father to have

Leonatus, the virtuous son, slain. The executioners

spared Leonatus 's life, however, and in the aeantlae

Plexlrtus betrayed his father, usurped hi-, throne, put out

his eyes, and sent him away to die. Ihe iLlng, in his own

words, has been guilty of "cruell follle to ray good scnne,

and foolish kindnes to my unkinde bastard..,^, £097."

As the Paphlagonlan King finishes this sad tale

and Pyrocles and Musidorus, moved to compassion, seek a

remedy, the evil Flexlrtus suddenly appears with forty

horsemen. Intent upon slaying Leonatus. Realizing the

situation, Pyrocles and Kusidorus set about to defeat him

(with help from the King of Pontus), but Tydeus and Telenor,

two brothers of notable prowess, arrive In time to give him

aid. When the battle that follows ends in a stalemate,

Plexlrtus is hurried off to a place of security. Pyrocles

and Musidorus then see to it that Leonatus is crowned

rightful King of Paphlagonia.

On the surface, the paradox of situation in the

Paphlagonlan episode offers nothing substantially different

In presentation from the paradox of situation in the Pontus

episode. Aside from the fact that in the Paphlagonlan

tale the princes have a more direct role in the resolution
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of the ecticn ©Jid that there is in the tele itself a better

repretentation of invard suffer ing, the two adventures

appear equal in merit and eimilar in construe ticn. Eoth

situations turn on a reversal of fortune, resembling irony

of situation, in combination with the contradictory actions

of an antagonist* In the Paphlagonian talSi set against

the contradictory nature of riexlrtus, whom nature had se

*f©raed. • •& the exercise of craft conformed... to all turn-

ings of sleights, that though no ma had lesse goodnes in

his soule then he, no man could better find the places

whence argumets might grow of goodnesse to another i though

no man felt lasse pitie, no aan could tel better how to

stir pitie, ••i^p, eia-SlS?"—set against this Machiavelism

is the reader's surprise upon learning that the miserable

old men wandering in a tempest is no less than a king.

And, as a result of the absence of a straightforward

narrative leading to an unexpected outcome, in neither the

Paphla^onia nor Pontus episodes is there as pronounced an

element of surprise as there is in the Phrygian episode.

A closer examination of the Papiilagonian tale shows,

however, that tJ-icugh it may be less effective as paradox

of situation then is the Phrygian episode, it is clearly

more effective in that respect than Is the Pontus tale. In

the first place, by inverting the order of tho reversal of

fortune, whereby the reader is not able to anticipate the
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surprlalns outcoufi, and by u»ing suspense In coiinectlcn

with the Identity of the dethroned £lng—introducing hia

in the first several passages only as a poor old blind

man—Sidney creates a more genuine sense of the unexpected.

In the second place, the ccntradictlcn in the Paphlasci^ian

tale is less likely seated in the character of Plexirtus

than Is apparent, Eather does it lie in the king's actioni

and in the situation itself, ^liat Sidney doos is to take

two arguaents—call theci "unkindness shown to an evil son"

and "kindness shown to a good son"—and by transposing

terms turn them into the following contradiction, of which

the King himself admits he is guilty: "cruell follic to lay

good Sonne, and foolish kindnes to lay unkinde bastard."

Stated another way—and this time the reader should keep

in mind Gloucester's remark, "I stuxabled whan I saw"—
the contradiction is as follows i •'It is true that the iling

Is blind; it is not true that the King is blind." 3o stated,

the contradiction holds true of course only for the period

prior to the King's literal blindness. Hence tiie contra-

diction, like that in the princes' first adventure, is

Inner because it is inplicit in the action; and, y.hen com-

bined with an outcome contrary to what the reader e^cp^cts,

it gives rise to true paradox unexpected,

Xhe second set of adventures on the princes'

*Jcrney of high honor"—call It the lirona-Paaphiius-
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Androoana grcup-—shifts Uie general titeme ©f the action

from tyranny sind treachery to sins against love* Although

these adventures are the aiost complicated and difficult

to follow of all those In Book li, Siciney ©Ither inserting

an extension to an already long and tangled episode (as In

the Pafiiphilus tale) or begijoning an episode in one chapter

and not taking it up again until several chapters later

(as in i3irona*s siege ), tiie outlines of the paradoxes of

situation that develop the central theme are clear. What

is particularly interesting about these situations is that

two of theia depart froia the pattern in the Phrygia-Pontus-

Paphlagonia group and turn en a paradox contradictory

rather than on a paradox unexpected, !I!hU8 Instead of a

surprising outeoine coupled ^th an inner contradiction,

there Is a set of oircumstancas leading to a paradoxical

snare from 'rrhich the princes must either valorously rescue

a lover or likewise extricate theiaseives.

(Jaeen Erona, for example , falls in love with Antiph-

ilus, a joan of siean parentage (her nurse's son, no less}|

and refuses the hand of the great i'lridates, King of

Araenia. That Erona »8 love is for the base Antlphilus

fcllo^i's as the penalty she must pay for having Irreverently

destroyed all the Images and pictures of Cupid, whom she

believes to \>& superstitiously adored. As further punish-

mmtit Tlrldates makes a bloody war upon her, manages to have
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Antlphilus captured and laprlaoned, and than threatens

to behead hia If Brona doea not yield, arought to the

point "ether of a wofull consent, or a ruinous deniall,"

Erona now faces the full force of Cupid's revenge. ?cr

then he "did set foorth the mlserablenes of his effectesj

sho being drawne to t^ro contrari^js by one cause. For the

love of hiffl comaunded her tc yocld to no other: the Iot*

of hie coiaaunded him to preserve his life* which knot

might well be cut, but untied it could not be.,.^. L'3^7.»

;itatecl another way, the paradox is that lirona's love can,

on the one hand, force her to yield to Tiridates jmd

thereby secure Antiphilus»s freedom; but her love con also,

on the other hand, prevent her from yielding to iiridatas

and thereby cause Aiitiphilus's death. It will be observed

that Erona's paradoxical dileama represents an intoxtstlng

example of KaiiiisLic invention and Judgment, whereby .iioiiey

frames arguments from the three places of cause, effect,

and coni^rai-ies and then disposes thca into an apparently

contradictory situation.

Though, as Sidney says, the knot cannot be untied,

the virtuous action of Pyrccles and Ilusidcrus so prevails

that they are able to sever it when Erona calls on Ui&m for

aid. During the war that Tiridates wages, they slay

Barzanes and ^uardes, two aen of superior valor and strength}

and then, just as lirona's siege has her at the pciiit cf
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desperation and abcut to yield to I'lrldates, they tt&nag*

h«r deliverance. By some unexplained device of dlsslatt*

latloii, they contrive to slay the King and to rescue

Antlphilus. Their triumph over this adversity is, hov/ever,

costly 5 for Tiridat©s*s glster Artajwie lays a substactiai

reward on their heads i which reward nearly costs Pyrocles

his life in a later adventure.

Also constructed on a contradiction rather than

the surprise-Inner eontradictlon coiabination is the paradox

of situation in the Andromana episode. That this paradox

of situation is perhaps less effective than the one in the

story of Erona may he true, because Sidney appears less

ingenious In contriving the contradiction} that it is laore

effective is also true, because the victii^s of the quandary

are clearly Pyrocles and Uusidorus, thus ioakixig for a

tighter relation between theiaatic development and the

structural device of a journey.

It will be recalled that in this advontuj-e the tiro

princes are guests at the court of the iJjig of Iberia, to

whom they owe their lives for lately giving theia aid in

battle. Their stay at court is mainly for pui'pos^is of

healing some wounds incurred in battle, but they scon beooo*

the object of a violent, lustful love on tlie part of Androia-

ana, the King's beautiful but heaastrong ?dfe. As seen as

the condition of their wounds peraaits, the princes plan to
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leave the court. But Andromana is quick to discover the

plan, and promptly causes both of them to be put in

prison—"a prison, indeede injurious, because a prison,

but els well testifying affection, because in all respectes

as commodious, as a prison might bei and indeede so placed,

as she might at all hours, (not seene by many, though she

cared not much how many had ae^ne her) oome unto us.,,

iS» 28QP," Pyrocles and Musidorus now find themselves in

the following paradoxical situationi

Then fell she to sause her desires with
threatnings, so that we were in a great
perplexltie, restrained to so unworthie
a bondage, and yet restrained by Love,
which (I cannot tell how) in noble mindes,
by a certain duety, claimes an answering.
And how much that love might moove us, so
much, and more that faultines of her mind
removed us; her beautie being balanced by
her shamelesnes. But that which did (as
it were) tie us in captivitie, was, that
to graunt, had ben wickedly injurious to
him, that saved our lives* and to assure
a Ladle that loved us. of her love unto
us, we esteemed almost as dishonorable...
Zp. 282/.

On the surface, this situation appears leas a paradox

contradictory than the semblance of one. But a contra-

diction clearly underlies the situation, which Sidney

develops through a series of contraries. «ote the follow-

ing point in the passage Just quoted. Like the paradoxical

snare that befell Erona, the situation draws the two

princes to several contraries by one causes Andromana's
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lov3 evokes such epposites as l>eauty and shaffleXessness,

gratltud© and Ingratitude, honor and dishonor. In turn,

these contraries suggest the true contradiction that "to

he a prisoner of love Is unworthyj to be a prisoner of love

is not unworthy."

Again, the princes' virtue so prevails in the face

of adversity that nothing Androsana does can make them

accuse her of love, and soon they find a way out of the

paradoxical situation. The remedy Is not, however, of

their own doing} paradoxically enough, it is love that

brings forth a solution* though the resolution to the

whole episode is Involved, the essential details are these,

Zelmane, daughter to the bastard Plexirtus, falls in love

with Pyrocles and cunningly employs the help of Palladius,

her lover and son to Androisiana, to seotrre the release of

the two princes. IiSter on, the princes deiaonstrate incred-

ible valor in overcoming Andromana*s forces in a battle

that finds Palladius losing his life and Andromana coBu&itting

suicide,

Unlike its two companion tales, the Paiaphilus

episode has a paradox of situation patterned like those in

the Phrygia-Pontus-Paphlagonia group. As Pyrocles passes

through a certain land on his way to fight a duel, he

unexpectedly costes upon a lover named Pataphilus, who is

bound to a tree and tormented with the bodkins of nine of
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hl« mistresses. After first disposing of a half dosen

knights who suddenly appear on behalf of the nine women,

Pyrocles Intervenes for the distraught Pamphllus. Presently

the angry wocwn disappear, with the exception of Dido,

irho acquaints Pyrocles with the details behind Paaphllus's

misfortune and the reader with the contradiction that

attends the unexpected.

It turns out tliat Paaiphllus Is the nost Inconstant

ol lovers, sojaethln^j of an angel on the outside and a

poisonous adder on the Inside. Apparently he has kept at

bay each of the nine suitors utitll "at length he concludeth

all his wTonges with betrotlilng hli.iselfe to one... leaving...

^Is nine lover^7 nothing but renorse for what was past,

and despairs of what alght followe,../p. 262?." ^'hat Is

partlcxilarly Interesting about Pamphllus Is that he is a

bundle of contradictions. According to i)ldo, for example,

he argues as a justification of his gross Infidelity the

paradox contradictory tliat It Is "no Inconstancle to chaunge

from one Love to an other, but a great constanclej and

contrarle, toiit which we call constancle, to be aost

changeable,,.^, 26^7. " He attaapts to prove the paradox

with the following &lt or splendid reasoning

i

For (said he) I ever loved my Delight,
& delighted alwayes In what was Lovslyi
and where-aoever I founde occasion to
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cttalne that, I constantly folow»d It.
But these constant £ool&s ycu speak cf

>

thcugh their '/J-strea grow ty slcknes
foule, or hy fortune aiie«a;'able| jet stll
will iov€ her, and so eosaltte the absurdest
inconatanole that laay be, in changing tholr
Icre from falrnes to fouinesse, and from
lovelines to his contxarie*.« where I <«hofii

you call Inconstant) em ever constant;
to Beautis, in £%hers{ anu iy^elight in my
salfe,,./p. V.Qg/,

After hearing her story, PyrocXes is able to stay

Dido's revenge on Pamphiius, whose eyes she would willingly

put cut, and to urge her to loeekness* Then a nuaber of

Paaphilus»s friends arrive to kill Dido, but Pyrocles*s

valcr is superior, and he is finally able I© iiake po&ce for

all sides /^

If compared to the paradox unexpected cotamon to the

princes' first set of adventures, the iaaphiius episode

has no particular merit as to evidence of a contradiction

implicit in the action toward an unexpected turn of events.

But the contradictions that center about the lover Pamphilus,

especially his argument on the contraries of constancy and

inconstancy, are as cleverly contrived as any of those in

Book II.

^Th© Pamphilus episode carrios an extension (pp* 270-
877) in which Pyrocles is the victia or treaacn coaiiaitted
by Dido's father. The traacon is unexpected, but since the
episode does not develop 3idnay»s tha^e, it is OTTiittod
here •
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The Phrygla-Ponttts-Paphlagonla and th« Erona-

Pamphllus-Andromana groups are represerxtativ© of Sidney •»

method In Book II of employing paradox«8 of situation for

development of theme. ^'^ To analyse the remaining group

as closely would perhaps be tedious, since the episodes

within it differ mainly in descriptlTe details of story

and generally contain paradoxes of situation similar to

those in tiie first group. It will suffice, than, to

summarize the paradoxical content of the episodes within

the group and in passing to note occasional differences

in Sidney's presentation of the paradox unexpected.

Proa various sins against lova, the general tiierae

in this third group of adventures shifts back to that of

treason and treachery. Since each of the paradoxes within

the group is tne result of the fallen Flexirtus^s passion

for vengeance, which on two occasions at least lo directed

toward Pyrocles and Musidorus, it might be apt to caU the

whole group Plexirtus's Revenge, Again, as paradoxes of

situation, each of these adventures is similarly patternedi

nx% adventures in the Erona-Pamphllus-AndroBana
group are related in two ways. Tirid«tes»s death in the
story of :->ona nearly costs Pyrocles his life at the end
of the lamphllua tale (p. 277), Pyrocles receives
suooor frois tlae .ing of iberia, at whose court he and
Musidorus are guests in the Androiaana tale.
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a s«t of elrcUBUitances contrary to th« reader ^s 6xp«otatlon

and att«nd«d by a contradiction either Implicit or oxpllclt

In the action.

In the first adventure y for example, PyrocXes and

Mujldorus travel through the land of Cralatla and encounter

the noble brothers Tydeus and ielenor^ who are finishing

a duel In which each has siortally wounded the other « Be-

hind this surprising developraent lies a grim paradox, for

the treacherous Flexlrtus, alariaed at the poisrer Xydeus and

Telenor have s^i^^t^^ while aiding him in several conquests,

has connived a vicious plan to destroy theai. Under pretense

that the Ki&z of Pcntus was to meet hlia in naortal duel^

Plexirtus feigned sickness and "requested* • .^^ydeus and

'i'elenox? to go in his stead | aaking either of the sweare,

to keep the matter secret, ever ech fro other, doliverinij

the selfsame particularities to boti^, but tiiat he told

tTydeus ^ the King vrould meet him in a blew armour} k Telenoy
^

that it was a black areaour; «x with «sioked subtlltie (as if

it had bene so apolnted) caused Jydeas to take a black

armour, <i Telenor a blcw.,,2p. k:£^^»^ In Sidney's own

words, Plexirtus has ruanaged the apparent eontradiction of

turning "their owne friedshlp toward hlo tc tiiolr owne

destruction, ..^J. 29si7,"

'^tM adversity of a pai'adoxical situation in the

other two adventures in Plexirtus 's Hevenge follows the
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pattern, though it should be noted that these two

adventures are, in tho presentation of paradox unexpected,

closer to the Phrygian episode than to any of the ether

episodes in ix>ok II. That is to say, the surprising out-

come and the contradiction are closely related} in fact,

they are inseparable. Consider, for instance, tho details

that lend to Fyrocles's rescue of Plexlrtus. ior several

months PlejdLrtus's daughter Zeloaae has been serving (in

disguise) as Pyrocles's pace. Suddenly she is tAkea ill,

partly us a result of her grief for her fatiler's wicicad-

ness and partly as a result of her frustrated love for

Pyrocles. Her illness increases alaost to the point of

death, which is then sealed when she learns fvom a aessen^er

that Plexirtus is soaewhere in danger of a cruel death.

Her dying wish is that Pyrocles rescue him. The virtuous

prince is thus brought to tlie point of saving « oAn whoa

he has great cause to hate.^^

It might also be mentioned that in rescuing Plez-

Irtus Pyrocles's valor is particularly notable, so notable

in fact that his triuoph over the luonstrous beast ttiat is

to devour Flexirtus is "both by sculptui^i tind pictme,

celebrated in most parts of Asia ." but again, for virtue

iicf
• !ifilLbUl, I, 29&



ther« is no subatltute and virtue is laade manlfdat by

afflictions, iier© fyrocles is isade to say what actually

underscores Sidnay's centi-al theme j "truely, the bardnes of

the enterprise, was not so rsuch a blttej as a spurre unto

»•$ knowing w«ll| that the jorney of high honor lies not

In plain® wayes.,,^. SajL?.**

Of the final adventure in Plexirttts** Revenge

little need be saia, since the details of It as a paradox

unexpected were considered at some length in the intro-

ductory chapter above. The circmastances are that when

Plexlrtus learns t.hat the princes rish to sail te Greece

he graciously provides a ship f©r their passage, but also

lays a plan to have thes murdered when the »hlp is half a

day sailing. The prlsices* discovery of the plot leads to

a most confused fight and soon an unexpected shipwreck-

one not by storra, but by fire. As Sidney states the para-

dox, "it was a straunge and ©ugly sight, tc see so huge a

fire, as it qulclily greyi tc bo, in the Sea, and in the

night. •.^, 30^" 5 in fine, "a shlpwrack without storiae or

111 footing: and a wast cf fire In the midst of water...

Since part of the burning wreck episode appears in

Bock I, additional cottment will be nece'ssary. But first it

ay be worth while to review Sidney's besie plan of theiaatlc

development in Bootc IX.



rroiE the logical places of contraries or contra*

dictions Sidney contrives a nuaber of pai-adox«s of situation

groundftd on •ither paradox contradictory or paradox un«x-

pectaa. Cften these situations raseable irony of situation,

but the presence of a contradiction and the absence of a

strong operation of fate mark them as basically paradox-

ical. As Sidney works these paradoxes of situation into

the fraiaework of a journey, they stand as "specials" of

fcdversity, which the heroes aust in some way overcome, to

prove the "ganeral" that virtue is best discovered iii ad-

versity. The siaplieity of this basic plan of theinatla

development is obvious. It is no inore complicated than

fraunce*s aecoioit of how iipenser follows Eamus*s natural

ixethod: ".^Jo in Julye ;-:orlel haulnge first pruysed iiills

in general, afterward rehearseiine particulars, as '^t,

Michaels mount, s, JSrigets oowre, .At. Olivet, Parnassus,

the hil Ida, Synai, cur Ladyes bowre* by ye repeatinge of

which partioulers he concludethe ye general prayae of

Hills. "-^^

It will also be observed that Sidney's paradox of

situation, rhether constructed as paradox contradictory or

^'^JiH Shephear^eif ^&£US) fol. la^.
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unexpected, is a less powerful rhetorical figure than is

paradox contradictory when expressed in the form of an

antithetical statement. The force of the latter figure

upon a reader lies in the tension between his apprehension

of the apparent falsity of the proposition and his sudden

perception of its inner truth. But in paradox of situation

this effective discrepancy between apparent falsity and

inner truth is fairly lost. The reader has little oppor-

tunity to resolve the paradox, for its resolution is

already clear in the construction of the situation. This

is true even in those paradoxes, such as the Phrygian

episode, in which the surprise and the contradiction

become fused.

Yet the paradox of situation is far more amenable

to Sidney's twofold purpose of teaching and delighting

than is the paradox contradictory in the form of a state-

ment. Though it must frequently turn over power of ex-

pression and provocation of thought to paradox contra-

dictory as statement, paradox of situation is more suit-

able for narrative, and as such offers greater latitude

for Sidney to explore meaningfully the difference between

appearance and reality while instructing his reader in the

proper exercise of virtue in the teeth of adversity.

Furthermore , it allows greater room for ingenuity and

cleverness in presentation, and therefore better serves
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to BOY* th« Elizabethan.

As th« basic plan of theisatie development moves

the princes to Arcadia (and the reader to fiooks Z-II),

two notable changes occur in Sidney's presentation of the

paradoxical adversity. In the first place, no longer are

the paradoxes aligned with a series of adventures that un-

fold In different lands. Instead, with the exception of

one episode, Sidney contains all the adventures within the

single land of Arcadia, Actually, in contrast to the

general situation in Book II, it can be said that Books I-

II contain but one long coiaplicated adventure in Arcadia-

complicated, that is, by the adversity of paradoxes of

situation. That the princes find a resting place, as it

were, in Arcadia does not mean the teriaination of "the

jorney of high honor" with its attendent adversity. VShat

it does mean is that the journey is no longer literal but

figurative. In the second place, it will be seen that the

paradoxes of situation in Books I-II not only elicit

larger and more meaningful contrasts than did those in Book

II, but they function more effectively because they frequent-

ly evolve out of each other, A situation based on paradox

unexpected will, for example, spawn several situations

based on paradox contradictory, Ihe point is that Sidney

now manages his thematic development on a somewhat higher
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level ef eoiaplexlty and creates acre subtle effects with

his paradoxes.

In general, the subject aatter of Books I«>II Is

lov@ and politics, with about an equal emphasis on each.

Under these two topics fall four main episodes that develop

Sidney *s central theme. Ihmy are here designated as the

Helet Kebellion, the Labyrinth of Love, the Turbulent

Pastorals, and the Arcadian Insurrection. 2hls is, of

course, a simplification of aiaterial, and by no aeans

accounts for all the episodes in Books I-II, But it is

convenient for purposes of analysis. 'I'hose episodes

omitted lie outside the basic plan, and discussion of then

is reserved until Sidney's use of Haaus's prudential aethod

is analysed.

Of the two topics of love and polities, the latter

topic is perhaps the Djore important, because Sidney's

treatment of it provides the reader who approaches tiie

romance ^ medias £ea instead of jjj £xa with a clue to

"an other foundation then the superficiall part would

proffiise." In Bootes I-II «H the action, whether of love

or politics, stems from King Basilius's resignation to the

portents of a paradoxical oracle, Feiurful of the oracle's

message, Basilius retires to the country and awaits the

flOfilment of the enigmatic prophecy contained In the
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oracle. ^3 Mtanwhilo h* places the control of his land in

tne hands ol a ncbleiaan named Phllanax, "with much aiaaze-

ment to the people, ..and with aomu apparance oi' daunger in

respect or the valiant junxjii/^ 7 alua ^ iiis nephew, u much

envy in ti^ie ambitious niimber oi the «obilitie against

£IlUm&2* • '/P* ^•" xhere iollows Irom iiasilius's obedience

to the oracle the discord and violence of rebellion, in-

surrection, and i'inally war—all in the midst of an otiier-

wise peaceful Arcadian setting, 'what Is here evident is an

liiipliclt paradox unexpected. In modern criticism it might

be considered as enveloping action, that hovers over the

remainder of Uie journey to high honor and elicits a number

of adverse situations to test the exercise of virtue.

Moreover, in the light of this paradox unexpected implicit

in the political theme, the very title of oidiiey's rou^ance

becomes ironic and hence suggestive of tne Dooh.»s true

foundation—the liileni of Aloibiades, the discrepancy

^^The oracle reads as follows (p. 327 )i

Thy elder care sliall from thy carefuil lace
By princely meane be stclne, and yet not lost.
Thy younger shall with natures olisse embrace
An uncouth Love, which Nature hateth most,
both they themselves unto such two shall wed,
J ho at thy beer, as at a barre, shall plead:
why thee (a living man) they had made dead.
In thy owne seats a forr;iln© stnte shall sit.
And ere that all tiiese blowes thy head doo hit.
Thou, with thy wife, adultry shall commit.
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between appearance and reallt^^*

It will be well to look first of all, then, at

thematic development in Books I»II as it touches on

politics* Sciacjthing of a foreshadowing of the discord and

violence the princes are to find in Arcadia appears in

two episodes tliat He within the pattern of their Journeyi

the burning shipwreck scene described earlier and the

episode here named the Helot Rebellion, The unexpected

occurrence of a shipwreck by fire rather than by rock or

8 tor 21, with its inner contradiction of "a wast of fire in

the midst of water," is a paradox of situation resulting,

it will be recalled, frora the bastard Plexirtus»s plan to

kill Pyrocles and Jfusldorus "in hepe thereby to have

&£lgs£2, endowed with the great Klngdorae of Arraeni^ ^ to his

wife****** Although the shipwreck does not occur netir

Arcadia but off the shore of Laccnia, the latter country

is situated not far from the pastoral quietude peculiar to

Arcadia and is blessed wltli it. Thus near the very outset

of the roxriance occurs the incongruous juxtaposition of two

oppositest 1) the bizarre remains of the wreck—"...a ship,

or rather the carkas of the shlppe, or rather some few

bones of tlie carkac, hulling there, part broken, part

burned, part drowned,, ••And aaiJ.dst the precious things were

a number of dead bodies, which likewise did not onely

testifie both elemets violence, but that the chief

e
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violence was growen of humane iniiuiaanitio.,.^p, 9-1^"$

and a) the brief pastoral scene which conunenoes Sidney 's

romance and which evokes, according to one critic, a

"mood of reverent adoration" I'i as it describes the loving

remembrance two shepherds have for the beautiful l/rania.

A similar foreshadowing appears in the helct

Rebellion, the action of which constitutes the princes*

first paradoxical adversity after they survive the ship-

wreck by fire. Aside from its importance as foresiiadowing

the violence implicit in the larger paradox tiiat govarna

the political theme, the Helot hebellion is an impressive

instance of a paradox of situation in which the element of

surprise is strong and the inner contradiction firmly

imbedded in the action*

During the Helot Rebellion—a rebellion cf a cruel,

ungentle people against the state of Lacedaemon—i«lusidorus,

now separated from Pyrocles since the shipwreck, partici-

pates In an Arcadian expedition to the trouble spot. After

contriving a daring stratagem that aifords entrance to the

rebel camp, Musldorus exercises his valor so tnat the

Arcadians are hopefia of routing the rieiots and acac>nipllsh-

ing their mission. The Helots regain strength, however,

r, *. ^"^Kenneth 0. fyrick, .^l£ JgilUifi -Sidney ^ ^ Literary
CTs^tB^m (Cambridge, Lbss., iSSs^FTlTsf^ HA^^twt
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wh«xi their eaptaln returns from a brief absence* Presently

the oapt&in and Musldorus engage each other in a combat

of **delightful terriblenes," The captain proves himself

invincible, strikes Musldorus a violent blow on the side

of the head, and then, to Musldorus »s (and the reader's)

surprise, reveals himself as none other than Pyroeles.^®

lapllcit in the action of the Helot Rebellion, and there-

fore qualifying it as an example of pnradcx unexpected, is

the fact that Pyroeles has ;?ravltated from nrlneely rank

to humble leadershl.T) of an unruly raob of rebels. The

virtue of Pyrocles and Musldorus so prevails—Pyrooles In

particular performing "acts beyond the degree ef a man"—

in the face of this adversity that peace Is soon established

among the Helots, the Lecedaemonlans , and the fi^rcadlans.

Later on—near the Bnd of Book I, to be exact—

and after the two princes have becoiae entengled In a dilenma

shortly to be discussed under the gerwiral heading of Icve,

the peaceful setting of Arcadia Itself is interrupted by

open violence and discord in the scfn© of the Turbiilent

Pastorals. The circumstances here center on King Basilius's

decision one day to provide his fainlly and ^ests t^lth

entertainment in the foros of pastorals. Lest the sharp

^^pyfeff, I, 43.
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contrast underlying this particular episode b© laiased, it

Is w«ll u> note kidney's description of the Idyllic

setting In which the pastcrals are tc take piece.

It was indeed a place of delight, for
thorovr ti-e ;;iiddest of it, there r:.n a :$treete
brooke, which did both hold the eye open
with her azure streams, d yet s^^]£^ to close
the eie with the purling noise It made upon
the piuiDie stones it ran oven the ilsld
Itself being set in some places with roses,
o: in al the rest constajitly ureaervlng a
florishlng greenej the Rosas* added such a
ruddy shew unto It, as thou^ih the field were
bashfull at his owne beautle* about it (as
if it had oena to Inalostj a Theater ) ^rew
such a sort of trees, as eyth^^ellency
of iruit, otataiines or ijrouth, contlauall
greenes, or poetlcall fancies have aarte at
any tiaie fa/uous. . .^pp. llj-ll^.

This is poetical fancy, Indeed—but deliberately soj for

out of the nearby wood and into the midst of this Idylllclia

rush without a warning whatever a monstrous lion and a bear.

The paradox unexpected that derives frcia this set of clr-

curastanoes may be explained in the following ray, laplicit

in the surprising development is the saoe apparent contra-

diction that pervades the greater p&rt of Sidney's ronance,

nasiely, violence and discord in the nidst of an Arcadimi

setting. That is tc say, it Is true that Arcadia is a

place of peace and calmj it is not true that Arcadia Is a

place of peace and calm. Thus two contradictory opposite*

Integrated into a surprising develoiwBeut foria another
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tdWftlty ef paradox tmexpeeted for Pyrooles and Musidorus,

who, put to the test of virtue, shortly slay the tv?o

beasts.

It is interesting to note that In the O^d Arca4J^i
|

the scene here called the Turhulent Pastorals lacked

convincing notivation, the sudden appearance of the beasts

b«iAg ascribe:^ to aere chance. But in the revised version

the reader learns that the disturbance Ir lue to the craft

of one Cecropia, wife to 3asiliu3»s iMrother aiid mother to

the noble Aiaphialus, whoni she is desirous of placing on

the Arcadian throne as rightful heir. It is this same

Cecropia who provides a link between the Turbulent Pastorals

and xim Arcadian Insurrection, the last paradoxical episode

that touches on politics in Book II proper. Like the

Turbulent Pastorals, the insurrection of the peaceful

Arcadians isorks implicitly from the "enveloplnf. action" by

adding to a surprising set cf clreuiastanees the paradox of

violence in Arcadia,

The sceno is near i3asillu8»s lodge in the country.

Out of nowhere suddenly appears a large band of unruly

Arcadians—"called over the world the wise and quiet

Arcadians" «-^;ho have taken up arms in protest against

basilius^s decision to retire froia active rule of the

country.^*^ Against this unexpecter^ event Sidney places the

^%J:Ui I> 312.
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princes Pyrocles and Musldoru* in not on* but two apparent-

ly contradictory situations, both of which ara part of the

larger paradox of violence In Arcadia.

It seems that the sudden uprising of the Arcadian

multitude began on a non-violent note. Four or five

thousand Arcadians had gathered peacefully to celebrate

Baslllus»s birthday, but excessive drinking of wine, along

with the persuasion of one of Cecropla»s servants, soon

turned their minds to a direct dislike of Baslllus's

apparent disdain for them. Growing In madness to a point

where they were like enraged beasts, the celebrants

gathered all sorts of Instruments of death and prepared to

attack Baslllus's lodge. These details Sidney works Into

a paradox of situation by phrasing the particulars surround-

ing the two opposites banquet and battT ^ into an apparent

contradiction, "Thus was their banquette turned to a

battalia, » he says explicitly, •'their Finle nlrthes to

bloudle rages, and the happle prayers for...^slllus»i7

life, to monstrous threatning of...^^!^ estate...^. 32^27,"

For a time the valor of Fyrocles and Musldorus prevents

Basilius's lodge from being captured. But soon the many-

headed multitude cannot be sUyed, and In order to appease

it Pyrocles decides to mount Basilius's throne and deliver

a conciliatory speech. His decision leads to the second

paradox of situation within the Arcadian Insurrection.
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This time the situation Is baaed on paradox contradictory—

tliat is, the element of surprise is negligible and the

apparent contradiction is quite strong* As usual, Sidney

makes the apparent contradiction explicit, Pyrocles (at

this point disguised as an Aioasonian) thus addresses the

taultitudet

An tmused thing it is, & I think not
heretofore seene, o Arcadiai^s ^ that a
woma should give gubllko c&usel to ;£«, a
strager to the coutry people, & that lastly
in such a presence by a private person, the
regall throne should be possessed, t.^* Slg/*

Vere It not for the fact that at this point the reader is

aware of the disgtiise as a wosoan, the scene could be

described as turning on a paradox unexpected* But by his

phrasing Sidney makes the paradox contradictory outstandijaig*

At any rate, like the banquet-battle paradox, this one

evolves out of the larger contrast of violence in Arcadia.

'Ihoxxgh Pyrocles 's rhetoric is eloquent, the aiob is

but partly appeased, and scon Pyrcclea must depend on his

valor and Miisidorus*s aid to mitigate the adversity* Ce-

eropia la not, of course, finished with her aa?^^®®! ^^^

further discussion of it omst be reserved for a later point

in connection with Sidney's theoatlc development in Book

III.

Thus in so far as politics is concerned in Books
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Z-II Sldnsy provides three main paradoxical episodes that

act as specials to prove his central theme that high honor

lies not In plain vays. With respect to paradoxes of

situation under the general topic of love In these two

Books, Sidney's treatment Is ntore complicated; and It Is

In this section that Grevllle's testifnony as to his friend's

Interest In the labyrinth of man's desires and life receives

Its fullest support.

In partial defense of the Interpretation of the

revised Arcadia as an heroic poem or Renaissance oplc, It

has been suggested tbat the brief pastoral scene with which

the work begins Is to be thought of as "an episode which.,

,

reminds us of an epic Invocation, "^7 so far as It advances

the heroic poem theory, this Interpretation cannot be

Ignored, The praise which the shepherds Claius and Stre-

phon bestow upon the divine Urania is certainly "couched in

just the mood of reverent adoration appropriate to the

poet's prayer to his liuse," But it is also possible to

construe the meaning of the scene another way. Consider

for a moment a paradox contradictory (as statement and only

indirectly pertaining to thematic development) that appears

about half way through the scene.

^'Myricjc, S£, £ii. i P» 116,
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As th« two «ii©pherd» iament the al)Sonc» of l?rania,

ajid Strephoa in particulay the loss of her beauty, Claims

paradoxically reiaarka that Urania is 'a aaidei who is su0h|

that as the greatest thing tne world caa ahewo, is h«r

beautie, so the least thing that aay he prayaed in her, is

her heautle..,^, 27#" The truth to this paradox contra-

dictory is that wnat ^ to fee praised in Urania is her

"unspeakeahle vertues," Sidney's point Is that the ftd»

versity of love, when the ob;Ject of affection is a notole

woman like Urania, can be a spur to virtue and high honor.

As C* s. Lewis observes, "Sidney's conception of love is a

Platonic elaboration of medieval frauendienat^the theory,

later expressed by Fataore, that •rotie love can be a

sensuous appetite of intelligible good."^ Hence Claius

can remark that the noble Urania has "throwne reason upon

our desires and, as it were, given eyes to CUDi4 >../p. ^."
In effect, then, the brief pastoral scene may be taken as

Sidney's coBuaentary on his own treatiaent of the adversity

of love the princes are to encounter in Arcadia. As a

transparent allegory, with a paradox contradictory the key

to its meaning, the scene indicates that the adversity of

love does better discover virtue and high honor than do

other forms of adversity.

ford, 1954^^^39^^^^^^^ ^ "^ lUtaaaiii i^saiaa (ox-
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In accord vrlth hia Ixisic plan, 3idn«y Illustrates

the adversity of love in Bcolia I-II ^Itti paradoxes of sit-

uation. As stated earlier, thematic develcpment in this

section of tho rodaiice as it touches on the topic of lov«

deals prineipally %'ith one long adventure, the Labyrinth of

Love, even though this single adventure literally spreads

itself out over the whole of the two Books as it elicits

one paradox after aiiotiier—first a paradox contrary, then

a paradox unexpected, and finally a host of paradoxes con-

tradictory. It %'ill be seen that although tcth princes

become victims of love, Sidney's attention is chiefly on

Pyrooles, whose adversity is clearly in the fora of a lab-

yrinth. ^^

Unlike the iielot Hebellion, the Turbulent Pastorals

and the Arcadian Insurrection, the iiabyrliith of Love evolves

not out of the larger paradox unexpected of vioieiice in

Arcadia but out of a paradox conti>ary. Up to now it has

been shown that Sidney develops his central tiieae tlirough

19
i>lnce vildney's loain emphasis in i:)ooks I-II is on

the LabyrintJi of Love with Pyi^uoles as the protagonist, it
has been thought best in the interest of clarifying theinatic
development to oialt consideration of iJusidorus's encounter
with the adversity of love. It can be noted here, however,
tliat his love for Pamela commences with a situation based
on paradox contradictory. For to pursue his love he degrades
hiaself from princely rank to humble shepherd. This de-
oeii. leads to other paradoxus of situation that serve as a
foil to tiiose in which Pyrocies finds himseli". of. v>orks .

I, 16c-166.
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a aeries of payadoxe* of situation that are based on either

the element of surprise or of ccntradlctlon. But it ciast

be said that in the Labyrinth of Love eidaey makes effective

use of paradox in Its original meaning and presents a sit-

uation that turns on a contrary notion rather than en an

unexpected, or oontradletcry event.

fh9 paradox contrary from which the Labyrinth of

Love springs is the familiar debate sa^stiQ early in Book I

betwae-n Fyrooles and Musldorus. At the outset of the de-

bate the subtest is ostensibly the old question of whether

it is bettor to load the active or the contemplative llf«»

Musidorus charges Pyrocles wltli subjecting hiraself "to

solitarines, the sly eneade, that doth saost separate a mm

from well doln.^" and with falling to pursue tliose knowledget

which would better his mind. Fyrocles retorts tliet "the

minde it selfe must (like other thlnges) soiaetin^s be un-

bent, or else it v/ill be either weakened, or lToken,«#,"

Who knows, he says, "v^hether I feede not lay minde with

higher thoughts ?•'20

But though the issue seems to be over the relative

merits of the life cf action as opposed tc the life of

contemplation, the heart of the debate is on the subject of

love sund whether it has a place in the exercise of virtue.

g^^brks , I, 64-5S, 74-84.
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For, unknown to Musldorus, Pyrocles has tiirnad to th«

aolltary life because hla affections have been violently

drawn toward Philoclea, the beautifiil daughter of KlnLg

Baslllus, When Musldorus discovers that Pyrocles la in

love and has even assutned the role of an Amazonian in

order to allow his passions freer play, the debate becomes

sharp and heated.

As Hardin Craig has noted, ^^ siuoh of the argument

between the two princes at this point works from the

Ramistic places of logic, particularly cause and effeql^ .

For instance, Musldorus argues strongly in this vein*

Remember what you are, he tells Pyrocles, "what you have

bene, or what you must bei if you cosider what it is, that

moved you, or by what kind of creature you are moved, you

shall finde the cause so small, the effect so daungerous,

your selfe so unworthie to rtuine into the one, or to be

driue by the other, that I doubt iu>t I shall quickly have

occasion rather to praise you for having conquered it, then

to give you further counsell, how to doc it,,.25p. 78-727."

Yet in spite of the strength of Musldorus »s logic, it is

clear that Pyrocles has the better argument. First, he

points out that, when passion and reason conflict, passion

is likely (as Uusidorus is soon to learn for himself) to

emerge triumphant. Second, and what is more important, he

^^liSid iiinchanted Glass (Oxford, 1962), pp« 1S4-156»
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RdvanoeB the notion contrary to received opinion that In

the exerolso of virtue love for a noble woaan, however

adverse the love jaay be, has a fitting place, Wocsen, he

says—and hare he gives laan's rational power Its due—-**(lf

«• will argue by reason) are framed of nature with the

saiae parts of the mlnde for the exercise of vertue, as we

are*..^. Tg?*"

The debate ends with Fyrocles*s hasty remark that

"these disputations are fitter for quiet schooles, tiien ay

troubled braines, which are bent rather in deeds to performe,

then In vordes to defende the noble desire which possesseth

ffie...^^' 8i7«*' Pyrocles»s final stateiaent has a twofold

Iffipllcatlonj 1) Pyrocles, like Sidney, is chiefly Interested

in the practical application of logic based on man's intelli-

gence j and 2) Pyrocles, like Sidney, favors a life of

action—of virtuous action—that does not, however, exclude

the ''higher thoughts" that come froaj a life of contemplation.

fhls statement of paradox contrary ef Pyrocles is

the crowning arguoent of the debate, harks back to the sub-

stance of the pastoral interlude with Clalus and Strephon,

and Is Indicative of 31dney«s attitude that the road to

high honor profitably includes the adversity of love. Out

of the paradox contrary grows an impossible situation for

Pyrocles 2 a paradox unexpected, with complications that

make Uie title "i'he labyrinth of Love" a most appropriate
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•ne.

lUdTvay through the debate Pyrocles despairs of his

friend Musldorus and disappears, presmaably for a long

time. Musldorus carries on an extended search that talcea

hla through several lands and finally returns him to Arcadia.

One day he is reposing near a T^ood and Is disturbed by the

sudden appearance of an Amazonian, "who because she walked

with her side toward hlrj, he could not perfectly see her

face; but so much he lolght see of her, tiiat was a suretie

fer the rest, that all was excellent,..^, 7^7." Ilils ex-

cellent Amazonian turns out to be none other than Pyrocles.

HYien Fyrooles the Anazonlan appears before Baslllus and his

wife, Gynecia, the old King falls to see through the counter-

felt. The result, in words of Pyrocles, is that at "the

first sight that baslllus had of ffie.,.he vas striken

(taking ffle to be such as I professe) with great affectlo

towards me, which since is growen to such a doting love,

that... I was even choaked with his t6diousnes.../p. 9j^7«"

flhat is more, Gynecia is able to penetrate the disguise

and unhappily fails in love with Pyrocles the laant "...no

this is not the worst," says Pyrocles dolefully, "for he

(good man) vere easy enough to be dealt with; but (as I

thlnke) Love and mischeefe having aiade a wager, which

should have n»st power in me, have set Gynecia also in such

a fire towardes roe, as will never (I feare) be quenched
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but with my destruetlcn. •^# Sfi?." Though th« apparent

contradlotlons that attend the unexpected metamorphoslB

of Pyrocles are perhaps too lauch In the vein of huraop to

deaerva serious attention, it Mist be reniembered that

Sidney's central purpose is to delight as well as to teach.

Over half of the content in Books I-II is governed

fey this paradoxical love triangle, which allows Sidney full

play to exorcise the apparent double-contradiction* Pyroeles

is a manj Pyroeles is not a manj he is a woman; he is not

a woman. Within the triangle the notion that things are

aot what they seeia, appearances are false, is given a lu-

dicrous but nonetheless concrete image*

Certainly the adversity of love that Pyroeles

encounters is a labyrinth. When Musidorus hears the full

story of his predicament, he therein "found such intricate*

nes, that he could see no way to lead hlra out of the

iaaze#..i5. 9^." Hote also the heading of Chapter 15 in

Book II J "The Labyrinth of Zelmanes Love**; again, note the

physical appearance of a passage under that headings

ZaijBtane returned to the Lodge, where (inflamed
^y PhtloGlea . watched by Gynecle^ ^ and tired
by I>asiiius T she was like a horse, desirous
to riinne^ and relserablie spurred, but so
short ralnde, as he cannot stirre forwards
^;eX,^>{Xpi<&

,

sought occasion to speake with
£^Up<?le^; "-i;?^,al4A\^g with if^^^fimflft? and ifimssiA
hlndorer* ther; all. If Phlloclea h-^nned to
sigh (and sigh she did often; as 11 thai,
sigh were to be wayted on, Ze^nane sighed
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also I whereto Basi
nado nr fcure

Basilius and <?yQe<?4ft soone _

Note
I
filially I the paradoxes contradictory that the love

triangle spawns throughout Books l-II. There are too

Aany of these situations to cite in fullj some of them

befall Basilius, soiae Gynecia, some Philoclea. Suffice

it to consider three of those situations tnat befall Pyro-

clec. "Alas, he cries out at one point, "was there ever

one, but 1, that had received wrong, and could blaxse no

body? that having more then I desire, am still in want of

that 1 woulde?.,,Bat what wilt thou doo pyrocles ? which

way canst thou finde to ridde thee of thy Intricate

troubles? 'Xo her whoin 1 wouiLde be knowen to, 1 live in

darkenesse I and to her am revealed, from whom 1 would be

mosi; secreut. • ./p. 15^7*" Or observe the dllemiua he finds

himself in when basilius and Gynecia are present and his

thoughts turn to Philoclea t "Alas, incomparable £Mi££^LS&>

thou ever seest me, but dost never see me as Z ami thou

hearest willingly all that I dare say, and I dare not say

that which were most fit for thee to heare. Alas who ever

but 1 was imprisoned in libertie, and banished being still

present? To whom but lue have lovers bene Jailours, and

honour a oaptivitie.,,^. ES^?" Cr consider, finally, the

situation wherein he pens a sonnet on tlis v^radoxes of his

love I
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Loved 1 afflf and yet costplaine of Lovet
As loving net. eccus'd, In Love I die.

Wh«n pittie fsoai I crave, I oruell proves
Still seeking Love, love foimd a& siMch 1 file.

Burnt in ay selfe, I muse at others ftrei
Fhat I call wrong, I doo tho saiiC, and ntfiret

Bard of lay will, I have beyond desires
I wall© >"or want, and yet am ciioiite wltii store.

I'bls is thy worke, then God for ever bllndej
Thouc>- thousands old, a 'oy axitit'led still.
Thus children doo the silly birds they finde,
^ith strokiniS hurt, and too uuch craooing kill<

Xet thus imieh Love, Lovo, I crave of thee

»

Let me b© lov'ci, or 9I3 not lovvjd be.-^

Thus the Labyrinth of Love, appearing at intervals

throughout Books I-XI and made up of first a paradox con-

trary, Uien a paradox unexpected, and finally niany para-

doxes contradictory, gives euiple support to Grevllle's

reiaark that Sidney's end in such scenes ^was not vanishing

pleasure alone, but morall Images, and Examples, (as

directing threds) to guide every man through the confused

Labyrinth of his own desires, and life." Furthermore,

later it will be seen that the labyrinthine plot content of

Books I*H is compatible with the labyrinthine structure

that results from Sidney *s use of Haoius^s prudential

method.

So long as he is ensnared in such a ''confused

Labyrintji^ y" Fyrocles has little opportunity, it seems, to

exercise virtue in the face of adversityj and Sidney's

309, 310.
^2ynrk-y, I, r,6C. Of. also pp. 148, 252, 266, 267,
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theme, in so far as it touches on th« subject of love,

appears at a standstill. But it should be remembered that

for purposes of analyzing Booics I-II the paradoxes of

situation under the heading of politics and those luider

love have here been kept apart; in fact, however, the

Helot Rebellion, the 'iurbulent Pastorals, and the Arcadian

Insurrection are worked (as plot) into the Labyrinth of

Love, and those scenes afford Pyrocles mueh room to dis-

cover virtue.

By way of sujBXBary, it can be said that Sidney's

presentation of his basic plan for thematic development,

whereby paradoxes of situation stand as specials to prove

the general that adversity best discovers virtue ("the road

to high honor lies not in plaine wayes"), contrasts sharply

in Book II and Books I-II, From a literal Journey in

Book II that takes Pyrocles and Musidorus through nine

paradoxloal adventiu^es in as nany lands, the plan moves in

Books I^-II to a figurative journey in Arcadia that takes

the princes through four nain paradoxical adventures. In

Book II the general theme of the adventures is first poli-

ties, then love, and then politics a^ain, with the ad-

ventures theaaelves fairly isolated from one another. But

in Books I-II the themes of polities and love are corollary

and the adventures, though fewer, are greater in length and

are interdependent.
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Presentation of the basic plan in Book III is

generally that in Books I-II. Cut of the larger, iieplicit

paradox of vlolenca in Arcadia (one scene Sidney labels

as "that blooddy Tenisocnrt") grows a paradox unexpected

which in turn produces a number of paradoxes of situation,

some based on an unespected eiroumatance and some on an

upparent contradiction, Two important points of difference

between Book III and Books J-II should j however, be notod#

In the first place and with rainor exceptions, no longer is

the exercise of virtuous action in the face of adversity

illustrated mainly in the person of either Pyrocles cr

Musidorus or both. Instead, the hero of the rciaance, th<i

exemplar of the central theme, is now the melancholy

Amphialus. In the second place, though love and polities

remain the general theses of the paradoxical adventures,

the two qualities are so flraily integrated as to be

scarcely distinguishable.

The scene wherein occurs the shift in hero from

Pyrocles to Amphialus is perhaps a trifle disturbing for

want of apparent motivation. Consider the details of the

scene itself, which constitutes the initial paradox of

situation in Book III and in wany respects is like the

Turbulent Pastorals episode described above.

Six country maids, it will b© recalled, appear at

BaailiU3*3 lodge and perauaie Pyrocle* (dls^^ised as the
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Aaasonlan) and the Elng's two fair danghters to attend a

presentation of rural sports not far away. Like the setting

of the Turbulaat Pastorals, the location of the rural

gaises la described in Idyllic terras, being "in the midst

of the thickest part of the wood, a lltle snuare place,

not burdened with trees, but with a boord covered, &

beautified with the pleasantest frultes, that Sunburnd

AutUJBne could deliver.,,^. 3627." Into the midst of this

idyllic isH! "there rusht out of the woods twentle armed

men, who round about invlroned them, * laying hold of

Zelmane before she could draw her sword, and taking It

from her, put hoods over the hea<1.s of all fower, and so

muffled, by force set them on hcrs^backe and carrls--^ them

away, "2^ As in the Turbulent Pastorals, to a surrrlsing

event is added the Inner, apparent contradietlcn th-at

Arcadia Is and It is not a land of peace and ealia.

How granted that exigencies of plot in Book III

demand capture of the two princesses j granted that P^rrocles

clearly has little chancQ to defend hiwself—still, the

paradox unexpected, (and particularly PTrrcles^s capture)

la dispatched with such expediency as to b© rendered sus-

pect in terms of adequate ootivation. After all, Pyrocle*

^The foiurth person In the party 1? ll5.so, guardian
to Panola; she is soon released by Gecropia's henohuen.
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has miLnagscl to work his Y:ay out oT far greater ti'ials In

Book II or in books I-il. The 6C«ne gives aom© app^to-ana©

that Sidney has perhaps ai^aply tirod of Ms Uiiqualilieaiy

perfect Pyrccles.

To account for the abruptness v.ith which Sidney

shifts the reader's attention to a now hero, it might tm

suggested that he was working */ithin the deiaands of his

plot and ti'iat iiad he finished liis roiaaiic© he would have

later on, say In Book lY, given Pyrocles a resurrectiott*

Further, it laight he argued that Sidiiey was less concerned

about the exeioplar thaji about the exemplification of hi»

central theme. Yet the answer to the question aiay lie

deeper. Structurally, the revis«td ^rcuuia !» a series of

contrasts, large and siaall, and the shift from Fyrocies to

Amphlalus in Bock 1X1 allocs Sidney to work with a Mieaning-

ful contrast in thematic development. Against the liapet-

uous, extroverted, Hotspur-like Pyrocles, he now sets th«

pensive, introverted, Ha3ilet-like Aiaphlaius,^'^ Ihe anift

"-^h nctw.biy :;:<taa.ple of Ui© contraiit ii. persouality
between Amphlalus and Pyrocles occurs earller--!^or l£S . I.

ll;I5-2iio—in thv 'bathiiiti scene at the riv«r Lauon. Aiflvhialus*
intrusion into the privacy of the princess's bath and his
refusal to retur-i ihiioclea's glove angei's i-'yrocles to the
point where he draws his sword and challenges ^mphifcilus.

Ouv 0^" si^ecT coui'lesy, Aiiiphiaius refuses to fighi, a duel.
But the impetuous Pyrocles will have no standing; on c#^re-

lacuitis aiid, quiotu./ piacin<i Aapiiiaius on tne defensive,
runs him through the thigh.
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thus all07.-s for an iutensifleatlon of character and a iaor«

interesting, more beautiful representation of virtue in tiie

face of adversity, respite innumerable excellencies,

neither Pyrceles nor kusidorus quite seasures up tc what

Sidney conceives as high and noble stature. FroiJi the

ffiodern reader's point of view, Amphlalus may not be a

fully developed character, but he is far acre credible a«

a hujnan being than is, say, Pyrceles. In Amphialus'a

"jorney of high honor" there is a nobility and a virtue

that Pyrocles does not attain: the deep nobility that coiMs

from a desperate but quiet struggle vrlth life's paradox**

and o reflection upon thea tliat loads inevitably to the

uost poignant of universal tlieoes—tragic loneliness.

V>'ithln the larger paradox of violence and discord

In Arcadia, Book III coioaenoes, then, with a paradox unex-

pected out of which eaerges a new exemplar of virtuous

action in the midst of adversity. Conoocltant with the

transition to Amphialus as hero are a series of paradoxes

of situation in which the amorous and the political are

fused. The first of these situations places Amphlelus In

an inextricable dilemiaa and do&inates the action through*

out Book. 111.

On the surface, the open violence that pervades

Bock III is due to Amphlalus ' s mother, Cecropla, Angry

because Basilius's ioarriage years ago tc Gynecla cut off
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all hopes of her inheriting the Arcadian throne, Cecropia

has already caused a breach in the quietude of Arcadia*

First she had the beasts set loose at Basilius*s pastorals;

then she employed her servant Clinias to stir the Arcadian

iBultltude to revolt against their leader; and now she has

lured Pyrocles and the princesses into a trap and cast

thea into prison* Ser aaliee leads to the open war in

which Basilius's forces successfully besiege her castle.

let it is not really Cecropia who sustains the war-

fare in Book III, nor is it really Cecropia who keeps the

princesses in prison* Once she has captured Philoclea and

Pamela, Cecropia fully intends to have them killed* But

she spares them simply because Amphialus, the key to her

political aims, is in love with Philoclea* It can be shown

that the motivation for nearly all the action in Book III

rests squarely with Amphialus, who in loving Philoclea

finds himself in the subtlest of paradoxes.

Because of Cecropia *s imprisonment of Pyrocles,

Philoclea, and Pamela, Book III is often referred to as the

Captivity Episode. But actually it is Amphialus who is in

captivity. At the outset of Book III Amphialus is "utterly

ignorant of all his mothers wicked devises; to which he

would never have consented, being (like a rose out of a

brier) an excellent sonne of an evill asotheri and now when

he heard of this /I.e., the capture of the princessei?.
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was as fiiuch amazed, as if be had seena the Sunne fall to

the earth.,.^. 36^." let in spite cf liis disgust for his

mother's tactics, Amphialus ocnsents to her wishes. That

he does so is due solely to his deep love for Philoclea,

a love that places him in a paradox of situation that is

actixally a fusion of two apparently contradictory circum-

stances.

First, he is forced to keep prisoner the one person

to whom he himself is a slave* Working with the two con-

traries, captor and captive . Sidney gives full play through-

out Book III to the implications of the paradoxes contra-

dictory that Amphialus is a jailor, he is not a jailor) he

is a prisoner, he is not a prisoner. In addition, Amphia-

lus has a respect for his izusther in spite of his disgust

for her tactics. Only his love for Philoclea allows him

to agree to Cecropia's prolonged imprisonment of the prin-

cesses and to countenance any of her political schemes.

Neither of these paradoxes contradictory is Amphialus able

to resolve. And for his confusion he pays a high pricei

his own aufid his mother's destruction.

Time and again in Book III Sidney sets forth para-

doxes of situation that point up the apparent contradiction

that Amphialus is "himselfe indeede a prisoner to his pris-

oner." riote, for example, Philoclea *s response to Amphialus'

assurance Uiat nothing but honor is meant to her persons
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You call for plttie, and use crueltie

j

you say I you love me^ and yet do the effeotes
of eniiiitle«.,You entitle your selfe my
slave, but I am smx& X aa yciui's,,,/?, 3<iJ7«

Or consider the implications of the paradox contradictory

as seen in AiBphialus'a answer to Philoelea's assertion

that if he loves her nothing should stop him from setting

her and Pamela freet

It Is Love, it is love, not X, which dis-
obey you,,, It is you your selfe, that im-
prisons youi' saii'e; it is your beautie which
makes these castle-walles ©labrace youi it
is your 0¥«i® eyes, wnich reflect i^on them
selves this injurle,,,/pp» 369-37^7,

Again, he is tormented by the paradox in the midst of

prejwravioiis i'or wart

sweet P^lool^q ^e cries ouj|7. ..ray mind
misigives iiie, ior your planets beare a contrarie
aspect unto me. Woe, woe is me, they
tiiTeateii w^ destructions and whom doo they
threaten this destruction? even him that
loves tiie^ii^ and uy what ^eans will they
destroy, but by loving them?..,0 beloved
(though hating) Pfailocleay how if thou beest
meroifull, hath crueltie stolne into thee?
Qr how ii" thou beest crueli, doth crueltie
looke iiM>re meroifull then ever Mercie did?
Or alas, is it my de;ditinle Uml makes kercie
oruell? Like an evill vessell which turnes
&woete lioour to ;iovernebj so waen thy t;race
fals upon me, my wretched constitution makes
it beo<»iae rieroeness«,««/p, 37j^»

Or, finally, even during the war itself and in the aldst of

personal triumphs Amphialus is still in thraldom

i
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Trophe upon Trophe, still did but builde
up the monuait of his thraldomej he ever
finding himselfe In such favour of rhlloclea

y

that ghe was most absent, when he was present
with her; ax^ ever sorriest, when he had best
successe.../p. 42^,

As Sidney works out the Implications of the para-

dox contradictory in the person of Aaphialus, he under-

scores the notion that virtue ean be discovered in the ad-

versity of love. However agonizing Ills situation may be,

Amphlalus realnds hlaself that Philoclea's "sweet vertue"

Is his "sweet Philosc; liie." iioreover, in the midst of the

adversity Aiaphialus displays valor and courage, virtue and

honor, as he triunphs in battle, A notable example of the

o.ualitles Sidney esteems in Amphlalus ean be seen in the

description of his mortal combat with the renowned Argalus.

Hear the end of "the cruellest eonbate, that any present

eye had seene" and at a point when Amphlalus has gained the

upperhand, Argalus *3 wife, Parthenla, suddenly rushes In

and steps between the combatants. She begs Argalus to stop

fighting, but he refuses. Amphlalus, however, "not onely

conjured by that which helde the Sdonarchie of his mind

^•e», Philocle^?, but even in his noble hart melting with

compassion at so passionate a sight, desired him to wlth-

holde his handea, for that he should strike oney who sought

his favour, and woulde not make resistaunce." In Sidney's

words the scene Is a "notable eacample of the wonderfull
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effectes of Vertue, where the conqueror, sought for friend-

ship of the conquered, and the conquered woulde not pardon

the conqueror ...^p, 425<-42S7«*'

But so long as Amphialus is a prisoner to his pris-

oner, so long aiust he agree to his mother's Machiavellian

vays even though they disgust him; sc long as he obeys his

aother, so long must the warfare continue* And it is the

warfare that finally brings upon Amphialus a paradox of

situation with tragic consequences. Scon after he achieves

wide fame for slaying the great Argalus, he accepts a

challenge from a strange Knight of the Tomb. As the conbat

ooBuaences, the Knight alsses rest, but Amphialus courteously

passes up the advantage, fhe two then engage in a sword

fight, but after quickly obtaining the advantage hiraself

,

Amphialus requests that the fight be called off. Though

destined to lose to an obvlc^asly superior foe, tlie Knight

of the Tomb denies Amphialus 's request. Amphialus has no

other choice but to thrust home a mortal wound. Pulling

off the slain lcnight*s head-piece, Amphialus then makes a

startling and tragic discovery J before him lies Argalus 's

fair wife, Parthenia.^S

Astonished with grief and compassion at this para-

^^orlyp , I, 447,
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dox unexpected, Aiaphlalus is left with notiling but deep

refljopse and inward sulTering. "For that courteous harto,"

writes Sidney, "wnich would have grieved but to nave heard

the like adventure, was rent with reaembring himselfe to

be the authcrx so that his wisedoae coula not so iarre

temper his passion, but that he tocke his sworu, counted

the best in the world,., and brake it into inany peaces ...

saying, that neither it was wortl.io to serve the noole

exercise of chivalrie, nor any other worthie to feei that

sword...^. 46^." Iroa this point on iiidxiey encourages

the reader's sympathy for Amphialus while intensifying the

development of his centi-al theiae and, at the same time,

realizing his conception of a truly noble and virtuous

cnarac ter.

Ihough he is a man of action, Amphialus now faces

a sies® of solitariness as he reflects on tne paradoxes

of his life, and parUcularly on that paradox contradictory

on wiiich tnematic development in Book 111 is dependent.

And then aelancholle (onely riohe in un-
fortunate remembrances) brought beiore him
all the aishappes, with wi^ich his life had

S!Ji'^**?'*'^* *?*^* S^ r^4^9^eft^^ and
Parther^l^^ wherein he found hlcself a hated
of the ever-riiling powers, out especially
(and so especially, as the rest seemed
nothing when he cane to that) his faUll love
to Fhilocl,^! to when; he had 3c governed him-
selfe, as one that could neither conquere,
nor yeeldj being of the one side a slavo, and
of the otuer a Jaylori and with all almost
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upbrayding untc his mother the little
successe of aer large hoping profliisesj ho
in effect finding ^hiloclea nothing mollified,
and now hia self© so ca^ downei as hs thought
hiJSi unworthy of better ."^

tih±l9 in the oldst of tnis aelanoiioXic despair, AiapMaXus

J2^.« tc entart&in the aboatinable suggestion ox' his iBOther

that r&pc is the only means of obtaining Philociea and to

suXTer Ui& i^ioainy of oeing del aated by a ''forsaken

Ijiight" (ituaidorus in disguise} v<aai£er but nlubler than he*

But between hi^b ana the end of the journey of high honor

lies only one moTe paradox of situation*

i)uring the inter ii«i «Uen Aiwphialus is fighting the

loneliness of despair and nursing a serious wound inilioted

by the Xorsakeu uii^ut| i:>asliiu£ suoot»ssfully lays a. siege

en the castle. In desperation Georopia threatens Msilius

with the exeoutioa of his daughters and of I'yrooles if he

'-^IhLa ,
f pp, 4feo—151, ihe acoount of Philoxenus's

death appears sarly in the rcwance ipp, 66-71). The para-
doxical slaying arises cut of anotuer situation based on
reradcx contrtclctcry. Phlloxenus takes Airphialus, his
int;i£iace friena, %o lielen's court in nopes that Aiupnialus
os.n be of help in winninr the great Queen's fevor in love,
but iieien beco&es interes tea instead in A&phialus as a
suitor. "If! fev TSvcrdes," says Helen of Aaiphlalus, "while
he pleaaed for ari ctner, he «anne ae for himselie*** Am-
phialus virtvcusly rejects Helen's love and leaves her
court, helen Uien reelects Philoxenus, wno in turn becomes
so enraged that ha pursues Amphialus, challenges him to a
duttx. tuia is sXhixi. xiitugij. uxe ;iBiayiri^ of i ailoxenus lies
outside theraatic development, it is an important part of
i^idney'h auuptiou of xiamus's prudential method* 6ee below,
p.201.
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does not lift the siege. Yet even after Baslllus heeds

her threats and lifts the siege, she, in no way fflollified,

continues her oallcious practices* After having Phlloclea

and Pamela whipped, she contrives two trials by terror

i

one in which Pamela is apparently executed before the

anguished Phlloclea and Pyrooles and another in which

Phlloclea 's fair head apparently floats in a basin of blood

before the horrified Pyrocles. No sooner does Amphialus

learn of all this cruelty than he rises froa his sick bed,

seizes a sword, and rushes to the top of the castle with

the avowed intention of slaying himself in front of his

mother. Instead, however, the vwy sight of him so fright-

ens Cecrcpia, that she falls to her death from the castle

wall. 2*^ To have thus lived to be the death of her that

gave him life is to Amphialus almost—but not quite—-the

final paradox of situation.

As if tc make it so, Amphialus seizes a knife and

inflicts a number of seemingly nK)rtal wounds on himself.

Lying at the ver^^e of death, he reflects philosophically

on the paradoxes that have been the agony of his life.

Amphialus ^ wretched Amphialus : thou hast
lived to be the death of thy most deere

^Ifi£ito» I> 492,
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oopanlon & friend Phlloxenus . and of his
father, thy most carefull fosterfather. Thou
hast lived to kill a Ladle with thine ovne
handesi and so excellent, and vertucus a
Lady, as the faire Parthenifa wasi thou hast
lived to see tny faitnfull Isffienm slaine in
succouring thee, and thou not able to defende
blBii tliou tiast lived to shev thy selfe such
a coward, as tiiat one unknowne knight could
overcome thee in thy Ladies presences thou
hast lived to beare armes against thy right-
full Priiice, thiiie owne linckle; thou hast
lived to be accounted, and Justly accounted,
a traitor, by the roost excellent persons,
that this world holdeth; thou hast lived to
be the death of her, that gave thee life*
But ah wretched AmphialuS

f
thou hast lived

for thy sake, and by thy author itie, to have
?l;^^oc;^^^ toroentedj heavens, in Amphlalus
castle, where Aiaphialus commaunded,,,.*^

In loving Philoclea, both Pyrocles and Araphialus sul'fer

inwardly froa the paradoxes of situation by which Sidney

illustrates the adversity of love* Yet it is elear that

Sidney intends for the reader's sympathy to lie more with

Amphialus. He has a dimension that Pyrocles lacks, a

depth of human sensitivity and manliness that leads the

reader to share his internal conflict and see it as real.

In a paradoxical statement touched with more meaning per-

haps than any Sidney has previously employed, he points

out near the end of his romance Amphialus's struggle.

^
^It^yi ., p, 492. For the deaths of Tlraotheus,

fhiloxenus's lather, and of Ismenus, see pp. 71 and 391,
respectively.
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When servants ccow to him they find him "swimming in his

owne bloud| there giving a plttiful spectacle, where the

conquest was the conquerors overthrow, and seif-ruine the

oneXy triumph of a battaile, fought between hi;2, and him

selfe...^. 49^,"

In so far as his basic plan for thematic develop*

ment is concerned, Sidney's narrative ends with Amphialus's

apparent death, ^^ That the revised Arcadia ends abruptly

a few pages later is, in many respects, not sxirprislng.

Testimony has survived of Sidney's Intention to finish the

romance, and in 159S his sister published a completed

version that purports to t>e based at least in part on

Sidney's notes. Yet the fact remains that Sidney did not

complete the story. In the light of the present analysis,

he did not need to, for with Amphialus's apparent death the

possibilities of hint central theme had been exhausted. To

have illustrated it further—with, say, Pyrocles—would

23
^ome doubt surrounds Amphialus's death. The

general feeling among the Arcadians is that he has died*
For example (p. 50b), it is clear that Pamela and Phlioolea
receive news that he is doad. Yet when Queen Helen comes
to take him to a famous surgeon (p. 497). some life still
remains in Amphialus's body, i^lke oreviliw claims, a»re-
over, that Sidney intended to have Amphialus marry Helen
later on. Cf . his j^ife £f .^ir Philip .Sidney , ed. iNowell
Siuith (Ojcford. 1&07;, p. 14. Doubtless Sidney was uncertain
as to the further direction of his narrative, if he did
intend to finish It.
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have boen antl">oliiDaetie. In the characterization of Am-

phlalus—"a young man, of great boautie, beautified with

great honour, honoured by great valure, aade of inestimable

alure, by the noble using of it**—lay final proof of the

general that virtue is made manifest by affliction, that

"the jorney of high honor lies not in plaine wayes*"

Sueh, then, is Sidney's basic plan in the revised

freauia t paradoxes or situation functioning conceptually

to ixiuscrai.e (prove; a general. 2he last chapter ijaade

note of a limitation of Uamus's natural method of discourse,

a metiiod for "ejicamples'* that can be found adumbrated, for

instance, in Milton's recension and set forth in detail in

commentaries by Abrahasi Fraunce and Anthony Wotton* "Here

^iio i'oet. proveth tiie general!," says votton, "that Adversitie

sheweth true vertue; by«*.specialls.***" Xhe basic plan

analyzed in this chapter is precisely the Hajaistio method

for sxaiaples. ^mat is Aiore, the basic plan points up the

spirit of Hamism in two other in^ttances.

To evidence pre^entea earlier that kidney was a

Bamist, that l-Taunoe supplied him with specific information

on Eamus*s logic in 1531-1582, and that the spirit and

techniques of Hamism so suitable to Sidney's temper lay at

the heart of his conception of the revised Arcadia , may be

added evidence of his actual application of certain of
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Ramus *s principles. "Reade Homer, reade Deoosthenes, r«ade

Virgin, read Cicero, reade Bartaa, reade Torqua to Tasso,

reade that most ^orthle ornament of our Ijigllsh tongue, the

Countesse of Pembrookes Arcadia," wrote Fraunoe, "and there-

in see tlie true effee tea of natural Loglke which Is the

ground of artlflclall,*' Exactly what "effectea" lYaunce

had In mind are not clear, but those that the analysis In

the present chapter has turned over can now be sUBunarlzed,

It has been shown that In Sidney's basic plan

construction of paradoxes of situation derive (often ex-

plicitly) from Rai&lstlc places of Invention. These places—

"dlsa^ireeable arguments," as the Ramlsts were fond of call-

Ins then—are "contraries" and "contradictions," and par-

ticularly the latter, which Ramus himself singles out In

^^^ DialectJQue as a favorite among the ancients of all the

species of contraries. Framing contradictory relationships

out of arguments (e.g.. haraony-diseord, violence-calm,

captor-captive) found in invention, Sidney disposes them

into axicns (i.e., paradoxes of situation), Sidney la not

always, of course, explicit with his use of the places in

logic. The revised Arcadia is, after all, not a detailed

logical treatise but a woric of the Imagination, Hence in

many instances Sidney's presentation of a paradox of situ-

ation from the place of contraries or contradictions Is

done without calling attention to those places—done, that
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Is, artistically*

In addition to framing axioms out of disagreeabla

arguments, Sidney composes in the very spirit of Ramism—

the spirit, that is, of practicality. Sidney's basic plan

for thematic development, the literary writer's application

of Ramus »s natural method of discourse, is a practical way

to teac^ a central theme. The aim of the revised Aroadlrft

is the exemplification of virtuous action, and the par-

ticular point of that aim is to prove that virtue is best

achieved in the face of the "discountenances of adversity*"

By having his heroes struggle through r^ number of para-

doxically adverse circumstances, Sidney proves his central

message. "If you put dovne one, more, or all the specials,'*

wrote Fraunce, "you also put downe the general!, for that

the nature and essence of the generall is in every of the

specials. "^^ Sidney's basic plan is Ramus 's golden rule

of method, the interrelationship of parts to the whole—

a method in which "the links are by degrees so depending

the one on the other, and all chained so rightly together,

that nothing can be taken away without breaking the order

and continuity of the whole." So long as this basic plan

is held in perspective, the revised Arcadi^ is seen to

^^UjS Lawiers LogJke (1688). §JSS, 11344, fol. 34',
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havt unity*

U

W«r« Sidney's central purpose only to teach, the

basic plan of theiaatlc development would suffice. But his

purpose Is also to delight, So he carries the spirit of

Raalsni a step further* For the poet whose Interest lies

in the popular rather ti;an the learned reader and who thus

seeks to teach delightfully, Ramus adrlses a method of

presentation widely used hy philosophers, poets, and orators^

Hence Sidney's final presentation cf 2?.terlal is not the

ai SIS. order but the ^ raedias res order of the prudential

method*

It should also be noted that although the prudential

method may appear to be a substitute for the natural method,

It is rather a aeons for hiding it. According to Ramus,

good writers always use the natiural metlood, concealed though

It may be for purposes of delightful instruction. "For as

It Is a polnte of art to couer art," says Fraimce in one of

the treatises he wrote for Sidney, "so sonetymes to proceade

methodicaly, defyninge, diuidinge, etc, is vary preiudlcial

to y^ speaker, because the circumstances maye be suohe,

that better it were to conueye y® matter craftelye, then to
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put it downe sliaplle,'*^^ Thua Sidney's application of th«

prudential method is not to be thought of as taking the

place of his basic plan but as concealing it in deference

to a popular audience.

Following Haousy Sidney begins in the middle,

"often comprehends /by dramatic narratlo£7 what has gone

beforei" an^ presents many an "uncertain and unexpected

circumstance." Specifically, the inversion of order

appears in the first two Books of the revised Arcadia .

Consider the work as it appears in the 1590 quarto. In

Book I Sidney begins in the middle ef things and then

advances the main plot while entertaining the reader with

several digressions. In Book II he continues the main

plot but also works in the past history of the princes by

dramatic narration. Indeed he interweaves the past history

into the main plot.

Following Ramus further, in his suggestion that the

2^"0f the nature and use of I^glke," fol. 32^. See
Appendix A below, pp. 229-230. Ramus 's translators often
label their chapter on the prudential method as "Crypsls
Method" or "Of the craftye and secrete iaethode" or "Cf the
hiding of Method," Gf. Macllmaine's Uig Loglke jgf ^ Most
,|f?^9^^ji,^ftti t^hllosQgher P. itamEa. • •1^'?4. §TQ^ 15246, p. lOOj

the "inuer tinge of laethode" and "methodus orudentiae." See
"On the nature and use of Loglke," fol. 32^.
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prudential method ihould also employ "all the tropea and

figures of elocution, all the graces of expression... to lead

this vexatious and stubborn auditour," and to charm and be-

guile him, Sidney cloaks his narrative witn i^any a noble

and feigning image and a nost oi rxietorioai devices usually

described under the Arcadian style, lie also Introduces into

his romance examples of paradox unexpected that lie outside
his basic plan for thematic development. ?or instance,

Book II contains tne story of ilangus, in which at one point

Plangus's rather sends him off to war for having had an

affair with an unsavory married woman. Plangus returns

from the war only to find tiiat his father has himself

married the woman. ^2 so also in Book* I-II appears the

love story of Argalus and Partiienia, a story containing a

situation in whion Argalus is willing to marry nis sweet-

heart despite the fact that she has been horribly dis-

figured by a rejected suitor. Sidney there notes Uie pai-a-

dox of "a strange encounter of loves affects, and effectsi

that he by aii affection sprong from excessive beautie,

should deiig.it in horrible foulnesse; and she, of a vehement

dedire to have him, should kindly buyld a resolution never

to have hiifi.,.^. 3ii7." In addition to these paradoxes of

•ituation, throughout the revised Arcadia appears paradox

^^SCH^i I, 242-246.
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contradictory In the statement form to amplify thematic

development and to contribute to the total effect of the

discrepancy between appearance and reality, *-^*^

As Ramus 's corjmentators were quicJi to point out,

examples of the prudential aiethod, like examples of the

natural naethcd, are easy to find in the writings of the

ancients and other worthies. Sidney found his example in

Bellodorus's AethiopJca^ then recently translated (1G79)

into English by £ir O-'homas t^nderdowne. In his chapter on

the prudential method Anthony Votton sums up hi a remarks

with the following observation: "Which the poet doth with

a kind of the greater shew of Art, when he purposeth tc lead

©p perawade the people, which is a beast with many heads

i

he therefore deceiveth them many \myesJ he beginneth with

the aiddle, and therein oftentimes ccnprehendeth the be-

ginning; last of all, he concludes with soine uncertaine and

unlooked-for events. So doth mU9<^9r^» in his AEthiopian

•^liJtasiples not cited in the present chapter can be
£5:""?,^^ J^® foUowir.- pages; 3, 17, 2,0, i^:g, 4L, 5-,:, G7, 75,
So, 118, 142, 148, 150, IM, 166, 1^2, 198, 199, 2o6, 207,
203, 21x, 24;:, 251!, 2i>., 265, 1^67, £>'8;: , SOi-, CIO, ::i2, 32?,

?^^^?f?? 361, 38-. 3SS, 39C, 299, 410, 41ll 412| 472j 513.
In adaitxon, Sidjiey eiiploys i'or the sa.r.e purpose a nuisber of
instances of oxymoron, a restricted form of paradox wherebv
ccntraaictory words are set off in pairs, e.g., unhamyy
MEMaaaa. cf . pp. lo, 14, la, 42, ee, 74, 97, 129, 178,
«X?' oi-."^* S^''* ^-*^» ^^'^> ^''^> ^^^1 ^7, 274, 273, £81, 291,
52!» ?J1' J^^' ^^' ^^» -'^y 3^9 392 40?i 407 413 437
464, 466, 4bU, 490.

» ? j »
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î istQn fi£ TtegftFlgflfff & Caridea. So §^ Philip Sldagy In

^* Arcadia . "3^

Sidney (8 adoption of tho prudential jnethod gives

the revised Arcadia an inverted structure in Bocks 1«-II,

FurtheriBore, by Interreaving the past history of Pyrccles

and auaidcrus into tlie narrative that continues in heck II,

by breaking off a stcry at one point and taking it up again

at another, by introducing digrcssicni; and ozaitting sccoth

tranBltlona, Sidney gives the revised .>rcad.i£ a labyrinthine

structure. Ccapleoenting this involved structure and bear-

ing out Greville's reaiark that Sidney attempts "to guide

•vty aan through the confused Ubyrinth of his ovn desires,

and life,*' is the lont episode in bocks I-II culled the

Labyrinth of Love.

If to the labyrinthine structure and the labyrin-

thine plot be added the paradoxical cast of the T-hole roaance,

the riddle the revised Aroadlg| appears to be can be account-

ed for. That, as many critics LmJntaln, the revised Arcadlei

has an enormous complexity, that it lacks direction, that

it is in fact a riddle—ell such crlticlsn Is Just. Yet

its outward appearance, like its title, is deliberately

deceptive. Beneath the surface lies the unified, basic

^iiee p. Icki,
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plan of thematic development! partdoxee of situation

functioning conceptually to Illustrate (prcTe) a general*

Sidney knew better than Fraunce that the test of art is

to conceal art.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Ih« principal «1b of this study has besn to deoon-

strats that, noti Ithstanding Its involution and Its un-

finished state, the revised Arcadia may be read as a unified

whole and that its unity may be accounted for by Sidney's

application of certain principles of Ramistlc investiga-

tion and method to the use of paradox. Though the study

seems to have taken lightly the efforts of scholars in

recent years to interpret the revised Arcadia as an heroic

poem, the intention has not been to deny outright the legit-

imacy of such an interpretation. Certainly the study has

had to recognize the heroic content in Sidney's romance.

What is hoped, rather, is that the study may be thought of

as a supplement to the current interpretation, a reading of

the work as an heroic romance yet one with a deliberate

and purposeful design.

In the light of the present study the revised

Arca<^^fr becomes meaningful at four levels i 1) it assumes a

practical character by employing the spirit of Ramism to

validate Sidney's theory as to the end of poetry, which is

to teach and delight j 2) it assumes an historical importance

by illustrating, creatively, the influence of Ramus 's con-

tention that the art of logic is to reason well| 3) it

206
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assumes a literary distinction by making a contribution to

the development of prose fictlonj and 4) it assumes an on-

tological significance by divulging a truth, as the poet

Sidney seas it, about the nature of reality*

Along vith Sidney's achievement of unity in the

revised Arcadia is the fulfillment of a practical purpose.

The salient quality of utility that underlies Hamlstio

thinking manifests itself in the basic plan that enables

Sidney to present a moral guide that fashions a man in the

exercise of virtuous action, to show that virtue is not a

gift but that its discovery and cultivation lie in the ad-

versities of life, and to demonstrate in the development of

his central point the superiority of the poet over the

philosopher and the historian in matters of delightful in-

struction. In this sense the revised Arcadia takes a place

alongside those Renaissance works, like Castlglione*s J^

Ccrtegiano and Spenser's Faerie .kaSSaS* **"^* profess social

and moral instruction.

In so far as Sidney is successful In contriving

paradoxes of situation from places in logic and presenting

them in his basic plan as specials to prove a general, he

lends weight to the premise on whieh Ramus *s proposed

reform of logic was formulated, namely, that the art of

logic is to reason well. ?/hat is more, Sidney's activity
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In this regard Indicates the special influence Ramistic

conceptions could have upon the tilirabethan poet, who,

though he could not always make explicit use of a system of

logic, could nevertheless employ the notion of a reasonable

ordering of thoughts in a "representing, counterfeiting,

or figuring forth to speake Metaphorically."

Although the present revaluation of the revised

Arcadia does not propose a consider'* tion of the work as the

first English novel, it does suggest that in the acMeve-

ment of unity, in the Interrelationship of theme, structure,

plot and style, Sidney made a significant contribution to

the development of English prose fiction.^ Compared to

those of his predecessors and conteaporaries, Sidney's

achievements generally in narrative technique and particu-

larly in an organically functional use of paradox are

notable.

As pointed out in an earlier chapter, English

writers of prose fiction before and contemporary with Sid-

ney make use of paradox. Their usage is, however, detached

from any principle of organic unity such as that which this

study has ascribed to Sidney. The point can be demonstrated

by exaalning, for example, several uses of paradox unex-

%idnay»s belief that pcetry can be inclusive of
prose should be kept in mind here. See Works ^ III, 10,
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pected in representative medieval romancee. In these works

the episodic structural pattern precludes at once the chance

for paradox of situation to function conceptually toward a

larger effect. If the medieval romancer uses paradox un-

expected at all, its function is to add interest to a single

set of circumstances within a single episode. The paradoxes

of situation thus become detached from each other. Or he

may allow a surprising development to stand without at

least a semblance cf an innor contradiction—surprise for

its own sake. Or, finally, he jsay introduce a scene that

is unexpected for the characters in his narrative but not

so for his readers.

Consider one or two scenes from Huon st Eprd?^^.

Early in the romance Huon arrives at the castle of Dun-

oster, presumably in search of a slant. Once inside the

castle, however, he discovers not a giant but a fair damsel

named Sebylle,^ Now from the reader's point of view this

is a surprising turn of events. Put it is not attended by

an inner contradiction. Bor is it, for that matter, con-

trary to the reader's expectation. The reader is net led

to expect anything in particular. Several other scenes in

iiX ^ia iiiM fourciiier. hS£Amikf!^^U* e^« S. L, Lee, BEis.

ES 40-4iaondon, 1882-1833), p. 96.
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the romance do turn on paradox unexpected, yet are Isolated

from oach other and not made to contribute to a larger plan

of contrast, Juch is the case witii tlie scene wherein a bear

vho has accosted Huon on his Journey turns out to be a nan

sent by Oberon to do liucn harn.^ So also with the scene

when, contrary to what the reader expects, Huon and his

good friend Gersines engage each other in a combat, "^

Siaillarly, in ^^ Bevea ££ Ha^ntoun occur several

Instances of paradox unexpected contrived for its own sake.

At one point, for example. Sir Beves appears at a castle

disguised as a palmer to seek out his sweetheart, Josian,

who has married Yvor of L^mbraunt. At the castle gates

bir Beves quietly joins other palmers, who receive food

from Josian in memory of iiir Beves himself.^ Detached

from this episode and from a controlling design of paradox

is the scene where the Emperor of Alenaine throws a knife

at Sir Beves' ambassador, misses him, and strikes his own

son in the chest, 'Xhcugh paradoxical, the scene is antici-

pated by the autlior and handled so swiltly that the element

of surprise has no time to take effect upon the reader.

^jUM'i p. 11.

'*lfei^.» p. 198.

^:jM Homancq qX. £iZl Beves ££ iiamtoun . ed. Eugen PCol-
kiACt BETS. ES 46- 48-66 (London, 1386-1394), pp. 97-107.
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Note th« author's description of the scene

i

Whan syr iJurdour herde that wordei
He cast his knyfe euer the Tsorde,

Tc hauo ait the snesaaugere,
But he fayled, as ye aay here,
And snate his own© son in the brest*^

As in huoji Ql Bordeaux , so in ^is B^jres of ms^sm* ^^e

principal aim of the medieval romance Is to extol the prow-

ess of a particular hero, not to inquire into the difference

between appearance and reality.

Kren in such an artistically constructed narrative

«» M£ G^^wain an^ the Green jCnight surprise appears for its

own sake. Te be sure, the siatter of deception is basic to

this romance, but the author's purpose is to demonstrate

the truth of the reputed valor attached to A.rthur»s court,

not to show that Arthur's court is a fraud. At the outset

of the romance the headless Green Knight's sudden appearance

at court carries with it no real inner contradiction. One

could, possibly, consider the scene as having the semblance

©f a contradiction I the Green Knight has a headj he does

not have a head. But even so, the reader In this instance

is not led to expect one event and th«n receive a contrary

event. Later on in the narrative Gawain's surrender to the

^Ibid ., p. 143. Cf . also scenes in Gu2 of WarTrlck .

•d« Julius Zupitzp, E2Tf:. ES '.:f>-2t), uiid version U»oiiaOii,

1875-76), pp. 31-o6, lt>o-l^V, 204, 263, 340.
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eharna of his host's wife comes as no surprise, since the

author steadily portrays Gawaln as human and as soaething

Bore than a Imlght of cnlvalry. And, of course, when bern-

lak rereals himself at the end as Oawaln's host, the dis-

closure cones as a surprise to Gawaln but not to the reader.

In Lyly's ^Jifiiiagf (1679), the only piece of prose

fiction of any note in the Slizabethan period prior to

Sidney's revised Arcadia ^ the eaphasis shifts froia content

to style and the dec^nd is for tixe clever turn of phrase

rather than the ingeniously contrived situation, hence

Lyly's paradox is conunon in the statement form and has no

function beyond serving as part of the familiar euphuistlo

style of alliteration, balance, antithesis, far-fetciiod

similes, and allusions to bestiaries. As they carry a

slender plot, such passages as "i, but in the coldest flinte

there is hotte fire" and "the Bee that hath honny in hlr

nouth, hath a sting in hir tayle"^ never get beyond whatever

interest they «ay have as a stylistic device. The saute is

true with statetaents in Gascoigne's Adventuraa of u^stey g,

Hm, (167V), e.g., "i>o ttiat considering the natural climate

of the country, I must say thiat I have found fire in frost.

And yet comparing the inequality of ay deserts, with the

'^^IbSL CftSjaigte Wgrja sf Johp. isxix, ed. R. Warwick
Bond, 6 vols, U'^ord, 1^..^:), I, iik^.
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least part ©f your worthiness, I feel a continual frost,

in my most fervent flre,"^ Indeed, in their over-concern

for antithesis, balance, and clever symmetry within a

periodic sentence, the euphuists create an artificiality

of style that Sidney does not impart to his paradox con-

tradictory.

In its use of paradox of situation functioning

organically Sidney's revised Arcadia represents an innova-

tion in this area of rhetorical ingenuity. Further, it is

the first piece of English prose fiction in which paradox

is the ground-plan of the whole work and in which content

and style are interfused to carry a central theme. Couched

In Sidney** basic plan, which he necessarily obscures by

superimposing Ramus 's prudential method, is a conceptual

treatment of paradox. Each paradox of situation stands as

a part that relates to the whole. From a Ramist view,

each paradox of situation is an argument destined to demon-

strate the truth of a general proposition. Once again, it

is well to keep in mind Fraunce*s comment that if '^you put

downe one, more, or all the specials, you also put downs

the generall, for that the nature and essence of the generall

is in every of the specials." What Sidney's basic plan

Ssiizabethan Ficiifin, ed. Robert Ashley and Edwin
Moseley (New York, 1953), p. 8.
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amounts to, then, Is an organic iinlty that comes from a

functional relationship of parts to the wliole. This organ-

ic unity is strengthened by an interrelationship of theme,

plot, structure and style. The paradoxes of situation

make manifest the truth of the central theme j in turn the

paradoxes of situation create a labyrinthine plot that con-

sistently through two books contrasts with a labyrinthine

structure. This interdependence of parts, which Sidney

gains through he style of paradox, gives the romance its

fundamental form—a riddle that bespeaks an impressive in-

quiry into the contrast between things as they are and

things aa they seen.

Critics have noticed the advances in narrative

technique which Sidney makes in the revised Arcadia , and on

occasion they have gone so far as to claim for the Tjorlc

the distinction of containing the germ of the modern novel.

For example, in 1904 Sidney Lee noted that, although the

revised Arcadia is full of defects, "it proves its author

to have caught a distant glimpse of the true art of fiction."®

Lee's comment can be bracketed with a recent, more specific

praise by A. G. D. Wiles, who thinks that it "does not

seem too much to say that his ^^idney'i? superior achieve-

^^^ , ^^Sl^ ^Kl4.g^^:i?n si J^ Sl;^V^gfi^^ Century Uew York,
1904), p. 97,
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ments, by comparison with his contemporaries and predeoes!-

SDTS, in sustaining suspense, in interweaving subplots with

main plots, and in dramatic presentation of incident mark

him a noteworthy contributor to the development of the

English novel. "•'•^ To the attainments listed by Wiles

should be added Sidney's advance in the use of paradox*

His ability to relate, by means of paradoxes of situation

that function as specials to prove a general, a number of

apparently detached episodes gives the revised Arcadia a

degree of organic unity that definitely marks a contri-

bution to the development of prose fiction.

If the question were asked at this point, "What is

the sum and substemce of the revised Arcadia?" the answer

would lie in the fourth level (i.e., the ontological) at

which the romance becomes meaningful. It has been shown

that beneath the surface of prolixity and inversion and of

labyrinthine tangle and wanton direction lies a unified

basic plan of thematic development. There is a deeper layer

than that. From the Hamist notion of all thought as a vast,

reasonably ordered arrangement of descending generalities,

In which "argument was hooked into argument, lesser attached

to greater, word to concept, concept to larger concept" and

^Parallel Analyses of the Two Versions of Sidney's
Aifialia," M, ^^viX (194ii), 173.
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In which "thoughts placed In order •••will demonstrate the

truth of a matter without the use of other dialectical

tools, "^^ the literary writer Inferred a rationale grounded

in nature and reason which, for the poet as for the logician,

can divulge the nature of reality, i or Sidney, Ranisin

became a scientific justification f'::.' the truth of reality

as the poet sees it. And the reality that Sidney saw is

paradoxical. The foundation, the other part "then the

superflclall would promise," of the revised /Arcadia Is the

discrepancy between deception and actuality.

The point is worth laboring and perhaps can best be

seen if the romance is considered momentarily in terms of a

large sirapllcity. The most conspicuous Impression the work

imparts is the contrast between appearance and reality in

Arcadia itself. Sidney sets this deeper therw In notion

at the outset with his description of the paradoxical ship-

wreck;. Radiating out from this central contrast of violence

in Arcadia, bifurcating, as It were, fron the least tc the

most conspicuous, are a whole host of contrasts in paradoxi

the general warfare in Book Til, the Arcadian Insurrection,

the Labyrinth of Love, the Turbulent Pastorals, the Helot

Rebellion, the paradoxical oracle, Amphlalus's captivity,

^^Rosemond Tuve, Elizabethan a^nd Metaphysical laagerv
(Chicago, 19^(7), pp. L-j,ij and Li,L, raspdctively.
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the nine-adventure series In Book II, the pastoral Inter-

lude with Glalus and Strephon, the story of Argalus and

Parthenla, the story of Flangus, the deaths of Phlloxenus

and Timotheus, the death of Cecroplai the capture of Pyro-

eles and the princesses, the general treatment of humble

shepherds as ignorant clowns, the wealth of paradoxes

contradictory, and, finally, the numerous instances of ox-

ysora.

Though it has neither the polish and finesse of

Erasmus's Praise py Folly nor the erudition and vigor of

Agrlppa'a ^ vanltate ^ the revised Arcadia is in its own

right in the tradition of literature designed to lead man

away from deception and toward enlightenment. The revised

Arcadia makes nultlple claims for classification; it is at

once an heroic ronance, a practical guide to the exercise

of virtuous action, an Illustration of Ramlstlc logic, and

a representation, in a unique sense, of the literature of

paradox*
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in 30 far as eaio of typing woiad allow, th« follow-

Inc transcription or the two treatises In British Iduseum

MS. Add. 34,6^1 which Fraunoe wrote lor Sidney retains the

original spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. Xhe

text of both treatises runs In the complete manuscript from

fol. 29^ to fol. 36^.

i-or several reasons a transcription of The Sheiy-

naardaa i«2.^i^ Is not Included. Aside from Its sheer

length, this treatise Is technically ponderous and has no

general interest above that which can be found in any

Hamlstlc textbook on logic. Moreover, that Sidney was even

acquainted with the work Is not at all certain. As an early

draft of Fraunce's j£^ Lawlert: Loglke (1588), the treatise

may possibly have not been written before £>ldney*s death

In 1586.

Of the nature and use of Loglke

^9£7 Junius Florus by continual meditation for

three dayea space could not frame a beglnninge for his

oration. And I, when I thinke on that whlche I haue to

speake, maye rather wyshe an endinge then want a begyninge

In so large a discourse and plentyfiai disputation, Caius

Pllnlus In his Panegyrical speaohe of ye Emperoure Tralane

117
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first praieth before he praisethe, y* his wordes myght bee

worthie of Traiane his maiestye. And what then I? Seinge

all y"** I can saye, is not enough, and to saie enough, is

move then I can saye. Xt is a shame to bee alwaies silente,

when euer to apeake is scarce sufficient! and it is to

smale purpose to vse a smal© speache, when y© greatest can

not bee ouer great. So that I perceaue my selfe brought

to a verye neare strayte, when y* I can nether be sylent

with out shame, nor speake to my contentation, yf I saye

as others saye, I shalbee but simple* if I gainesaye them,

I must bee plaine impudent. But bee it as bee maye, seinge

he desireth to heare, w^^ deserueth to haue, and willeth me

nowe, who maye commaunde me euerj I had rather be thought

ouer rashe by writtinge, then not so thankfull by con-

cealinge. And as I am not so well pleased v^^^ my selfe,

as to contemn© the autoritye, or correct y© iudgment of my

betters, (for I wryte not this to teache others, ifi^ haue

alwayes desyred to learne my selfe) so would I haue,

neyther my selfe to seeme so sheepishe, as to speake for

fashion & hange on other mens sleaues, nor them so iniup-

ious, as to bynd my wyt to theyr will, and rul© my fancy©

by theyr affection* I loue Plato, I lyke Aristotle, &

Ramus alwaies I can not reprehende, if ther be any thing©

eyther food in Plato, or profitable in Aristotle. I take
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It by th«yr leaue, I thanke them for yt I take: but yf

Ramus and the rest amend that which they began; I am not

eyther so vnthankfull towards these, as not to accept theyr

paines well Imployed, or so inlurlous to nature, as to

thlnke her so beneficial or rather prodigal, in ouerlib-

erallye lashinge out her gifts upon Aristotle onlye, as

that shee should leaue nothinge to bes towe vpon others.

This by y« waye, nowe to my porpose ^1^7, and that in a

word, rather poyntinge w^h y© finger, then payntinge w^h

pen y* true vse and nature of this art, and shewinge rather

what might bee said, then sainge y^ I ought to shewe in

this behalfe. for hauinge in latyne largely put downe my

mynde, I will nowe but repeat some part of ye same: breflye

contrastinge & abridginge that my former speache.

Fyrste therfore generallye of y® whole nature and

vse of Logike, then after particularlye of some special

operations in y® parts of y« same, & so an ende of a con-

fused meditation, patched vp I feare me, in more hast, then

good speed.

It is an old axiome, and as true as ould, that Art

ought to imitate nature, in so muche that nothinge should

bee put downe

/^Of? in artificial Logike, wCb hathe not some resemblance

or similitude of y* paterne & foundation of all true Logike,
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w«*^ eyther god hathe drawen or nature layed downe In mans

mynde, I meane the reasonable capacitye, wyt, or intelli-

gence of man, & those y^ excel the rest amonge men: for

nature beglnneth y® worke yfi^ art must finishe, nature I

gaye declarethe her goodnes In seueral particulers and art

by experience, sence, obseruation, & induction, makethe of

diuerse particulers, a general collection, whereof ensuethe

the absolute constitution of euerye art.

That therfore is true Logike, w^h is agreable to

reason imprynted in man, and apparant in y® wryttings,

arguments, and disputacions of y« most excellent in euerye

kynde, as Plato, Aristotle, Demosthenes, Cicero, Homer,

Virgil & suehe lyke whose particuler examples collected by

obseruation I haue brought this art to her perfection, and

so in others, for what first taughte Astronomers y®

numbers & course of y® planets? Sence, what first tould

y® natural philosophers, y^ a Lion feareth a cocke, an

Elephant hatethe a Rhinoceros? Experience, what made y«

phisitians beleue y^ Rhubarb was good to purge, that

Eupatorium cured ye infected lyuer? Daylye obseruation in

diuerse particulers. Nowe if eyther a phisitian should

bringe in some hearbs not formed by nature, but forged by

his owne dyuise, who would not deryde him? or yf an

Astronomer should make a discourse of suohe stares whose
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examples are not extant in y« heauens, who would not laugh

him to scorne? or yf a natural philosopher would contend

y^ fier were could, or water hotte w^^h nature hathe for-

bidden, who could abyde him? The yf in phislks etc we can

not suffer this, whle should it bee wynked at in Logike?

or whle should yt be taken for a rule in Logike, woh

neyther can be found in reason the mother of Logike, nor

in Demosthenes, Plato, and y© rest, the Tutors of y© same?

for what autor did euer vse, what fruits can bee perceaued,

naye rhat Logike is theyr in thease mens Logike, that

wrangle of Quiddities, & Perseities, substantialyes, &

formalltyes, Albedinityes 3J^ suche lyke trumperyes?

By whose dunsicalitye it came to passe y^ Logike being an

art of arts, a science of sciences, an instrument of instru-

ments, the hande of philosophye, in power mightye, in autor-

itye greate, in profit excellent, was soe oppressed wth

sophistical brablinge, and ouershadowed w*ii dunslcal in-

uentions, that nether phlsltians knewe y"t, nor philosophers

had it, nor Astronomers cared for it, being neuer in deed

brought into lyght but alwayes kept & inclosed amonge those

intricate labarinthes of barbarous & idle headed sophisters}

whoe yf they had eyther red the ancient learned wrytters, or

considered the simple contry laboringe men, they might haue

sone Locike in those, & Logike in thease, far different
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from ther owne Loglke. for to let passe y© learned poets,

and orators, whom they neuer saw, much lesse perused: send

for a poor and sylley husbandman, ask him what hope he

hath© of his haruest to eomej he will roundlye make answere,

& y^ not instructed

i/3C£7 by learninge, but taught by nature, that ther is no

hope at all of any firtillitye this yeare to ensue because

the weather hathe bene so unseasonable,

Loe, here is Logike not found by man, but framed of nature*

Loe here the ij parts of Logike, the one in inuention of

ye profe, the other in disposition of ye profe inuented.

This is natures worke and art laust followe nature, or els

no cause whie we should followe art. the causes of plentye

faithe the countryman be taken awaye, therfore the effect

must nedes be recroued. Here is no mention made, noe ground,

no occasion wherbye to bringe in any of those monks deuises.

But this is not alls for as they haue thus pestered this

noble art with suche vnnecessarye & vnprofitable sophistrye

so haue they on the other syde taken as much awaie from her

of her owne vertu and greatlye detracted from her dignitye,

for wheras Logike is of her selfe so general, as yt shee

can in no wyse suffer her liberty to bee restrayned, yet

these vnhappy Loyterers, haue so iniuriously dealt w^b her,

and handled her so hardlye, by pynninge her vp in ther
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to bee Loglke ifi^ bare not some note & token of theire

sophistrye. howe subtyl they were, in this, let them

iudge them selues, but howe iniurious to Logike, and preiu-

dicial to y« louers of the saiae, let others confesse,

Logike hathe her name of y* greke worde Ao^os , w^h slg-

nifieth eyther ratio, or oratio, reason or apeache; sc that

ye vertu of this art do the so fare extend it selfe, as

eyther mans reason can reach vnto, or speche discourse

vppon, wheras these fellov/es neuer sawe or neuer would

seae to haue sen© any suche things, aeusurlng y® most ex-

cellent vorthinee of suche a friend, by y€ lytle capacitye

of theyr owne confused braynes, wherin they followe the

vnhonest examples Philoxenus and Eudoxus Onidiua ij famouse

or rather infaoous gluttons and belly gods, who were not

ashamed laost liupudentlye to ocnueye y© excrement of theyr

noses into ye diches of meate, to y® intent yt others

abstayinge by the reason of theyr beastlynes, then might

haue y® full & onlye fruition of y* same themselues.

better it were for a scholer neuer to learne, than to be

taught of suche masters, whose learninge they inust vnlearne,

yf euer they purpose themselues to be learned, but what doe

I ramoue the greuous remembraunce of that tyine so miserable?

selngo it is past, let it be passed y;th silence, or rather
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ouerpassdd with forgetfullnes. learning was abused then,

y® tyme was vnhappye, thease men vnlucky "but Loglke most

vnfortunate, wch of her selfe is so gentle, familiar,

charitable, & amiable, that shee excludeth no man, is no

where excluded, is alwayes at hand, euer in readynes &

suffereth no pte of ^ur lyfe to be destitute of her good

healpe, wth louers shee loueth & speks lyke a wanton wth

kings shea caunsileth in princes pallace, w*^ men of the

countrye she sitts in ye sheepcots, w^h senators she

grauelye derydeth controuersyes, in scholers shee directeth

aubtyle philosophers, at whome shee admyttethe y® simple

artificer, as high as ys hiest, as lowe as y© lowest, «S:

jaeane ^^^ those of mydle meanings. A preacher cometh to

perswade y« people, ^ exhorte y« congregation, but who can

awaye w^^ this persuasion, or v:ho caroth for his exhortatloni

vnlesse he brings a seraon rather fraught o; furnished w^^

store of arguments, then fiowinge oc florishing w*^ shewe

of ornaments: the one being y^ effect of Loglke of all men

comended, the other but a tricke of rhetorike, of ciany

codejined,

/3V[? Let princes raade y® orations of Girus put downe in

Xenophon, let counsaylers peruse, as I haue els where

spoken, in John Cheeke his exhortation to our Bngllsh

rebeils. Let philosophers harken to iiocrates disputinge in
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plato, lastlye let pollitike men & gouernors geue eare to

Scipio, then s-hall they see bo the princes <S: y« rest, the

necessltye of Loglke In them all. As for lawyers I let

them passe
J
for I think there is no man so ignorant or

vnthankfull, that nether can see, nor wyll confesse, the

helpe of logike in lawlyke disputations, Agayne I speake

nothinge of princes legats and irabassadours, whom I knowe,

& they aknowledge, to haue riiat they haue, by the hauinge

of Logike, who soe readethe Honer shall well perceaue y'^

nether y® strong Aiax nor fierce Achilles did for nuche

prouayle in batteringe downe ye walles of Troye, as y^

wise Hector a. prudent Vlisses, The speache of Hector was

sweter then honye, the talke of Vlissea sharper then the

wynter snowe, but what made eyther that of hector so swete,

or this so percinge in Vlisses, but yt Hector was wyse and

Vlisses prudent? Well therfore did Agameimon the cheftayne

of the Grecians whiche, not ten lyke to Aiax but ten suche

as hector to conquere ye Troiane towns, for lytle can ware

abroade, vnlesse witt bee at home, and lease can wy^t at

home vnless wee rule headye witt w^h headye wysdoxae, the

onlye gyfte of dialectica.

That place of Liuias is verye xiotable, wherin the oration

of Menenius Agrippa is rehearsed, for t^h^a ..« tiie ruxiiayne

raskal people had forsaken Koiae, and fleed by rebellion to
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ye holye hll: that which others neyther by force nor

fauoure, promyses nor prowes could performe, Menenlus

Agrlppa brought to passe by one only argioment framed by

Loglke in comparinge togeather the members of a himayne

bodye & parts of a comffionwealthe. As for all other Arts

it is wel knowen, that they can neyther be wel taught,

trulye learned, nor orderly© put downe, but by y« helpe of

Logike. Nowe yf any man should be desirous to peruse the

monuments of ancient wryters, historical, poetical, or

philosophical, and bee not first instructed w^^ this fac-

ultye, I shall not so aniehe enuye his good hope, as pyte

his lytle discretion, who looketh to medle w^^ sacred

mysteries w*^ polluted hands, to read good autors w^ out

any Logike* In readinge of Cicero, Plato, Aristotle, I

loue ther eloquence, I prayse ther wyt, I admyre theyr

copious and ample style | but why eyther Tullie his wyse

eloquence is to be loued, or Aristotles wyt to be praysed,

or Plato his diuyne philosophye to bee admyred, I knowe not

at all, but doe what I doe by haphazard, neyther can theyr

art and style any more delight me, wch can not perceaue it,

then ye precious stone could please AEsopps cocke wherof he

knewe no vse.

So then Logike is general and applyable to euerye

disputaciS, yet the matter to bee disputed of, is not of

Logike, but y« manner howe to dispute. And although in
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common meetings and assemblies, the words and terms of

Loglke bee not named, yet y® force and operation Is alwayes

vsed and apparent, for as In grammer we name nether Noune,

pronoune, Verbe, nor any other part of speache; and as In

Rhetorlke, we make mention nether of Metonymla, agnomina tio,

nor any other rhetorical figure or trope, yet vse in our

/2lfP speche ye helpe of the one In speaklnge orderlye,

and the ayde of y© other In talklnge eloquentlyei so although

In common conference we neuer name sylloglsmes, Malors,

minors, & other words of arte, yet doe we secreatlye prac-

tyse them In our talke, the vertu wherof Is, to make our

oration seme true to ye simple, & probable to the wyse.

And thus muche generallye of y« nature and vse of

all Loglke. nowe In a word of the partlculer consideration

of the same In euerye seueral parte. As Loglke therfore

it selfe Is dluyded into two parts the first wherof Is con-

uersant In searchlnge and flndlnge out of arguments, the

seconde In framlnge & exactlye dlsposlnge the same, so Is

ther In eyther part a duble practyse, and the least of them

bo the of wonderfull excellencye. The one Is called genesis,

when we seake by our proper labour and meditation to make

some peace of work, (for so the greke word slgnlfyeth).

The other Analysis, when as we mynde to vndoe that w^h others

haue done, and to resolve and dissolve y® same Into his

particular parts, the better to perceaue the art of ye
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autop in maklnge, & his conueyance in handlinge*

I'he vse &. commoditye of genesis in inuention wyl

then be perceaued and perfectly© knowen, when for our owne

exercyse in this behaiie, we take some argiiment and draw©

the saiae through out all the places of inuention, shewing©

what be the causes, effects, subiects, adiuncts, etc. of

the sames as for example sake, in latyne I propounded this

word, Mobilitye, out of Sturmius, and so deduced the same.

In lyke manner for analysis in inuention, I toke that peace

of Oioero, ^^'^ is entyteled Latine, wherin I examyned the

causes effects, etc of Amicitia, the better to vunderstand

what art Tullie had vsed in that disputation, for the sec-

ond part of Logike in disposition eyther axiomatical, syl-

logistical, or Methodical, as Apolles was wont to saye,

Kulla dies sine linea so would I wyshe him, y^ would be a

Logician, to let no daye pass w'^^out some practyse in this

part. Wherin yet I wyl not be so seuere a censor, as to

exact euerye sillogism© to the strayte formes and rigorous

rules of some Duses prescribed, let sophisters beate theyr

braynes about theaae in schcles, y^ shalbe sufficient for a

political man to followe a more easye and elegant kynde of

disputation, loyninge rhetorike w^^ Logike as Placo in greke,

and Cicero in Latyne vsed to doe. for example sake in this

behalfe, I toke for my tr.eme, the praise of Logike, and

thercn disputed logicalye, after my manner in laytne. This
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for geneslsx nowe for analysis in this second part cf Logike

and namlye in axlomes, and sillcgismes, that is most neces-

sarye, for y® auoydlnge of y* captious & sophistical clrcu-

uentions cf our aduersaryes. for otherwise, as a good tale

maye bee mard in the tellinge, so a false furnyshed fable wyl

bee taken for a truthei for want of ludgment in this part to

seuer good from bad, truthe from falsehoode, shewe from sub-

stauce. An example for this part, we tooke cut cf Tiillle his

paradoxes where he hathe thease words, quod sclu honestu

est, id bonum est. wherin I layed downe in a table, the

order, profes, examples, confirioations, confutations, axiomesy

sylloglsmes, enthyraenes,

/2)2^ secreatlye conteyned in this disputation, and as in this

example I haue don so must euerye logician take paynes to doo

better, yf euer he purpose to haue vse of his Logike.

The last part of Judgment renayneth yet, but not y®

leaste and that is nethode, w°^ if yo'' take awaye, all other

things in a logician although they be most exelent are of

smale force & lytle estimation, for what auayleth it to

searche & find out arguments, to frame & conclude them, if

ther be no order kept in propoundinge them, no methode ob-

serued for conseruatlon & healpe of memory? Yet y^ is lyke

a confused heape of stones, & tymber, in respect of a well

ordered house, for this part 1 referre the louer of logike,

to y® last chapter of Ramus his Logike, wher he shal haue
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examples to make this playn« & counsaile whan to vs© an

exact Methods J and when to admyt of an inuerted crder, as

occasion of place, tywe, and otiior circumstances shall seiae

to recuyre, and this inuertinge of Metiicde, is caled of

some netiicdus prudentiae, because it requireth y® wysdome &

discretion of y® speaker or wryter, in iudginge the tyawi

when such a perturbation of order maye be vsed. for as it

is a poiate of art to eouer arte, so aomtyms to proceade

methodically, defyninge, diuidinge, etc is very preiudicial

to y® speaker, becauae the circuiastances iaaye be suche, that

better it were to conueye y® laatter craftelye, then to put

down© it simplyo» But tiiis by the waye, for my meaninge la

not to geue precopts of Logiice, but to shewe the vse of those

that be geauen,

Now© as the vse of this art is straunge & vfonderfulli

so the abusing© of y* same hathe bene intolierable, partly©

in supplantlnge therbye and circumuentinge the simple i but

especialyc by ouercharglnge it vr^^i crude and barbarous Quid*

ciities, as also by detraetinge from it y® ocst necessary*

ornaraente of the same. Some what I haue alreadye spoken of

this abuse, uore I might, and more 1 would, yf eyther tyme

were fauorable to ay will, or other affayres not prejudi-

cial to Esy natural inclynationj yfi^ euer iiatho bene, and al»

ways \7ilbe; as a louer of Logike, so a professed enemye to

those lasye d confused moonkishe hoades, the onlye defacers
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cart loades of vnusual superfluityes, better neuer named

theneuer knowen,

A bryef and ^jeneral cooT^arlson cf Ramus his
Logike w'^'^ that cf /.r la to tie, to y« ryghte
worshypful his verye good M"^ and Patron i^
P: Sydney

^^ Phormlo by roports, Hyhte Worshypful, was stop-

ped although hee spake wel, because he spake to Hannlbali and

rayght not I bee scorned, for wrltinge il, and wrytinge to

Phillppus? for as I am sure of the one, that Phormio was

as wel renowned for a philosopher, as I am reiected for a

philosophaster; so am I certayne (f the other, that Hanni-

bal had as auche nede to heare precepts of ware, as hathe

Philllpus to reade rules of Logike, But here in is y« dif-

ference, that Kannlbal as he was hardye in fyelde to reueng

him of his fees, so was he tc hastye at home to relect his

frende the welmeaninge Phormio i wher as thllippus, as in

Logike he goethe before nanye, so for gentlenes and courtesye

more :aaye come behynd him. And yet because it were an odi-

ous thinge for ne, to aytt as iudge and censor of Aristo-

tle L Ramus, who as I neuer name Ramus w*hout some reuer-

ence, so I alwayes speake of Arlstotla w^ admiration, I

haue layde asyde y« person of a detarmyner, and supplied the

place of a playne interpreters exhibitlnge that in vrritinga,
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to yuur woorship© breflye, which© too Cambridge aophistera

did speak© mcr© diffusedlye, liia one is, as they say©, a

methodical Bamysti the other an obstinate ArlstcteXianj th«

speche was theyrs, the iudgmente shalbe yours | the report©

must iiange vpon ay credyte. only© this for &y self© I must

desyre your wccrshlpe, to read© this not as my mynde, but

aa theyr laeanlnge, and yf they sem© eyther ouer bouide, or

soaro© wel manered, before such a iudg© so to behaue them-

seluesi attribute it rather to y® rudenes of wayling© and

wrangling© sophistera that spake it, then the disposition

of him that put it downe. Tb& A^ristotelian being© almost

besydes hiioselfe, partly© w"*^ anger, and partiye with ad-

miration, burst furthe into thease exolaaiations,

(Sood god what world© is this? what an age doe we©

now© liu© in? I think on it dalyle, yet can I neuer con«

ceau© in thought, I wonder alwayes, yet caja I neu©r laaruaiie

enough, and atyl I speak®, yet as good 1 were styl, as styl

to speake to no purpose* k sophistar in tymes past v?as a

tytle of credit, and a word© of oomaendationj now© what more

odious? Aristotle then the father of philosophye, now© who

less© fauored? the gtud St. Thomas of Aquyne, that angelical

and Seraphical docter, the subtyl© Soot, the learned bricot,

the profound© Lolcot, w^ the rest whiche then did floryshe,

wher are they nowe? Raiaus rules abroade. Ramus at home, and

who but Eemus? Antiquity© is nothing© but dunsicality, and
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sophlstrye nothynge but vnfrutful (Quiddities. Newfangled,

ycuagheaded, harebrayne boyes wyl nedes beo niasters w<^^

neuer were scholers, prate of methode w^^ neuer knewe or-

der, rayie agaynst Aristotle, as sone as they crepe out of

the shelle, profese to knowe that in one yeare, wnlch anti-

quitye confessed to require seauen. Irue substaunce is not

apparant, superficial apparance hereth awaye y^ bel. afare

is al, and cnlye & fare* a grace is al, albeit past grace.

^y7 Xiogike is nowe but six leaues longe, <k eyght

daies laboure; v^^ before was seuen yeares studye, and fylled

the world wth volumes almost infynite, herby it comes to

passe, that euerye cobler can cogge a syllogism j euerye

carter cracke of propositions! hepl»y is Logike prophaned,

& lyeth prostitute; reiaoued cut of her sanctuary, robbed of

her honor, left of her disciples, rauished of strangers, and

made common to all, wch before was proper to scholers, and

onlye consecrated to philosophers, we flye with winges of

wax, we rule the chariot of the sunne without discretion

»

80 must we fal withe Icarus, and perishe wythe falingei so

must we burn withe Piiaeton, and dye with burninge. A sound

scholer is called a dunse: and dunse is taken for a foole.

A Logitian of eyght yeares standinge is controwled of a

boye of slxe weeks continuancej and that which most tor-

menteth the harte of al wel setled Aristotelians, Aristotle
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himselfe is quyte daspared, his Organon c&led a confused

Chaos, iiis Logike a lumpe cf matter without order, more fytt

to coxifouMe y® memory then apt to instruct tiie mynde, more

worthy© to serue ia a syllweomans shopp©, then furnyshe a

scholers lybrarye. What a blaspheme is this? Fftiat a madnes

to put it by w*^ silence? Wliat a meritorious deed to ro-

uengQ it w**^ contradiction? I gaynsaye therfore that w®^

they saye, and yet say© no nor© then I mynde to proue, that

his Opganon as it was alwayes caled, 3c it shall euer be,

Oioi^a-vov Of'yo.vbiW A/ T^^ (Dl/JOCO {^t gs ]{t J^ 9 ^^^ proofs

v;aerGi', ana first for aethoao, i saye, y'^a sillogisme as it

is the works and scope of LoglliG, so it is the matter subiact

when about this Organon Jci}^ is conudrsant and altogeather

occupied; 4 inay be oonsiderad ayther as it is a whole inte-

gral, or an ¥nluersal whole, as it is to turn vniuersale, yt

hatha his specyals tc v/ytt, a de2.ons tratyue, a topicall, and

a sophistical syllcgismes of the first he teacheth in his

demonstracions I of the second in his topike, of the third

in his elenche. whereof aryse these seueral arts* the one

eternall, necessarye, and infallible, as a podietlce* the

other probable, as diaicwtio, the third false in deede yet

bearinge a sheiBie of truth, as Sophistice.

But as it is totua integrum, it consisteth of his

essential parts, I meane foriae and raatter. The forme is

put downe in his analytics priorlbusi the matter is duble
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©yther that whicha is nov/e and ioyntlye connexed w*^ it, as

bee propositions in his booke 7r£ri s^m i.ve l^^ , or some what

reinoued <!s. further offe, as voces and tertnini, wharof at

large in his catagoryes & predlcables of Porphyre. what

is in order if tiiis bee not a«thode? or what is methode yf

this bee out of order"! This hathe Aristotle obserued in

his Organon, and this haue nls scholars obserued by imita-

tion, beginninge at the least d so by litle and litle as-

cendinge to y^ greatest. Kcwe for the matter, I would glad-

lie learne of thease praecise logicians cL methodical raay-

•ters of dialectica, what is tiricre eyther in the Captayne

Aristotle y't is net fruitful, or in his fellow souldyers y^

is not necessarye, first they begyne withe simple woordes,

V they cal voces & termini, wherof some be proper

i^3|[7 some comcn, some ad placltu, some a natura, and

some of ether sorts* w^^ beinge by diligence noted and car-

fullye obserued, we that better perceaue the nature of proposl*

tions nade hereof, A.fter thease followe praedicabille, flue

general words, euerye one affordlnge four seuerall commodity©*,

the first is for y® better vnderstandlnge of y* predica-

ments, that ensue, w®^ be nothinge else but a methodical

cidering and placinge of praedlcabllla, as of genus, spec las

»

differentia &. the rest, the second profit is for defini-

tions, wcb if they be perfit consist of genus d differentia,

yf vnperflt of proprietyes j/^lq7 ^ accidents, the third is
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of the general into ills specials by lawefuH differences*

the last is for deiaonstrationi w®^ is a conclusion cf the

proper qualitye in liis owne subiect by a true proper &. im-

wediate cause, all w^^* things as they can not be performed

w*^ftt thease praediaabilia, so doe they necessarilye pre-

suppose the knoweledge of the sacie. The predicaments in

order followe for the better i eonceauing© of y® whiche, they

handle some otner things caled ante predicainents, as the

distinction of words to Imowe w^^ b© doubtfull, aabiguous,

aequivoca and w*^^ one simple and piayne signification, t^^

be priuitiue« w^^ doriuatiueaj for In disputation he that

takctfe awaye distinctioa confoundethe art and bringethe in

confusion, other diuisicns and rules I omytt w«^ are vsualy*

put downe irx thease ant© predicaiients, the vse of thexa is so

apparant*

ks for uie ten predicaments themaaules, who seethe

not what a aelp it is eyther to defyue curiouslye, or deuyde

exaotyle, or dispute artificialye, to imue all words al things,

all propertyes, and natiires of things, so orderly© put downe,

so playnlye sat forthe, so easye to be vsed when occasion is

affected, all bodyes, spirits, substances, accidents, quali-

tyes, quantityes, relations, actions, passions, circustances,

lend vp as it were in ther seueral storehouses, so tliat a ma

shal easilye fynde, although he differ to seelse, tyle he hau«
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nede to vse. Next these predicaments succedethe the explica-

tions cf some certayne words, w*^^ because theie be generalye

dispersed through all the predicaments, and not seueralye

bound to any one of them, are therfor put after the al, as

contraries, priuatiues, relatiues, contradictions, prius,

slmul, and the other, very profitable for y® more absolute

explication of the praedicaments. Hetherto hathe bene

spoken of the remoued mother of sillogismesi nowe the mat-

ter w<^^ is more newe, is a proposition: ifi^ because it con-

sis tethe of a noune, & a verbe, good reason the nature of

them bo the should be put downe, and because in a proposi-

tion the words maye be diuerselye taken, and in sundrye

senses! supposition followethe, shewinge the force & diuerse

acception of euerye terning, when it is to be vnderstood

generalye, when particularlye, when distinctyle, when con-

fusedlye: againe some propositions be ccntrarye to some

others* some lyke & equal, & therfore as the one affection

is taught in y® tractate of opposition, so the other is de-

clared in y® discourse of aquipolentia, some propositions

also be prime, some modifficake, ^^ as they be diuerse

from the other & more difficult then they bee, so they haue

i^^ a seueral discourse and somewhat intricate nee iniuriai

Nam de modaliby non gustabit asinus. Lastlie because the

nature of propositions is suche, that bie changing y® ter-

mini, a certayne inuersion, or rather conuersion is commonlye
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and rules set downe to auoyde errtr in this beiiaife. And

this muche for y® matter oi silioaisffles* Howe fcr the fora»

w**^ consistethe in a diuerse disposition of mediu, ther be

the figures, and a certayne number of laocdes, adicyned to

euerye figure. But because the first is onlye perfit and

absolute, ther be ordayned letters as notes to reduce the

vnperfit to y© perfit, and this is caled reduction.

H©we if we leaue of this consideration of a sillo*

gisme as it is totu integrum, consistinge of his natural &

essential partsj & so speake of it, as of an vniuersal wiiole

conteyninge certayne specials | so stiall we fynde thre seueral

sillogismes, the first Apodictical, as 1 sayd in the deoionstra-

tions, the second Logical in the Topiks, the third Sophisti-

cal in y® Blenches, not to the intent any man should vse thes

to abuse the simplicity of others, but y* icnowinge the vloe

he myght eschewe it, and detec tinge the fraude auoyde the

same.

This is the somme of that w**^ is put downe in Aris-

totle, and this is alniost al that can bee found in Aristotel-

ians, yf ther be any thinge in them expressed, w**^ is not in

him oonteyned, it is added eyther for y® more ample declara-

tion of that y/fi^ is exactlye put downe of himj or for the

more easye accesse and entrance to the hidden mysteries com-

prehended in that Organon, And therfore he that lykethe not
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this, I knowe not what he louethe: vnlesse he loue himself

e

so wel, that he can lyke no Logike but his owne, 6c so by af-

fectation of some vayne singularitye in opinion, wyl in any

case vndoe that in one daye wiifullye, ^^ wyse men haue

done in longe tyme paynefullye. But here an endei for yf I

perswade them, I haue said yenough* yf I preuaile not, I haue

spoken to inuche.

Thus ended his melancholical meditation the earnest

Aristotelian, whose words the Ramist perceauinge more bitter

then wel he could digest; thought rather to put them backe

w*"" lytle payne in the beginninge, then to surfett therbye

w^^ lese pleasure in the endinge, and thus began,

Yf yo^ had bene as diligent in meditation of the

cause, as you haue bene ouer earnest in admiration of y® ef-

fect, the knoweledge of the one would haue remoued the

straingnes of the other, for if the wysdome cf the ancient

^0 f^i^ be nowe degenerate into the sylines of newefounde

sophistae, what merualyle is it, if, when the thinge is not

answeringe tc y® name, the name become odious? Suche a

world this is, and suche an age we lyue in nowe, that neythep

the barbarous scholemen can further deceaue vs, nor rude

dunsicalitye blynde our eyes, and therfor indeede as good

bee styl at once, as stil to prate to no good purpose,

i^V More cause had I to meruayle, if men were ncwe so madd as

to eate acornes with swyne when bread is inuentedi to return*
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w^ the ciog to his vomyte* w^ dunaes to theyp Animalityes.

As for Aristotle, he was a father then, he is in fauore nowoi

they gaue him to muche, in geuinge others nothingej we geaue

Mm yenough, in leauinge others somthinge. Ai^ for Aquinas,

I wyl neuer honor him for a sayntt, yet I alwayes reuerenc©

him as a philosopher* hut so that by reason of the blyndnes

of the tyme I thinke he sawe not euerye thingej and seinge it

aot, could neuer teache it. Bricot, Burleye, and Bonaventuret

Duns, Durand, and Sorbella, are as aen now© take them to bee.

Bamus dothe not so rule, but y* he can suffer reason to ouer-

rule him. Antiquitye ioyned with philosophie neuer more

louedj but sophistrye lynked w^h false antlquitye neuer less

lyked. Owld dotinge graye beardes talke much of Baralipton,

whiles youngheaded boyes beare awaye Logike, Ihey thinke

Buche that a bo ye should conceaue that in a weeke, whicha

they could scarce perceaue in a yeare, but more that theyr

ould learninge should be corrected by newe teachinge, and

theyr labour lost w^ so lytle prof1tinge, iiinc illae lachri-

mae. A superficial shewe is lytle worthe; and an outworne

headpeace is lesse estemed. a meane is in the mydle. A fact

is commended but w^b his grace, seuen yeares to muche, eyght

dayes to litle, a meane is had betweene them bo the. Coblers

be men, why therfore not logicians? and Carters haue reason

why then not logike? Bonum quo communius, eo melius » the

best thinge in logike yo^ make to be worst, in thin^inge yt
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lease commendable, because it is raore common. A apitefull

speeche, if I durst so saye: a malicious meaninge, if you geu«

me leauei to locke vp Logike in secreat corners, neuer suf-

feringe her to see the lyghte, who of her selfe, as she is

generally good to all, so will she particulerlye be bounde to

none. The wings of wax be nmde by fryers, the feathers set

from monkishe trumperies j Phaeton is the scholemens inuention,

but as fier of true logike consumed the one, so the water of

wysdome ouerwhelmed the other in this our florishing age,

Tcuchinge the grefe yo'' conceaue for the contempt of Aristotle,

I haue not muche to vtter, onlye this I saye, that ther be

no greater enemyes in deed to kristotle, then they that in

words be Aristotelians: no better frends to him indeed, then

they y* least professe in words, for wheras ther ca. be

nothinge inuented and perfited by the same man, if Aristotle

did inuent Logike, as he perswadathe yo^, then did he not per-

fit yt, if ha did not finishe it, ther is some imperfection,

if ther be any want, why then alowe yo'' al? V/here Aristotle

deserueth prayse, who more commend©th him then Ramus? wher

he hathe to muche. Ramus cutteth of « wher to litle, addethi

wher any thinge is inuerted, he bringeth it to liis owne

place, and al this accordinge to those thre rules put downe by

/2>5!f/ Aristotle, Kara ttclvtos Ka.da.vro kckO o\ou Tp bJjOW .

To answere therfore to your general contradiction by parti-

cular confutation: it were an infinyt thinge, I saye, to dis-
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fer the further examynaticn of the rest, to the second parte

of Beurhusius.

first Hamus makethe tout one general art of Logike,

w<5h he diuldeth Into his integral and essential parts, inuen-

tion and iudgment. IThe Aristotelians, who vntrulye sake a

sllloglsme the matter sublect cf Loglke, accordlnge to y®

placinge of Aristotles volumes, haue made thre seueral arts,

fcyodictical, Topical, Elenchticali but how© absurdlye who

seethe not? for what is sophistica Logike? or is Logike

sophistrye? if not, whie is it numbered as a special? nay

whie is it taught at all? for seeing y*, vertu est index

fin ©t obliqui} if Logike bee truly taught, the false &

captious fallacions maye easylye be discerned, for desionstra*

tion ther is no such thing in nature, neyther any one examplei

among tiiirtye, w®^ prouethe that wch they pretend. Logike la

general, her parts be general, nether is ther an Inuention

Apodictical, an other dialectical, but y® same inuention is

In bo the: for as wel myght a gramarie sale, ther is one Syn-

taxis of Giuyl speche, an other cf coutry talke. in deed

some axiomes be necessarye, some contingent, some false 5 but

yf yo^ therfore conclude the whole arte to be eyther Apodicti*

cal, Topical, or Elenchtlcal, yo^ maye in lyke wyse, because

an axlome is affirmatye or negatiue, saye y"** one kynd of

Logike is affiriaatiue, an other negatiue. yf I should deuydt
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a mans bodye in to his heade, bellyo, & clothes, were it not

a ridiculous distribution? so is this, for sophistrye is

nothinge but as it were y« cloke or garment, coueringe w^h

an out ward shewe the in ward deformitye. But to come nerer,

and to followe this confused Organon, confused I saye, for

what is error if this be not blyndnes? or what is blyndnes,

if this be not confusion? first to begyne wth a piece of in-

uention in praedlcables, & praedicaments, then to intermedle

a patch of ludgnent in tts^l £/^MeveLas, after this to lumble

bothe to gether in prioribus or posterloribus analytics, and

then to begyne againe wth Topilts and ende withe Slenches?

But let vs followe, I saye, not for imitacion but for confu-

tation sake, this vnorderlie proceadinge of theyrs. Ther

may be soiae vse I confesse of voces and termini, for wthcut

words a disputation conceaued can not be vtteredj but ther-

fere in Logitce to talk of words Is no good Logike, But of

this els where, let vs come to the praodioables. Where

first those idle questions propounded by Porphyre, as whether

genus, and species wth the rest be in deed or notj haue bodyes

or not» what Logike haue they, what vse in logike, what helpe

to logike? praedicabilla be fiua» for genus, & species, theyr

proper place is in distribution a place of inuention, ther ar«

they generaly taught of Ramus, for differentia it is nothinge

but a forme & so it is put downe in the first place of in-

uention among the causes, for this word Propria, ther is no
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special vse in logike of it, rather then of this word com-

mune , hut

2J357 of Conimune nothings, nothlnge therfore of propria, we

maye gee through cut all the causes, and saye causes be pro-

per or comon, and so through effects and the rest: hut the

things coprehended under this word, must be referred to the

adiuncts in Inuentlon.

This word accident, is ambiguous, signifyinge by

Aristotles owne confession, effects, adiuncts, and compari-

sons: vi^^ being thre seueral & distinct things, must seueraly

be taught as Ramus hathe done, making therof thre seueral

topical places, cf effects, adiuncts, and comparates. Thus

muehe cf praedicables, w^^^ vnless they be referred to inuen-

tlon, what vse is in them, to prate, and wrangle of genus and

species in scholes, w^^out all sence? I omytt y« false de-

finitions, iraperfit diulsions, the palpable tautologies, a

thousand tymes apparant in the whole organon. for it were

an infinyt thinge to runne ouer al; only a word cf the vse of

euerye seueral Iwoke, and so an ende.

The praeaicaments be next in order; but first we haue

certayne forerunninge Ante praedicaraents, to prepare the waye

fur suche honorable geasts. and thease be aequiuoca, vniuoca,

denomina tuia: rules & diuisions. for aequiuoca and his fel-

lowes seinge they cone erne words they belonge to gramraer not

to Logike, which onlye respectethe reason, but yf reason be

vttcred by words then is Logike holpen by gramraer, and do the
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it not of her selfe, no laora then an trator can be athicua,

physlcus, or astronomus cf himselfe, but by y® helps of Astro-

nomy, of Koral, <i natural philosophye. The rule, (,'uando

alterujB de altero ate Is altogether superfluous: for he

that kncwethe wliat genus is, inaye sone perceauo that genus

ccnteyneth his cwne parts, and y® parts of his owne parts.

The diuision vfi'^ is, Entium etc is friuolous: for Lcgilce Is

antiu et non jlntima. Kowe for y© praedlcaments themselues,

in a word, it dothe no nore belonge to Logike to setle &. pl&c«

these things in suche order, then vnto any other arte. For

substantia tJie grelce vrorde, ouo-l a. , is coiainon and general,

signifying the causes of any thinge sayethe Aristotle in his

Metaphysikes, so he caleth the i'crae the essence cf the

thinge, and this cxaye is the true logical acception of this

wordei accordinge to y^ irhiche not onlye a toodilye substance,

but Qualitye, Quantitye, w^ all the rest; yee non Lntia,

shall haue theyr cause of beinge, although they haue no being

in deed. The natures of heauens, Earth, Trees, ^ants, Fishes,

Foules, etc. belonge not tc Logike, but vnto natural philo-

sophy. But here v/yll the Dunses distinguish, they belong to

Logike in this respect, sale they, that therof be made axiomes

and slllogismes, so mighte theye prcue all arts to belonge

to Lcgikt, for of euerye art bee axiomes framed. In Quanti-

tye (tc omytt vntruthes, as oratio, locus, teiapus belonge to

Quantitye; as, that corpus is an accident, in respect of a
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natural bodye) ther is notiiinge logical, but onlye the gen-

eral comparison of the l^ke, vnlyke, liore, lesse, or equal,

for this comparison is incident tc euerye thinge, and ther-

fore hathe his peculier

/m^ place in inuention assigned by Hamus. Helata nust be

referred to disagreable arguments, y* is thayr seate. In Qua-

litye what soeuer is logical, is reduced eyther to the adiun-

cts, or lys© and vnlyke things. Actio is an effect. Ttie

rest be adiuncts. l»ow6 come in the Post praedicaments post-

inge in hast, as though theyr lords the praedicaments had left

some what vnsaid that should haue bene declared. Whepof the

four first, Aduersa, helata, iriuantia, Contradlcentia, be

topical, and therfor to be taught in inuention. as for these

trifles of *^rius, uiaail, and Habere, they be rather foolishe

grammatical toyes, then Logical considerations.

The bootte m.p^ epMev^ t^s in tha beginninge is ouer-

chargod with grammatical ccntrouersles, of nounes, and verbes,

the rest he consumed in an obscure, false, & intricate dis-

putation de futuris contingentibus, and de modalibus, r^^ be-

ing In deed no different kynd from the other, deserued no

diuerse doctryne. for Suppositic the litle vse thercf laaye

be perceaued by that litle w^^^ I haue elreadye spoken, and

Ailquipolentia respecteth words onlye, & for y^ respect no-

thlnge Logical, for his bockes called priora atialytlca, we

wyll take a tast of one or ij and by these iudge of the rest
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of such inconuenlences. for conversion tiierfore, I .vould

gladlye see any vse cr example therof in probable autcrs,

Kay what man is so absurde as to attempt yt? for y® very

same thinge is bo the y* conversion, and the argumant of the

conuerslon, so y yf yo^ distlnctlye ccnjider the ij ex-

treames of the question, yo^ shall fynde no« third thinge as

oediu to confirme them, for example, let this be y* thinge

to bee concluded

Noe stone Is a oan.

The ij extreames bee stone and man, neyther is ther any things

•Is put downe in this ccnuerslon, so y* In steed of y® proofs

of the question, yo'' brings me baoke the quaestion it selfe

in this conuerslon,

lice .nan is a stone,
Eierfore noe stone is a man.

But howe groslye, and absurdlye, we shall better perceaue, yf

of this enthymerae wee make a full sillogisme, thus.

Hoe man is a stone,
euerye itone is a stcna,
therfore noe stone is a man,

Lyke this is that art cf reduction in sylloglsmes. for selnge

a sylloglsme of yt selfe is cleare, & manifest, what needeth

it the helpe of reduction to confirme It? neyther bee all

kyndes of sylloglsmes conteyned in these his lij figures, as

he supposeth. His Demonstrations follow, v/herof as I sayd,

ther is no example in nature to be founde. some topical

places I and ludiolal praeoepts be there and then dispersed^
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w®*^ Ramus hathe collected & set in order. His tcpiks bee

almost nothlnge els, but a masse cf ccnfusicn, vayne itera-

tions, tedious repetitions, and sophistical tautologyes.

Els clenches a peruersion cf Lcgike &

/^'o^ nee true lcgike. This for Aristotle, for if I should

but cnlye and barelye name & rehearse the infinite rable of

fryers inuenticns, more fit as yo^ saye, to serue a sylke-

womas shoppe, then treble a philosophers librarye, 4nte diem

clauso componat vesper clympo. and thus did y® Ramlst cut cf

ills discourse, I haue made a simple narration, and bare re-

ports. Ncthinge is deterayned. sub ludice lis est. Vestru

ludiclu, Vestra existliaatio valebit, only pardon, I praye

70'*', the stamiaeringe j^esslng for the tyioe was shorte, the

place vnquiet, my bodye erased, lay nynde juiolesteci, my bcokes

In CijabridgQ , fisy busynes in the ccuntrye, the reader fomcuSf

the wryter obscure, the juatter yll, seuied not worthe the per-

usinge, tiis thinge wel put dovme, subiect to sllanderinge.
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